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ABSTRACT
It hasbeen recognisedthat hospital food service could be improved, with malnutrition a
is
in
hospital
The
particular concern.
problem of patients obtaining adequatenutrition
is
hypothesis
level.
The
this
study that
of
complex with many constraints at ward
for
food
to
the
greaterserver
patients able seeand smell
on offer and with potential
increased
better
meal satisfaction.
empathy,will achieve
nutritional statusand
Data were collected from two wards, Women's Health and Orthopaedic,(n=62) over
two, three-day consecutiveperiods. Firstly, for a pre-ordered,plated meal service and
later,
for
a trolley service offering choice at the point of
secondly,nine months
Food
before
was weighed
and after the meal. Questionnaireswere
consumption.
interviews
and
conductedwith patients (n= 614) to evaluatepatient
administered
both
data.
The
research
and
of
catering
systems
other
pertinent
acceptability
Focus
involved
data
during
observational
mealtimes.
collecting
methodology also
groups were conducted with ward staff, and patients together with their visitors while
facilities
interviews
the
manager,
catering manager,
open ended
were conductedwith
This
dietitian,
dietitian
was to enhanceand
and chief pharmacist.
orthopaedic ward
chief
information
validate
already gathered.
Results show that nutritional intake was not dependenton the catering systemand that
barriers
`complete
in
hospital;
`eating
to
there
out' situations
are
possibly
unlike other
hospital
food
A
theoretical
nutrition".
model of patient experienceand satisfaction with
service is presented,reflecting data gatheredduring the casestudy. Texture and
temperatureof food were shown to be critical factors impinging on patient satisfaction
and the trolley system of delivery is the preferred style of service. Service
predisposition demonstrateslittle significance with patient satisfactiontowards the
indicates
This
that nutritionally, the method of meal
overall meal experience.
research
delivery is immaterial but patients do prefer choice at the point of consumption.

'A term usedto define the provision of a healthy nutritionally balanceddiet which meetsand satisfies
both physiological and psychological requirements.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.0

INTRODUCTION

Food service in hospitals is an essentialpart of patient care and a fundamentalfactor in
aiding recovery (Allison, 1999; Jonkers,2001)). Meals are often the highlight of a
day
(Kipps and Middleton, 1990) hencethe total food service2provision
patient's
should aim to provide a healthy and nutritionally balanceddiet that meetspatient
expectationsand satisfaction, fulfilling both their physiological and psychological
requirements.
The importance of hospital food service and the use of food as treatmentare not new
be
back
traced
to one of the earliest medical works, the `Hwang Ti Nei-chang
and can
Su Wen' (the Yellow Emperor's Classic of Internal Medicine, 722-721 B.C.) (Cardello,
1982). Concern with the role that food may play in the recovery of patients was also
highlighted by Florence Nightingale who wrote in her `Notes on Nursing' in 1859, that
`Themost important office of the nurse, after she has taken care of the patients' air, is
to take care to observethe effects of hisfood' (Nightingale, 1859).
In England and Wales, it has been estimatedthat in the state sector, the National Health
Service (NHS) spendsapproximately £270 million annually on hospital catering (Audit
Commission, 2001), although more recent data suggestthe figure is in the region of
£500 million (www. betterhospitalfood.com, 2004). As such, the NHS is the third largest
purchaserof catering servicesin the United Kingdom, (U. K. ) exceededonly by business
and industry and local authority education catering (National Health Service, 1994).
The NHS producesapproximately 220 million meals annually, 71% of which are
produced by in-house catering departments(Audit Commission, 2001). Hospital food
service can presentespecially complex featuresand is often consideredto be the most
complicated processin the hospitality sectorwith many interrelated factors impinging
upon the whole (Wilson et al., 1997). The siting of hospital wards often at considerable
2 The term food

service and catering have beenused interchangeablythroughout but their meaning
remainsthe same.
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distancesfrom the kitchen addsan additional logistics burden and in consequence,a
long streamof possible delays betweenproduction, service, delivery and consumption
(Kipps and Middleton, 1990). This stretched,continuous and staggeredfood cycle has
potential negative effects on the safety and quality of food (Barrie, 1996) and presentsa
challengeto any hospital catering manager.In addition, the main impetus of this type of
institution is in healing not catering.
The financial constraints and close economic boundariesof hospital catering, doesnot
always permit the provision of food or service that matchesthe expectationsof patients
(Dickerson, 1989). The budget for hospital food varies betweenNHS Trusts3in England
but
from
for
Wales
day,
£1.50
£8.40
three meals, seven
to
and
ranges
per person per
beveragesand snacksif desired.Notwithstanding, patient satisfaction shows no
2001).
(Audit
Commission,
to
the
cost of providing such a service
relationship
The existenceof malnutrition4 in hospitals has long been recognisedand efforts to
it
have
led
improvements.
In earlier work, both responsesto complaints
to
some
reduce
improvements
have tended to concentrateon palatability and the variety
subsequent
and
of the menu rather than on nutritional content (Bender, 1984) but there has been very
little evaluation of hospital catering systemsand their effect on patients' intake (Wilson
A. et al., 2000). More recently, there has been increasing concern over the high
in
interest
hospital
the role
patients and a growing
prevalenceof malnutrition among
food plays in improving clinical outcomes(Allison, 1999). Malnutrition has been
identified as an independentfactor in increasing morbidity, mortality, length of stay and
during
has
been
2003)
(Naber
1997;
Jeejeebhoy,
to
shown retrogress
expense
and
et al.,
hospitalisation (Kyle, 2003; Thomas,2003). This problem, though, is not confined to
the U. K. but is encounteredthroughout hospitals in the Westernworld (Schwartz and
Gudzin, 2000; Middleton, 2001; Council of Europe, 2001) and Latin America (Correia
and Campos,2003; Wyszynski et al., 2003). Five major factors, common throughout
Europe, have been identified as major barriers to complete nutrition in hospitals
(Council of Europe, 2001):

A Trust may be a single large hospital but generally incorporatesa group of hospitals in a geographical
area.
4 Malnutrition is an imbalanceof nutrients and may involve
either over or underconsumptionof energy
and nutrients. Undernutition can be defined as the underconsumptionof energy and nutrients.
SA term usedto define the provision of a healthy nutritionally balanceddiet
which meetsand satisfies
both physiological and psychologicalrequirements.
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9A

lack of involvement from the hospital administration (a food policy should
have priority)

"A

lack of influence of patients (provision of meals should be individualised and
flexible)

"A

lack of sufficient nutrition educationamongstall staff groups

"A

lack of clearly defined responsibilities in planning and managingnutritional
care

"A

lack of co-operation between different staff groups

A resolution (Appendix 1) containing recommendationsfor improvement hasbeen
However,
by
Committee
Health
Europe.
Ministers
Council
the
the
as
of
adopted
of
at
how
it
is
this will be implemented acrossthe U.K. (Wilson, 2004).
unclear
yet,
The hospital catering managerhas a formidable task co-ordinating a complicated,
food
is
One
in
the
the
operation.
of
main challenges
elongated
current market operating
in a climate of corporate scrutiny and orchestratingdiverse staff disciplines. New skills
needto be acquiredthose of negotiation, accounting and psychology. Managersare now
but
improve efficiency, add serviceswhile working with
to
required reduce staff
inadequatefacilities, reduce employee turnover but improve customer satisfaction
(Anon, 1992). At the sametime, greateremphasishas been given to the role of food in
clinical outcomes.
Food service in hospitals is important and nutritional intake should not be an
`afterthought' but viewed as a fundamental part of clinical care for all patients. Access
to a safe and healthy variety of food is a fundamental human right (Kondrup, 2004) and
it is short-sightedto underestimatethe therapeutic value of food and drink (Allison,
1999).
The consultation document `Standardsfor Better Health' (Departmentof Health, 2004)
goes some way to addressthe problem and food service is included as a core standard.
However, food is not just about service but encompassesthe entire patient experience
and as such should be viewed as a crucial part in the `patientjourney'.
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The hypothesisof this study is that food service is an important element of the patients'
hospital experienceand that choice at the point of consumption is the preferred style of
delivery. Moreover, by being able to seeand smell the food on offer, patients will feel
more encouragedto eat and together with increasedpatient/serverinteraction will
therefore feel better satisfied.
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Aim and Objectives:

1.1
Aim:

The aim of this researchis to critically evaluatepatientexperienceandsatisfactionwith
hospital food service.
Objectives:
In order to achieve this aim, the following objectives have been identified:

1. To identify andassess
the currentstateof knowledgefrom the publishedliterature
2. To measureand evaluatetotal daily patient food consumption and hencenutritional
intake derived from both a plate and trolley food service system
3. To measureand assesspatient satisfaction with the food and service in hospital
4. To critically evaluatethe patient meal experience
5. To develop a theoretical model of patient experienceand satisfaction with hospital
food service
6. To make recommendationsaccordingly.
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1.2

Dissertation Overview

Chapter One provides an overview of the subject areaoutlining the researchaim and
objectives that have been the focus of this study.
Primarily, the literature on hospital food service and patient satisfactionwas reviewed to
enablea baseline of knowledge to be established.This is presentedin ChaptersTwo and
Three.
The researchrationale and methodology are discussedfully in ChapterFour. A case
study approachwas taken to gain an in depth understandingof hospital food service.
Multiple forms of data were collected giving a detailed appreciationand portrait of the
subject. The approachused is embeddedin the humanistic perspective,studying
in
within
context
subjects
contrastto the structuralist perspectivethat concentrateson
investigated
Emerging
issues
theory.
organisationaland systems
were explored and
more fully by a seriesof empirical studiesthat complementedand developedcritical
has
It
been
perspectives.
suggestedthat a single caseby definition enablesa significant
contribution to knowledge and theory building (Yin, 2003).
Results are presentedand initially interpreted in Chapter Five from which a predictive
model for patient satisfaction was developed.Thematic issuesare discussedand
enlargedin Chapter Six, and a theoretical model describing a holistic appreciation of
hospital food service is presented.
Finally, in Chapter Seven,conclusionsare drawn and recommendationsgiven for
further study and consideration.The prominent contribution to academicknowledge is
to view hospital food service from a total approachand to provide evidenceto
substantiateanecdotal concerns.The food, the consumer and the situation have never
been consideredin an entirety for an institutional environment and as such make this
researchunique.
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CHAPTER TWO
HOSPITAL FOOD IN CONTEXT,

A CRITICAL

REVIEW OF THE

LITERATURE

2

INTRODUCTION

The purposeof this chapter is to critically review the literature on hospital food service,
identifying pertinent issuesrelating to patient food consumption. Appertaining to that,
discussed,
hospital
be
togetherwith
of
malnutrition
among
will
prevalence
patients
length of stay and nutritional risk assessment.Managementof undernutrition and the
hospital
involved
be
described
before
then
the
of
subject
will
approaching
personnel
food service systems.An integral part of patient consumption is how the food is
food
delivered;
have
including
been
these
topics
wastage,an
and
produced
considered
indicator of consumption. Lastly, food temperatureswill be discussedbefore
barriers
hospital
to
complete
nutrition
setting and addressing
within
a
summarising
future trends.
2.1

Background.

Before the National Health Service was formed, voluntary hospitals were public
institutions for the care of the sick and the poor. Such institutions were run by a matron
linen,
including
the
domestic
for
cleaning, care of
activities
who was responsible all
1989).
(Dickerson,
distribution
food
food
of
maintenanceof
stores,cooking and
Nutritional standardswere dependenton the knowledge and organisational skill of the
limited
interventions
Medical
and therefore maintaining patients' strength
matron.
were
through food was crucial (Wood, 1998). In the 1930's, with the expansionof clinical
knowledge, nursesbecameattachedto medical and surgical teams and participated
increasingly in clinical activities. As a consequence,the distribution of food to patients
delegation
handed
down
junior
(Dickerson,
1989).
This
to
of
process
was
grades
more
kitchen,
in
facilitated
by
development
the
tray
the
the
was
of
service with meals plated
comparedto the bulk service where sister or staff nurse plated meals on the ward.
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As doctors becamebetter informed about the metabolic fluctuations in diseasestates,
the demandfor therapeutic diets increased.It was recognisedthat there was a need for
specialisedskills which gave impetus for the appointment of dietitians. The British
Dietetic Association was founded in 1935 and the new profession was responsiblefor
dietetic advice in the managementof disease.This was the prelude to the division of
in
for
feeding
foundation
NHS
Moreover,
the
the
the
of
responsibility
with
of patients.
1948,the original role of matron becamefragmented.Facility managerswere appointed
food
for
as were catering officers who were responsible purchasing
and preparing and
distributing meals. However, serving meals, usually plating food from a bulk trolley,
remaineda nursing activity.
The implementation of the Salmon Report in 1966 (Ministry of Health, 1966) further
influenced nursing involvement in the feeding of patients. The distribution of meals and
the collection of empty plates were no longer a nursing duty but tasks to be performed
by ward `domestics' or `waitresses'.The nurse was identified as having `sapiential
influence)
(field
of
on all things which go towards the well-being of the
authority'
is
her
`the
be
That
because
into
to
taken
of
nurse's views need
patient.
account
knowledgeof the needsof the patient, but the responsibility rests with the officer to
whom the responsibility has beengiven'(Wood, 1998). Accountability without authority
in
food
difficult
the
the
service
made
role of
nurse
and strainedworking relationships.
Unfortunately, four areasbeing identified in the report as `non-nursing' duties (catering,
domestic cleaning, linen and laundry) compoundedthe situation. It was this statement
had
had
its
in
domestic
the
that
that
most
care
nurses
with
underlying message
no part
impact (Wood, 1998). Gradually, complex attitudes and organisational structureswere
developedwhich put barriers betweenthe nurse and feeding of patients, which cameto
be seenas a lowly task requiring little skill.
It was at this time that researchidentified concern regarding food and nutrition in
hospitals (Butterworth, 1974; McWhirter and Pennington, 1994) and in particular from
a patients' point of view (Association of Community Health Councils, 1997) leading to
the phrase `hungry in hospital'. The latter report suggestedthat patients were receiving
inadequatefood becausenurseswere not involved at meal times or appearedto be
unawareof the patients' nutritional needsand of the help required. This led the United
Kingdom Central Council for Nursing to statethat `nurseshave a clear responsibility
for ensuring that the nutritional needsof patients are met'
20

(United Kingdom Central Council for Nursing, 1997).

In the UK, Nutrition Guidelinesfor Hospital Catering' (Department of Health, 1995a)
(Appendix 2) were published to highlight the importance of hospital food as an integral
part of treatment and to provide appropriatenutrition guidelines and standardsfor the
general hospital population and groups with special requirements. It emphasisesthat
the provision of nutritional quality must not be carried out in isolation and that others,
including dietitians, catering staff, nursing and patient representativesalso have an
important part to play. Guidance is not prescriptive, and recognising the complex nature
by
food
hospitals,
to
the
the
of
provision within
accents need approach
situation step
in
The
step.
variations demandare complicated and involve not only providing meals
with appropriatenutritional content but also taking into account the social, cultural and
religious requirementsof patients. The key messagesare that:
1. Food should be regardedas an integral and important part of total hospital care.
2. Menus should offer a variety of nutritionally appropriatemeals and allow for a
range of portion sizes.
3. Foods not eatenare of no nutritional value to patients.
4. Taste, colour, smell, temperature,presentationand timing of meals are important.
The purposewas to provide a blueprint for menu planning and standardrecipe planning
while coincidentally stressingthe importance of good inter-disciplinary
communications. Pertinent points have been incorporated into Service Level
Agreements and Performancemanagementpackages;however, practice doesnot always
reflect the recommendationsmade (Dobson, 1999).
The place of food for hospital patients has also beenmade with the publication of, The
Patient's Charter and You (Department of Health, 1995b). This requires patients to be
given a written explanation of the hospital's food, nutrition and health policy, and the
catering servicesand standardsto be expected.The standardsprovide for:

"A
"
"A

choiceof dishes,includingmealssuitablefor all dietaryneeds
Orders to be taken no more than two meals in advance
choice of the size of portion
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for
The
the
9
name of
catering manager point of contact

"

Help, if needed,to usethe cateringservices,for example,menusprintedin other
languagesand large print.

However, (Farrell, 1999) found that patients knew very little about the contentsof the
charter and therefore concluded it had been of limited use in raising nutritional
awarenessamongstthis group.
2.2

The Consequencesof Malnutrition

in Hospital Patients

Malnutrition aroundthe world haslong beendocumentedamonghospitalisedpatients
(Bollett and Owens, 1973; Prevost and Butterworth, 1974; Moy et al., 1995; Correia
degrees
Campos,
2003).
Patients
of
and
who are malnourished experiencevarying
weight loss, muscle wasting, depletedfat stores,reducedserum albumin levels and
impaired immune function (Davis and Bristow, 1999). As a result, they have lowered
infections,
delayed
to
resistance
wound healing, a generalweaknessand reduced
functional capacity. Any of theseimpairments can impede recovery and causeserious
complications (Bankhead, 1995). Malnutrition also has psychological effects including
depression
that in turn lead to a loss of morale and the will to recover
apathy and
(Beese,1997). A summary of the effects of malnutrition is given in Table 1.
Table 1

Effects of clinical malnutrition

Weight loss, depletion of body fat and

Lowered resistanceto infection

protein
Impaired muscle and respiratory function

Increasedpost-operativecomplications

Increasedrisk of pressuresores

Weakness/immobility

Poor wound healing

Increasedmortality

Lowered resistanceto infection

Increasedpost-operativecomplications

Weakness/immobility

Increasedmortality

Apathy, depression,lethargy

Low morale, reducedwill to recover

Longerstay/longerconvalescence

Increasedlikelihoodof re-admission

Reducedquality of life
(Source: adaptedfrom Davis and Bristow, 1999)
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Undernutrition, therefore, prolongs recovery, increasesthe need for high-dependency
nursing care and ultimately promotes a reducedquality of life for the patient (Council of
Europe, 2001). Patientswho have been in reasonablygood health prior to admissionand
who are in hospital for up to sevendays are unlikely to be deficient in nutrients.
However, patients who spendextendedperiods in hospital, rely almost entirely on the
food provided (McGlone et al., 1995). Studieshave demonstrateda downward trend in
nutritional parametersduring hospitalisation and an apparentincreasein mortality rate
(Weisner et al., 1979). This concern also extendsto obesepatients as it is possible to
lose tissue rapidly with acute illness.
Theoretical equations(Schofield and Harris Benedict) can be used to calculateBasal
Energy Expenditure (BEE), as shown in Figure 1, and are used to determinethe resting
individual's energy needs.

Women
BEE = 655+ (9.6 x kg) + (1.8 x cm) - (4.7 x age)
Men
BEE = 66 + (13.7 x kg) + (5 x cm) - (6.8 x age)
(Source:Flanigan, 1997)

Figure 1

The Harris Benedict equation for basal energy expenditure (BEE)

The equationsaccount for age, sex and body size and can be adjustedfor obesity.
(Flanigan, 1997). BEE is multiplied by additional factors accounting for physical
have
hospital
infection.
Energy
the
patient
activity, surgery and
requirementsof
average
been calculated to be 1.3 x resting metabolic rate to maintain weight or 1.5 x resting
metabolic rate to gain weight (Allison, 2003). Energy expenditure can also be estimated
basedon the patient's weight. The normal or non-stressedlevel is 20 to 25 kcal/kg/day;
bed-boundpatients have been shown to require 25 to 30 kcal/kg/day, whereasstudiesof
ambulant patients have shown energy expendituresof 34 to 38 kcal/kg/day, 35 to 40
kcal/kg/day may be neededto heal a severewound (Flanigan, 1997).
Energy loss has to be sustainedand prolonged for sometime to be clinically significant.
Low food intakes, in combination with disease,have a larger, more rapid impact on
body weight and function than simple starvation. Functional deficits are apparentin
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normal weight, healthy adults after 10-15 days of semi-starvationand it is probable that
in sick hospitalised patients, theseimpairments occur more rapidly (Townsend et al,
1997). It has been suggestedthat patients in hospital are consuming between 30-70% of
the recommendedenergy intake and up to 70% of recommendedprotein intake (Kenny,
2000; Henry et al., 2002). In two studies,there was concern that the shortfall in protein
was greaterthan in energy (Gall et al., 1998; Barton et al., 2000). A patient receiving
50% of energy requirement (semi-starvation)is likely to lose 15-20% of body weight in
3-4 weeks (Allison, 1992) and there is evidencethat 7-10 days of inadequateoral intake
is associatedwith deleterious consequencesto organ morphology and physiological
function (Townsend et al., 1997). The majority of patients who becomeundernourished
not only lack dietary energy and protein but also micronutrients (Todd et al., 1984;
Corish and Kennedy, 2000).
2.3

Prevalence of Malnutrition

in Hospital Patients

Although the existenceof undernutrition in hospital is recognised,the prevalenceis not
is
there
no universal agreementon the definition or the marker to be used; a
as
clear
practical and workable definition of malnutrition is urgently needed(Edington et al.,
2000; Corish et al., 2004).
Currently there is little consensuson the best method for the nutritional assessmentof
hospitalisedpatients (Corish and Kennedy, 2000; Sungurtekin et al., 2004). Discussion
rangesfrom the use of anthropometric measurementsor functional statusto biochemical
assessment.One of the most widely used indices of undernutrition is BMI6 (Watson,
1994). A value of BMI <20 (designated`underweight' by the Office of Population
Censusand Surveys, 1994) has beenused to benchmark the condition. However the
World Health Organisation International Obesity Task Force in 1998 reclassified
`normal or ideal' and it is now redefined as BMI 18.5 - 24.9 (Elia and Stratton, 2000).
This reflects the view that some healthy individuals can have a BMI of less than 20 but
still be `medically fit'. Alternatively, it has been suggestedthat with the secular increase
in adult BMI the values for nutritional risk should be altered and in America nutritional
for
the older person is now defined as a BMI below 24 (Corish and Kennedy,
risk
2000). The problems associatedwith anthropometric measurementsinclude
6 BMI is
calculatedby Wt (kg)/Ht2 (m). A BMI below 20 is consideredunderweight,between20 -25
acceptable,between25-30 overweight; and >30 obese.(Departmentof Health, 1991)
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interpretation of the data. If usedto comparewith standardvalues derived from
population surveys theseare out of date and last benchmarkedin the early 1970s
(Corish and Kennedy, 2000). Conversely if a patient's measurementsstart out well
above the average,such as in obesity, nutritional decline will then define the patient as
`normal'. It is also true that any anthropometric measurementonly allows an estimation
of total body composition and therefore is not completely accuratein the clinical setting
(Charney, 1995). As a value for subnormal BMI is not unanimous,caution should be
indicator
Serum
2001).
(Bachrach-Lindström
this
exercisedwhen using
as an
et al.,
Albumin has been a standardmeasurein researchand is still commonly used in practice
(Tierney, 1996). Since it has a relatively long half-life, serum albumin decreases
gradually and low blood levels are almost always associatedwith signs of
However
in
levels
undernutrition.
serumprotein
also vary responseto medical
conditions; if undernutrition is defined using anthropometric criteria, not all
have
low serum protein levels such as patients with anorexia
undernourishedpatients
loss
(Corish
Kennedy,
2000).
Therefore
for
and
and
nervosa
clinical use, recent weight
functional statusmay be more appropriatevariables to use in the evaluation of
hospital.
definite
for
is
Weight
height
to
status
on
admission
nutritional
not a
measurementof undernutrition, but it is a crucial indicator and measurementover time
ill
indisputable
deterioration
improvement.
In
acutely patients
provides
evidence of
or
height
be
it
is
where
and weight measurementscannot made,
suggestedthat mid-upper
Controversially
1999).
be
(Vlaming
arm circumference can a reliable surrogate
et al.,
Flodin et al. (2000) suggestthat a low BMI (and possibly malnutrition) is a stronger
predicting factor for 1 year mortality in geriatric patients than the diagnosis.
Becauseof the different criteria used to screenfor the presenceof malnutrition, the
incidence
60%
Stratton,
2000).
between
10%
(Elia
reported
and
and
can vary
McWhirter and Pennington (1994) claim that malnutrition remains a largely
unrecognisedproblem in hospital. They found that 200 out of 500 (40%) patients in an
acute hospital were undernourishedon admission (BMI<20) and as many as 75% of
those reassessedon dischargehad lost weight while in hospital. They also confirmed the
need for active nutrition intervention and identified a number of factors contributing to
the widespreadexistenceof malnutrition. Equally as important, it showedthe failure of
nursing staff to identify patients at risk.
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Regardlessof the methods usedto assessmalnutrition, the conclusion is the same;
it
is
is
hospitals
(Council
Europe,
2001).
In
European
undernutrition significant
of
most
estimatedas being between 20-30% (Beck et al., 2001), although less for elective
surgery (Wright et al., 2003), while in the UK 20-25% of patients have a BMI lessthan
20 (Schenker,2000). In a survey of an American hospital of 131 surgical patients,
including some with cancer, it was found that approximately 50% were inadequately
nourished (Bistrain et al., 1974). The prevalenceof hospital malnutrition from a range
is
of studies summarisedin Table 2.
Patients undergoing major surgery are at greater risk of malnutrition because of the
stress and the concomitant increase in metabolic rate caused by surgery ( Dempsey et
in
1988;
Edwards,
1998;
been
Brooke
has
Coad,
2000).
It
that
al.,
and
suggested
surgical patients, pre-operative nutritional assessment, a course of feeding prior to
in
malnourished patients and early post-operative feeding in all patients could
surgery
help reduce the incidence of malnutrition in post operative patients and consequently
Several
NHS
(Brooke
2003).
Coad,
2000;
Fearon
Luff,
to
the
the
cost
reduce
and
and
factors have been identified which contribute to the development of malnutrition during
the peri-operative period (Moynihan, 1994). Firstly, requirements are increased
resulting from the metabolic response to surgical trauma, an increase in basal metabolic
increased
rate,
requirements for nutrients involved in the healing process and
intake
low
losses
from
haemorrhage
fistula.
Secondly,
replacement of
or
patients risk a
of nutrients owing to difficulties in feeding and then waiting for bowel function or
normal appetite to resume. Kondrup et al. (1997) reiterate concerns and suggest that
surgical treatments and investigations may impair appetite or the ability to eat whilst
concurrently increasing nutritional requirements and causing further worsening of
nutritional status.
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Table 2

Prevalence of undernutrition in hospital in-patients

n

Method of assessment

Source

36

148

Total exchangeablepotassium

28.5

482

Weight index, MAMC, TSF, serumalbumin,
transferrin, transthyretin and retinol-binding protein,
delayedhypersensitivity skin testing

Forseand
Shizgal,
(1980)
Ek et al.,
(1990)

Prevalence

39

2448

Nutrition risk index, Subjectiveglobal assessment

44

245

Serumaspartateaminotransferaseactivity, cholesterol,

45

47

53(males)
61(females)

311

35

199

Veterans
Affairs Total
Parenteral
Nutrition
Cooperative
Study Group,
(1991)
Spiekermanet

total protein, albumin and transth retin

al., 1993

PercentageIBW, BMI, MAC, MAMA, TSF and SSF
lessthan the 5`hpercentile using age and sex specific
data
BMI, MAMC, TSF and serum albumin

Lansey et al.,
(1993)

Percentage weight loss, weight index, MAMC, TSF,
serum albumin and transth etin

Larsson et al.,
(1994)
McWhirter

and
Pennington,
(1994)
Potter et al.,
(1995)
Muhlethaler et
al., (1995)
Nightingale, et
(1996)
al.,
Giner et al.,
(1996)
Naber et al.,
(1997)
Garriballa et
al., (1998)
Powell-Tuck
and Hennessy,
(2003)
(Rasmussenet
al., 2004

46

100

BMI, MANIC, TSF

22

69

14

219

35

84

BMI lessthan the 5' percentileusing age and sex
specific data
Body weight lessthan 80% of age and sex specific
values
Percentageweight loss from normal, BMI, MAMC

43

129

Serumalbumin <35g11,weight:height ratio<100%

45

155

Subjectiveglobal assessment

31

201

BMI below 20

18.3

1561

Percentageweight loss from normal, BMI, MUAC

39.9

590

BMI, recent weight loss, recent food intake

Mowe et al.,
(1994)

Notes: MAMC, mid-arm muscle circumference;TSF, triceps skinfold thickness; IBW, ideal body weight;
MAC, mid-arm circumference;MAMA, mid-arm muscle area; SSF,subscapularskinfold thickness;
MUAC, Mid upper arm circumference
(Source: adaptedfrom Corish and Kennedy, 2000)
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It is suggestedthat on averagemost patients lose around 4.1kg following surgery; of
this 1.3kg is fat, lkg is lean body massand 1.8kg water. Such lossesmay be
by
exacerbated post-operative starvation (Hill et al., 1977). Frustratingly, a patient may
be nil-by-mouth all morning only to have the treatment delayed or postponedto a later
date (Schenker, 1999). However, researchhas shown that it may only be necessaryfor
patientsto fast for 4-6 hours pre- operatively, but in practice this is rarely adheredto
(Hung, 1992). Other studies confirm that there is no statistically significant difference
betweenelective and emergencypatients' food or fluid fast. The mean fluid fast is
typicallyl3 hours and the mean food fast is 14 hours (Brooke and Coad, 2000). All
patients fasted for longer than was necessary.
The prevalenceof undernutrition is higher amongstteaching hospitals comparedto
district generalhospitals (Edington et al., 2000) and public hospitals comparedto
hospitals
intakes,
low
(Shirley
Moloney,
2000).
Low
mean vitamin
private
and
energy
C intakes and low fibre intakes in patients have been observedin two Dublin teaching
hospitals (Rush and Moloney, 1998; Browne and Moloney, 1998),whilst it was found
that over 75% of patients in two public hospitals failed to meet the ReferenceNutrient
Intake (RNI) for vitamin C. All female subjectsbetween 19-50 years of age were
deficient in iron and mean calcium intakes for both genderswere appreciably less than
the RNI (Shirley and Moloney, 2000).
There is also evidence that women with hip fracture show worse nutritional statusand
greaterdeterioration post-operatively than age-matchedcontrols (Bachrach-Lindström,
2001). This finding reflects the indication that the prevalenceof undernutrition is
potentially higher amongstfemale patients (Paillaud et al., 2000).
Malnutrition is not just confined to adults but also includes children (Rogers et al.,
2003). McCarthy and Mclvor (2001) found 26% of children malnourished on admission
to a children's hospital and concludedthat this is still a prevalent feature. However,
undernutrition in children in hospital remains largely unrecognisedby the medical and
nursing staff caring for them (Hendrikse et al., 1996).

2.3.1 The Older Person
Another group of patients of particular concern is the older person (Kyle et al., 2002),
as they often rely solely on the food provided by the institution and do not make up any
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deficit with food brought in from outside (Frost et al., 1991). Protein-energy
malnutrition among hospitalised geriatric patients can reach as high as 60% of the
due
to insufficient dietary intake, illness and the detrimental effect of
population,
actually being in hospital (Bos et al., 2001). Older patients account for a high number of
by
65+
high
days
bed
(50%
the
admissions
acute
and a
proportion of occupied
occupied
age group) in the acutehospital sector (Tierney, 1996). Ill health frequently has an
adverseeffect on the nutritional statusof the older person.Lipski et al., (1993) studying
long-stay
hospital
geriatric
a group of
patients (n=92) found that they were grossly
dietary
intakes
daily
based
that
their
allowances
undernourishedand
on recommended
did not satisfy basal metabolic demands.An intake of 30-35kcal/kg/day is desirablein
most older patients (Bozzetti, 2001).
Studies of older orthopaedicpatients, have shown that post-operativefood consumption
less
than 50% of nutrients recommendedfor healthy people of the same
may provide
findings
Such
(Dickerson
1986;
Lumbers
2002).
1999;
Hamilton
et
age
al.,
et al.,
et al.,
have important implications; pre-existing deficiencies could be exacerbatedand may be
further enhancedby surgery which would increasethe requirement for vitamins C and
B 1. A deficiency of vitamin B1 has also been associatedwith post-operativeconfusion
in older people (Holmes, 1996). Other researchhas found that in older fracture patients,
intakes of thiamin, riboflavin, vitamin C and iron were negligible, whilst the intake of
vitamin D was only 33% of the RNI (Older, 1980). Low serum total cholesterol, low
albumin and prealbumin have also been found to be reducedand may contribute to
increasedmortality risk (Bozzetti, 2001; Watson, 1999).
A hypermetabolic7statewas observedin 40 older patients following hip fracture
intake,
for
Nutrient
three
surgery which persisted
although
months post-operative.
adaptedto meet energy requirements,could not improve nutritional status and it was
therefore concluded that stressedolder patients were particularly vulnerable (Paillaud et
al., 2000).
Undernutrition in the older person is also associatedwith morbidity and prolonged
hospital stays which subsequentlyincreasehealthcarecosts (Flodin et al., 2000).
Results from studies in Sweden(Elmstahl, 1997) correspondwith these findings where
it was concluded that a high proportion of geriatric long-stay patients have a dietary
' Abnormally high rate of metabolosim,i. breakdown
e.
of nutrients for useby the body.
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intake far below recommendationsand are therefore at risk of having or developing
malnutrition (Ruiz-Lopez et al., 2003).
2.3.2 Length of Hospital Stay
The `meal experience' is an essentialelement within the scopeof patient recovery and
can impact on the length of stay in hospital (Reilly et al., 1987),with a clear
relationship betweenundernutrition, prolonged hospital stay (Bond, 1997; Pichard et
Edington
2004)
(Braunschweig
2000).
et al.
and
greater
al.,
risk of complications
et al.,
(2000) found the mean stay for malnourishedpatients was 8.9 days, significantly
(p<0.001) longer than patients who were not malnourished, who stayed5.7 days. In
loss
had
BMI
those
<20
and
weight
a
addition, severely malnourished patients and
who
in
in
hospital
for
days
18.3
17.5
Mortality
the
>10%
of
stayed
and
respectively.
increased
has
been
found
be
hospital
8%
to
up to
patient
malnourished
costs
greaterand
309% (Correia and Waitzberg, 2003).
Although the length of stay has been steadily decreasing in most European hospitals and
between
`at
days,
5
10
those
risk'
and
now averages
patients who are nutritionally
remain in hospital for longer (Beck et al., 2001; Johansen et al., 2003). Inevitably,
longer lengths of stay are also associated with significantly higher requirements for
1999).
drugs
(Lipley,
£300
NHS
the
and cost
prescriptive
an estimated
million a year

2.4

Nutritional Risk Assessment

Nutritional statusis known to significantly affect the prognosis of patients admitted to
hospital (Holmes, 1999), therefore the screeningor assessmentfor undernutrition is
have
(Smith,
2003);
is
beginning
to
medico-legal
crucial
particularly as neglect
in
is
benefit
has
(Kondrup
been
2003).
It
there
that
consequences
et al.,
suggested
before
hospital
increased
intake
be
preadmissionnutrition screeningas nutritional
could
admission and therefore improve patient outcome (Schwartz and Gudzin, 2000).
Even though nutritional screeningand assessmenthas been recognisedas an essential
componentof the clinical care of the hospitalised patient (Tierney, 1996; Council of
Europe, 2003), one in four NHS Trusts in the UK do not systematically screenpatients
to identify nutritional needs(Audit Commission, 2001), concluding that
recommendationsto assessnutritional risk are not being followed (Campbell et al.,
2002).
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There is a needto evaluatepatients on admission to identify those at risk of developing
disease-relatedmalnutrition (Baxter, 1999). Particularly as the costs of hospital services
used in treating complications arising from malnutrition are four times greaterthan
those incurred in treating well-nourished patients (Lennard-Jones,1992).Nutritional
is
identifying
individuals
screening a way of
who are already malnourished,or who are
becoming
in
at risk of
so, order that nutritional support can be implementedto improve
(Freebody,
be
1998).
Patients
out-comes
patient
may malnourished on admissionto
hospital as a result of a variety of disease-related,social or psychological factors
(Schenker, 1999) and crucially this weight loss should not continue. Controversially, it
has been suggestedthat malnutrition in acute hospital admissionsapparently goes
in
unrecognisedand unmanaged 70% of cases(Tessier et al., 2000). Since there are
increased
is
treatment
seriousconsequencesand effective simple
readily available,
is
awareness required with routine assessmentof nutritional statusin all patients.
Initially, a screeningtool should be used which then highlights any patients requiring a
full nutritional assessment.Blanket nutrition assessmentof all patients would be an
due
to time and budget constraints. However, a `quick' screening
unrealistic goal
programmewould identify any patients at risk. Screeningparametersshould provide
information
determine
deficiencies
if
is
if
diet
to
the
enough
present
appropriate, gross
are presentand if a more comprehensiveassessmentis required (Charney, 1995;
Mackintosh and Hankey, 2001). Due to the plethora of screeningand assessmenttools,
some validated, somenot (Jones,2004), ESPEN (European Society of Parenteraland
Enteral Nutrition) recommendsa simple screeningprocedure on all patients on
admission to hospital (Appendix 3) (Kondrup et al, 2003). Simultaneously,BAPEN
(British Association of Parenteraland Enteral Nutrition) have also recently launched
the `Malnutrition Universal ScreeningTool' (MUST) (Elia, 2004). Notwithstanding,
there would be concern for those patients either unable to co-operatewith BMI
measurements(Strain et al., 1999) or who had oedema(Weekes, 1999).
Other barriers to the use of such a tool would be time implications, paper work burden
(Booth, 1998; Wright et al., 2003), managementcommitment (Campbell et al., 2002)
and the controversy regarding the interpretation of any data gained (Pattison et al.,
1999). Pattison et al. (1999) showed an inconsistency between dietitians and nursesin
recognising `at risk' patients. Using a screening tool, 85% of the under-nourished
patients were correctly classified as nutritionally `at risk' by the dietitian, however only
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58% were correctly identified by the nurse.Other research(Field, 1995),has
highlighted that patients could be categorisedaccording to pre-determinedcriteria and
then re-weighed and re-evaluatedonce a week. The categoriessuggestedare:
"

Category 1; patients can manageon the hospital food

"

Category 2; patients could be at risk - monitor intake for 48 hours

"

Category 3; patients require supplementation

"

Category 4; patient referred to the dietitian

There is no doubt that with early identification and a combined multi-disciplinary plan
be
in
hospital'
being
`hungry
the
could
problems associatedwith
of action many of
ill
be
is
likely
Without
to
random,
screeningand monitoring, nutritional care
reduced.
directed, inefficient and ineffective (Allison, 1999). Proposalsin the U. K. at present
(Public
hospitals
become
in
that
nutritional screeningshould
routine all
suggest
Involvement Team, 2003) and it is an essentialpart of Essenceof Care benchmarking8
(Ravenhill and Illingworth, 2002).
2.5

The Management of Undernutrition

Nutritional support has demonstratedclinical benefit in both short-term (weight
length
improved
infection
function,
of stay) and
rates,reduced
maintenance,
reduced
long-term (improved immune function, decreasedcomplications, decreased
2000;
Lauque
2000;
1990;
(Robertson,
Barton
et
al.,
readmissionsand mortality)
et al.,
Brosnan et al., 2001; Bozzetti, 2001). It has also been suggestedthat such provision
10%
for
in
in
hospital
five-day
of
approximately
would result an average
reduction
stay
(Lennardbe
The
£266
to
million annually
patients.
consequentsaving was estimated
Jones, 1992), latest figures show that poor nutrition costs the NHS an estimated
£300m/year (Lipley, 1999). Relative intervention costs have beencalculated and are
in
Table
3.
presented

8 Essenceof Care (Departmentof Health, 2001) is a process identifying
of
current practice against
national best practice benchmarksand is seenas instituting an ethos of continuousquality improvement.
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Table 3

Estimated intervention costs

Intervention

Costs/patient (£)

Nutritional assessment

150.0

Dietary advice re: fortified food

73.0*

Dietary advice re: normal food

158.0*

Dietary advice re: normal food
and nutrition supplementation

201.0*

* Excluding costs of supplementation

(Source:
Pangetal.,2003)

However, there is no firm evidenceavailable about the benefit of routine supplement
use and it is suggestedthat supplementsare no substitute for the adequateprovision of
food
indications
(Hankey
be
there
and
should
normal
only
used where
are clear clinical
for
inconclusive
Allison,
1999;
1993;
Council
Europe,
2003).
Results
the
et al.,
of
were
1998)
liquid
in
in
(Potter
the
et al.,
supplements
use of
reversing malnutrition
elderly

from
2003).
benefit
hypercaloric
(Thomas,
feeding
has
been
difficult
demonstrate
to
and
There is also some question as to the compliance of patients towards commercial oral
is
2003).
It
(Gall
1998;
Bruce
Lawson
1998;
al.,
supplements
et
nutritional
et al.,
et al.,
better and less costly on the pharmaceuticalbudget for patients to consumefood rather
than supplementsand sip feeds9.There is concern that expenditureon theseproducts
has risen dramatically in recent years and that someprescribing may be inappropriate
(Wanstall et al., 2000; Gale et al., 2001; Kyle, 2001). An audit of supplementation
consumption revealedthat only 47% of the prescribedvolume was consumedand that
over prescription and poor palatability were the reasonsfor this (Peakeet al., 1998).
Fortification is the simplest way to increasea patient's nutritional intake without
increasing the volume of food consumed.Fortifying popular food choices such as
soups,puddings and mashedpotatoeshas been identified as one measureto improve the
nutritional statusof older hip-fracture patients (Gall et al., 1998; Lumbers et al., 1999),
and another, the addition of natural energy-denseingredients to regular meals (Kondrup
et al., 1997; Odlund Olin et al., 2003). Acceptability tests of vitamin C fortified mashed
potato have been carried out in a hospital where lunch is provided on a day ward for

9 Sip feeds are oral nutritional supplements
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older patients. Preliminary results show that a fortified product basedon a dehydrated
mix can be acceptable(West, 2001). Between meal snackssuch as fortified cakes
in
for
`Traditional
be
English
Tea'
`smoothies'
served a
style or
would also appropriate
older age groups (Lord, 2001; Fabian,2001). Offering cake with afternoon tea provides
an extra 120kcal and 3-4g of protein (Mullally, 2000), although, it is important to ensure
that theseare provided as additions to and not instead of normal hospital meals. Food
can be a cheapand powerful medicine.
2.6

The Social and Eating Environment

The social environment plays a prominent role in determining human behaviour. Social
facilitation of behaviour or an increasein the frequency or intensity of an individuals
behaviour in the presenceof others engagedin a similar behaviour is a frequently
observedphenomenon(Goldman et al., 1991; Berry et al., 1985). Food is a universal
medium for expressingsociability and hospitality, social influences operatein the
control of normal eating. Hospitalisation can be a socially isolating event and therefore
interaction
is
important.
been
has
The
to
person
person
eating environment
acknowledgedas a factor affecting food consumption (Gibbons and Henry, 2003) and
is
(Hotaling,
be
if
together
social
eating a
activity, which may enhanced patients sit
1990; Allison, 1999). The act of eating together indicates somedegreeof compatibility
and acceptance.Food served in conducive surroundings and in the company of others
stimulatesappetitesand increasesthe enjoyment of the meal occasion.Patientswill eat
more sitting around a table in a social situation than when isolated, a rapport is formed
betweenparticipants and communication increasedwhich in turn can affect the type of
dishesselected(Edelman et al., 1986; Rozin, 1996). The literature in environmental
psychology and acquisition of learnedbehaviour provides a strong theoretical basefor
de
impact
food
Castro
intake.
De
the
the
understanding
and
of
eating situation on
Castro, (1989) used a diet diary technique in which subjectsrecordedmeal time and
location, food and drink consumedduring the meal, affective stateand the number and
identity of other people eating with them. Results of these studiesrevealedthat meals
eatenwith other people were substantially larger than meals eatenalone. The more
people who were presentthe larger the meal consumed(de Castro and Brewer, 1992).
The presenceof other individuals may augment food intake by increasing verbal
interactions resulting in longer meal duration and therefore food intake (Bell and Pliner,
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2003). Moreover the individuals would be more relaxed and there by decreasingthe
inhibition of food intake.
Preliminary indications from researchconductedin hospital suggestthat the hypothesis

is alsotrue within institutions,whereconsumingmealsin a socialsituationarounda
dining table increasesenergy/macro-nutrient intake (Hartwell and Edwards, 2000).
Engell et al., (1996) agreewith this and statethat food intake can be affected by the
eating behaviour of a social model. Intake is usually enhancedwhen an experimental
confederateeatsa relatively large amount and makespositive comments,intake is
The
limited
the
when
confederate
reduced
eatsa
amount and makesnegative comments.
Council of Europe Resolution (2003) statesthat all patients should have the possibility
to sit at a table when eating their main meals and that the focus should be on the
presenceand support of other people.
2.7

Nutritional Care Supporters

Most patients (90%) dependon hospital food to optimise their recovery (Elia et al.,
1998) therefore hospital food service is a crucial component of treatment. However,
despitethe evidencein support of a dedicatednutrition team (Daniels and Wright, 1997;
Kennedy, 2000), only one in three hospitals in the UK have such an initiative (Elia et
al., 1998). In Europe the figures vary from 2- 37% (Allison, 2001). A multidisciplinary collaborative team consisting of a consultant,nutrition nurse, dietician and
pharmacist is suggestedas the optimum meansof assessing,treating and monitoring
patients with malnutrition (Lewin, 1985; Lennard-Jones,1992). It has been suggested
that the health care model should be basedon orchestration,similar to an airport rather
than that of a factory (Press,1999); where experts are assembledand directed toward a
common purposeproviding integration, specialism and a whole systemsapproach.
The responsibilities need to be clearly defined and communicated,with all staff
committed to alleviating the problem of undernutrition. However, catering, the
provision of food for patients and hencethe meeting of nutritional needs,has become
more and more the responsibility of the catering officer, particularly when the principle
remit of dietitians is towards patients with special requirementsand those on therapeutic
diets. Although, there is an argument that dietitians should be more proactive and
for
responsible
generalpatient well-being (Williams, 2002). Working tensionsbetween
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thesetwo groups have been documented(Moore, 2000) and are epitomised in the
dietetics
by
dietitian,
is
`well
a
of course, catering an occupation and
commentmade a
(Donelan,
2000).
Relationship
conflict such as this could adverselyaffect
profession'
the quality of feeding hospital patients. Dietetic staff find problems in reporting to both
food service and ward managers(Riddiford et al., 2000). Therefore in responseto the
increasinginterest in food as an integral part of nutritional care, The British Dietetic
Association has published a statementdescribing the dietetic interface with food service
(The British Dietetic Association, 2002). Notwithstanding, caterersoften seenursesas
having a major responsibility for the distribution of food (McGlone et al., 1996),
Although
for
Nursing,
(1997).
by
United
Kingdom
Central
The
Council
nurses
endorsed
its
in
important,
difficulty
be
have
to
raising priority
many
considernutritional care
issues
duties,
time
as a result of
constraints and multi-tasking
above other nursing
(Wood, 1998; Kowanko et al., 1999). Ward staff, due to the pressureof work, have
found it difficult to balance medical and meal requirements,meals often `interfere' with
the domestic medical routine and take secondplace (Edwards and Nash, 1999). Within
the time constraint of drug rounds and other medical duties there is very little time to
intake.
has
food
been proposedand this will exacerbatethe current problem
It
monitor
that the core traditional role of the nurse, feeding and cleaning patients, will changeas
(Templeton,
towards
their
they extend
more sophisticatedminor surgery
responsibilities
2004).
There has been a blurring of roles concerning responsibility for nutrition, however
between
interfaces
has
it
is
the
accountability and
ultimately, currently,
nurse who
is
It
there
that
catererand patient. would seem
potential for operational tension unless
roles are clearly defined and communicated.Where separateorganizational cultures
work in close proximity it is essentialthat there is successfulcollaboration
(Hemmington and King, 2000), strategiesand goals may be different but the process
be
should coherent.
A new initiative in some hospitals is the appointment of ward hostesses.The philosophy
is to increasepatient contact with food service personnel who have a service personality
in
by
for
duties.
The
therefore
time
clinical
and
releasenursing staff
spent nursing staff
the preparation and serving of meals can equateto as much as 16% of total nursing time
(Harris, 1967) or half an hour per patient. Benefits of the hostessprogramme have been
identified as being; a reduction in plate wastagefrom 35% to 12%, increasedprovision
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identification
hot
for
lunch
time,
the
the
of
meals
of
patients not on
ward at
from
increased
in
malnourished patients,
patient satisfaction and a reduction complaints
(Waite
in
2000).
There
relatives
et al,
was also a subsequentreduction the cost of sip
feeds from £250/month to £60/month in the care of the older person ward. Other
researchhas shown that the percentageof patients who thought that food service was
rushed fell from 31.4% to 11.4% (NHS Estates,2003a). The introduction of a ward
hostesssystem in a NHS hospital in Wales found that patient complaints were reduced
by 75% (Gledhill, 2000). Other hospitals have found benefit with the appointment of
nutrition assistants(Davis, 2001). This role acts as a liaison betweenthe dietetic
departmentand the relevant clinical area.Nutrition is monitored on a daily basis at ward
level and communication is significantly improved betweenthe kitchen, the ward and
the dietetic department.
Conversely, a study conductedwith acutely ill older personpatients found that focused
in
loss
care
was
not
effective
preventing
nutritional
weight
and correspondingly, there
influence
(Hickson
failure
length
to
et al.,
show
was a
on other outcomessuch as
of stay
2002). There have also been communication issuesbetweennursesand ward waitresses
to the detriment of patient nutrition (Toraman et al., 2002). It appearsthat more research
is required in this area.
2.8

Nutrition Education of Medical Staff

With the expanding baseof evidencehighlighting the importance of patient nutrition,
One
has
been
by
the
of the
concern
now
raised regarding
awareness medical staff.
reasonsfor undernutrition in hospitals could be that physicians fail to recognisethe
existenceof the problem and consequentlyin many patients nutritional status
deteriorates(Brooke and Coad, 2000). Alternatively, the nurse's lack of specialised
knowledge
Kowanko
be
1997;
(Perry,
to
the
nutritional
et
could a contributor
problem
al., 1999), they are at the forefront of care and can be instrumental in preventing the
for
further
treatment (Edwards, 1998).
need
Rollins et al., (2001) usedproblem-basedcasestudiesto determinethe level of
knowledge and understandingof clinical nutrition amongstnursing staff. It was
knowledge
that
concluded
scoreswere satisfactory; however, poor performance in
understandingscoresdemonstratedthe inability of staff to solve nutritional problems.
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In a study by Lough, et al., (1999) out of twenty four nursesasked,71% said they
weighed patients on admission and that they all thought that nutrition was important for
clinical outcomes.All the nursesreceived nutrition educationat nursing school;
however, 75% consideredthat it was inadequatefor day-to-day nutrition care.The
beneficial effects of good practice and the detrimental effects of poor practice on
clinical outcomesshould be documentedand incorporated into evidence-basedmedicine
(Corish and Kennedy, 2000).
In an audit of nutritional practice and knowledge in a NHS hospital to establishthe level
of nutritional awarenessamongstmedical staff, 7% recordedpatient's height, 13%
recordedweight on admission and 40% recorded weight at least once after admission.It
was concludedthat specialist medical wards, such as renal demonstratedthe most
satisfactory standardof nutritional care and although staff thought that nutritional
information was being documented,observation proved this assumptionto be wrong.
The recommendationwas therefore made that staff education should be implemented
and the profile of nutrition raised in the day to day care of patients (Rawlinson, 1998). It
is essentialthat all those involved in patient care understandthe fundamental aspectsof
nutrition and are able to apply them when providing food for patients (Cortis, 1997;
Touger-Decker, 2004).
One of the key issuesidentified in preventing malnutrition in hospitals is nutrition
1999).
(Arrowsmith,
1997;
Allison,
the
educationwithin
curriculum of medical staff
Generally, medical staff recogniseand accept the need for nutrition educationand feel
that training in nutrition would improve their work performance(Todorovic et al.,
2001). Historically, the emphasisin medical education has beenplaced on `the
importance of healthy eating' rather than on the problems of undernutrition (Tierney,
1996). Healthy eating policies may be advantageousin determining the foods offered to
the overweight but are often inappropriate for feeding the sick or malnourished patient
(Allison, 1999). As a first step in the development of national standards,a core
curriculum on nutrition for health professionalswas developedas part of the U. K.
National Nutrition Task Force (Jackson,2001) and the GeneralMedical Council now
requires all doctors to be minimally competent in nutrition (Jackson,2003; Royal
College of Physicians,2002).
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2.8.1 Nutrition Education of Food Service Personnel
There is no requirement for anyone involved in preparing food for public sale to either
follow a course in catering or be aware of nutrition and dietary implications of the food
that they serve.It is also possible to obtain a catering qualification with little or no
nutrition education (Carlson and Kipps, 1988). This is in contradiction to the very
stringent requirementsof staff with regardsto food safety legislation.
If nutrition is included in a catering course syllabus it is often taught as a theoretical
subject and not integrated into applied practice (Poulter, 1990; Simpson, 1992).An
initiative introduced by the Food StandardsAgency, goes some way to addressthis
anomaly (Food StandardsAgency, 2001). Catering for Health, is a strategyto encourage
in
lecturers
food
be
importance
their
the
to
the
chef
and
students
aware of
of
health
maintenanceof
and includes guidelines for those working with vulnerable
groups, such as in schools and hospitals. It has also been recommendedthat the
education and training of hospital food service managersshould differ from that of hotel
managementby emphasisingand preparing staff to cater for the infirm (Council of
Europe, 2003). Notwithstanding, it is ironic that non-clinical staff members,who have
the closest contact with the patient in relation to food, are the oneswho know least
about nutrition (Becket al., 2001).
2.9

Hospital Food Service Systems

Any food service operation is a multi-disciplinary activity and includes the management
issues
including food service technology, food purchasing, meal
of a range of
distribution and facilities. Thesecomponentscould be describedas subsystems,
designedto operatewithin the system in an integrated manner. The menu is considered
the hub of the system,with all activities dependenton the structure,processand
outcome. The relationship between system and subsystemis shown in Figure 2.
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(Source: adapted from Sullivan, 1990)

Figure 2

Conceptual model of system-subsystem relationship

in a hospital

food service operation
In hospitals, the chain of food production to consumption is especially complex and
needs the co-operation of all agencies involved particularly management at
administration level. The uniqueness of this type of food service is that the primary
objective is to provide direct, individualised, total nutritional care. Hospital food service
be
described as an 'open system' in that it does not operate in isolation but is
can
primarily social (Sullivan, 1990). A successful meal includes eating in a conducive
setting, having choices, friendly staff, good information about meal options and the
possibility to eat with relatives or other patients (Council of Europe, 2001).
A schematic representation of hospital food service is given in Figure 3
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Figure 3A

schematic representation of hospital food service

Most NHS hospitals in the U. K. have contracted out their food service provision
(Council of Europe, 2001). This has been done for a variety of reasons,including
economic, and therefore the supply of food to patients is often the result of the most cost
effective tender. Unfortunately, this competitive tendering has not achievedthe results
have
in
industrial
have
been
that
there
not
relations
required,
no major cost savings and
been reformed (Kelliher, 1996). Conversely, staff morale was lowered. Conflict has
arisen with dual lines of authority where the objectives and goals of caterersand nursing
have
not always aligned. Other potential areasof tension are in the diversity of
staff
highly
from
the
who
personnel,
can range
most
skilled and educatedto the unskilled and
uneducated(Sullivan, 1990). Co-ordinating such a complex facility presentsa
challenge.
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2.9.1 Food Production
There are four broad categoriesof catering system used within the NHS; cook-serve,
cook-chill, sousvide and cook-freeze,although many use a hybrid combination.
Cook-Serve
A cook-servesystem is a `traditional' catering operation where food is preparedand
cooked on site and distributed at the appropriatetemperatureto the wards, either already
in
bulk.
hot-holding
This
for
batch
plated or
system allows
cooking which minimises
it
be
losses
food's
the
and nutrient
and optimises
sensorycharacteristicsas can prepared
delay
be
in
However,
time
to
the
time
there
close
required.
can a substantial
practice
betweenproduction and consumption as wards are often situated a long way from the
kitchens. The result is that many of the potential advantagesare not realised.
Cook-Chill
In this system,food is cooked and held at a temperatureof 70 - 750C or more for at
least two minutes. Chilling occurs within 30 minutes of cooking and the temperatureof
the food is reducedto 0-3°C within 90 minutes. This temperatureis maintained
throughout the storageand distribution cycle until regenerationoccurs. Regeneration
can either be centrally controlled or carried out at ward level. However, a core
temperatureof 70 - 75°C must be reachedfor a minimum of 2 minutes for
days,
5
for
dishes
In
be
to
this
up
microbiological reasons.
system,
may
stored chilled
however, after reheating the food should be consumedimmediately (Department of
Health, 1989).
Sous Fide
Sousvide is a variation of a cook-chill operation. Systemsbasedupon large scale
in
before
the
production methodsand
or after cooking,
use of vacuum packaging, either
combination with the chilling techniquesof cook-chill, were developedinitially for the
institutional catering sector in Sweden(Schafheitle and Light, 1989).
Sousvide involves placing the food into heat stable, air and moisture high barrier plastic
bags or pouches.Air is then removed creating a vacuum with subsequentsealing of the
pouch. A pasteurisingcooking processtakes place followed by immediate rapid chilling
within 90 minutes to 0-3°C. The product must then be stored within this temperature
range until required for consumption, but within five days of the date of production
(Department of Health, 1989).
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Cook-Freeze
This system is similar to cook-chill, except the food is frozen rather than chilled. After
cooking, dishes are blast-frozen to a temperatureof -20°C and kept at this temperature
for
frozen
be
Storage
temperatures
up to two
until required.
at
can more prolonged,
years. When required the food is defrosted and regeneratedto a core temperatureof at
least 70 - 75°C (Department of Health, 1989).
Hybrid Combination
In practice hospitals have tendednot to adopt a single systemand have choseninstead

to usea hybrid combination.This involvestaking aspectsof the four systemsaboveand
using as appropriateto the situation in context.
2.9.2

Comparison of Systems

In all food service systems,food preparation and cooking can causesubstantialand
hot-holding
losses.
losses
during
The
the
of
unavoidable nutrient
vitamins with
greatest
food (> 10% after 2 hours) are vitamin C, folate, and vitamin B6; retinol, thiamin,
riboflavin and niacin appearto be relatively stable. Under normal operating conditions
in
is
better
hot-holding
limited
less
90
traditional
to
than
with
minutes, vitamin retention
food service (cook and serve) than in a cook-chill system (Lawson et al., 1983). If
for
long
food
is
hot
for
longer
days
if
food
is
held
3
than
periods after
chilled
stored
or
bulk reheating vitamin lossescan be large (Williams, 1996).
Traditional systemsalso give the opportunity for the patient to selectportion size and to
decide if gravy is required with the meat. However, it has been suggestedthat menus
from hospitals using cook-chill systemsprovide a greater choice of hot menu items
(Williams, 2002) although, do not necessarilysupport improved dietary intake by
patients (McClelland and Williams, 2003). Cook-chill systemsare more likely to have
trays delivered by food service employeeswhereastraditional food production systems,
where delivery is by trolley, tend to use nursing personnel (Jackson,1997).
The traditional system of food production, cook and serve,is the most popular system
in
used medical food service (Silverman et al, 2000) especially with smaller hospitals
(<100 beds) (Gledhill, 1993; Mibey and Williams, 2002). It is also consideredby the
Audit Commission (2001) to be the cheapestat £2.20 per averagespendcomparedto
£2.40 for a NHS operatedcook-chill/freeze service. In Australia there has beena large
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increasein the use of cook-chill systemsfrom 5% in 1986to 42% in 2001, despitethe
fact that managersof such systemsreport lower levels of patient satisfaction (Williams,
2002). Conversely, other researchhas demonstratedlittle difference in satisfaction
betweenproduction systems(Edwards et al., 1998).
Increasingly in the U. K., a meal assemblycatering systemis being usedwhere no food
preparation takes place on site, leaving the operation to focus on assembly,regeneration
and service.About a fifth of hospitals in the NHS operatein this way purchasingmeals
from specialisedfood manufacturers(West, 2001). This trend looks likely to continue
as there is a cost implication. Contrary to the earlier assertion(Audit Commission,
2001), Trusts that use the systemof cook-servemay well spendmore per patient per
day if overheadcosts are included than those that buy in ready-made(Deeming, 2002).
However, vitamin C retention in vegetablesin the meals assemblysystemhas been
found to be between 17-80% for chilled vegetablesand between27-83% for frozen
vegetablesafter regeneration (West, 2001). Inevitably, the retention of vitamin C in a
meal assemblysystem would be lower than in a cook-servedue to the number of
processingstagesinvolved, a well controlled cook-servesystemwill always give better
retention values for the heat labile vitamins.
2.9.3 Meal Distribution and Service
In hospitals, cooking lossesthat occur in any catering operation are compoundedby the
problems of meal distribution to many patients often in distant locations (Williams,
1996). Meal distribution is a crucial step in the food service chain. To maintain nutrient
content, temperatureand palatability, food should be distributed and servedas quickly
as possible (Allison, 1999). Maintaining the aestheticappearance,palatability and
nutritional content of food, which together may be said to constitute food quality,
presentsa substantialchallenge to any institutional caterer (Dickerson, 1989; McGlone
et al., 1995). Meal service systemscan be categorisedinto centrally plated such as the
plated meal service and decentrally plated such as the bulk trolley system,
Plated meal service

In this systemfood is platedand `trayed' in a centralkitchen. A conveyorbelt passes
serversand food is served from service stations according to a pre-ordered menu choice.
A diagrammatic representationof the processin the casestudy hospital is given in
Figure 4.
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The through-put is approximately 8-10 trays per minute (I larris, 1967). Therefore each
from
item
determine
is
has
less
10
the
than
what
seconds to
required, select
operative
large
lead
it
dishes
in
front
to
This
the
the
may
patient's tray.
of them and place on
variations in portion size and content unless rigorous control is exercised (Allison,
1999). Trays are then stacked into trolleys for delivery to the hospital wards. These
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trolleys can either be preheatedwith hot food being servedand transportedto the ward
being
before
food
it
is
be
transported
they
the
cold
served; or
can chilled and
where
is
in
level.
Accuracy
tray
assembly essential the provision, not
regeneratedat ward
of
only of appropriate nutritional care but also in maintaining consumersatisfaction.
Dowling and Cotner, (1988) found an averageerror rate of 12.9% from the 6,553 trays
dinner
for
breakfast,
lunch
12.5%,
10.9%
15.1%
and
studied, with error rates of
and
respectively.
A pre-plated meal system offers an efficient meansof food service at ward level.
However, the main weaknessis that patients often have to make their selection 24 hours
before consumption and without the sensoryadvantageof experiencing the food. Dishes
1982).
be
described
be
(Cardello,
descriptive
to
accurately, unambiguous and
also need
Problems arise where a patient receives a meal ordered by the previous bed occupantor
was not presentwhen menu cards were collected.
Food can also arrive less attractively presentedon the plate. The soup, the main course
dilemma,
ice-cream
leaving
the
the
tray
the
are
offered
a
on
same
and
patient with
be
before
it cools or the ice-cream before it warms (Kipps and
the
soup eaten
should
Middleton, 1990). Other disadvantagesof this method include impersonalpatient
Nash,
it
is
focused,
increased
(Edwards
and
not patient
and
service,
plate wastage
1999). The plate system, intended to `free' nurses from serving patients' meals, not only
reducespatient choice, in terms of portion size, but also adverselyaffects nursing
involvement in aspectsof meal service, such as observing feeding problems and/or
providing assistance(Carr and Mitchell, 1991). Plating food before arrival on the ward
likelihood
the
of the nurses' involvement in any aspectof the patients'
reduces
mealtimes and often signals a lunch break for staff. Furthermore, a pre-plated delivery
in
desserts
the
system which
main coursesand
are servedtogether meansthat nursing
do
not needto return to patients to serve a secondcourse.
staff
Bulk trolley service
This is a more flexible operation where food is transported to the ward in bulk. Some
trolleys have gantry lights above and the food can be attractively presentedon a heated
mobile counter. Meal selection may be made at the point of consumption and ward staff
can be attentive to the various needsof their patients. This systemhelps to ensurethat
patient's expectationsand perceptions are not disillusioned. The following scenario
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could therefore be avoided where meals were returned uneatenafter being presentedto
patients (Association of Community Health Councils, 1997);
Menu item ordered:

Chicken and potato

Expectation:

Tender slices of easily digestible chicken and potato

Perception:

Chicken leg in a tough skin and a jacketed potato with
hard skin

2.9.4 Comparison of plated and bulk-trolley service systems
Hospital food service departmentsare continually developing and implementing
hot
In
America,
tray
to
the
programmes enhance patient meal experience.
a centralised,
line is the normal systemof meal delivery operatedby 81% of hospital food service
departments(Silverman et al., 2000). In the U. K., however, a bulk trolley bedside
by
The
is
favoured
distribution
(37%)
the
service
meal
method
and recommended
British Association for Parenteraland Enteral Nutrition (BAPEN), as it allows the
Other
1999).
(Allison,
to
to
select
portion
patient
sizes according appetite and needs
hospitals use either the plated service (35%) or a combination of the two (28%) (Audit
Commission, 2001). However, although satisfaction is significantly improved with the
trolley system,energy intake appearsto remain the same(Folio et al., 2002; Hartwell
and Edwards, 2003; Lindgaard et al., 2003).
Changing the food service systemsmay not necessarily lead to an improvement. Patient
satisfaction was evaluatedwith four different meal distribution systems:
1. Traditional food service
2. Traditional nursing service of food

3. Non-traditionalfood service(hostessprogramme)
4. Non-traditional nursing service of food (patient-focus care)
Results from 19 hospitals show that changing meal distribution systemsdid not enhance
the perceived meal experienceof patients (Lambert et al., 1996).
These findings are contradicted by Wilson et al., (2000) who found energy, protein, fat
and carbohydrateintakes were significantly higher with the trolley method of delivery,
the main reasonfor the differences being a higher total food intake of the main course.
Theseresults are confirmed by a study of nursing home residentsthat also found net
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mean increasein food intake however it was also noted that staff were serving larger
portions with this method of service (Shatensteinand Ferland, 2000).
In another observational audit of the trolley food service system(Miller and O'Hara,
2000) it was recommendedthat patients requiring assistanceshould be fed immediately
whilst the food is hot and appetising but to achieve this, food trolleys needto arrive on
the wards at set times. In addition, a `help desk' needsto be establishedwithin the
catering department so that late orders or mealtime extras can be made and a strategy
developedto record and monitor patient food intake.
There is no unanimous agreementamong caterersas to whether bulk or plated systems
better.
bulk
In
192
hospital
trusts,
thought
service
are
a survey of
acute care
several
could increasethe quality of food, the inter-personal aspectsof the food service and
patients' satisfaction and some indicated their intention to changefrom a plated to a
bulk systemin the near future. The reasonscited included temperaturecontrol of meals
felt
Others
the
that the
and problems with
mass meal production method.
alternatively
be
it
to
that
plated meal service could ensurequality presentationand
enablesservice
kept to the highest standards(Hwang et al., 1999).
A summary of the two systemsis given in Table 4:
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Table 4A

by
food
distribution
plate and trolley
summary of
food service systems

Menu selection

PLATE
SERVICE
Up to 24 hours before

Portion control

Effective

TROLLEY
SERVICE
Choice at the point of
consumption
Haphazard

Food service personnel

Catering staff/domestics

Nursing staff

Personto person
interaction
Meal distribution on

Minimal
Quick

Communication is
essential
Time consuming

Easily overlooked

Observed

Size of helping

All arrive at the same
time
Less adaptable

Potential to be
staggered
Can be varied

Presentation

Variable

Attractive

Temperature of food

Poor

Better

Plate wastage

More plate waste

Less plate waste

Patient experience

Institutionalised

More like home

Patient Satisfaction

Adequate

Better satisfied

FACTOR

ward
Awarenessof patient
need
Sequenceof courses

(Source:adaptedfrom Dickersonand Booth, 1985)

Notwithstanding, whatever the mode of distribution, the ultimate goal of any hospital
catering service is to provide food which is appropriate,palatable, of the correct

temperature,attractive,nutritiousandfree from contamination(Barrie, 1996).
2.10 Food Wastage
Hospital food, school meals and other types of institutional catering sharea reputation
for predictable awfulness and high food wastage(Bender, 1984). The estimatedannual
food
hospital
is
NHS
£155
in
(Allison,
to
2003)
the
cost of
wastage
million
and one
with a plated meal service, the 40% food waste observedequatedto £139,655 (Barton et
al., 2000). The hospital menu could potentially provide over 2000 kcal/day, however
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due to the high waste, energy and protein intakes were less than 80% of the
recommendedintake.
Food wastagecan vary between 17% and 67% depending on the service systemand
hospitals with high food waste are less likely to meet their patient nutritional
requirements(Heffernan and Moloney, 2000; Edwards and Nash, 1999). Stephenet al.
(1997), found in a ward for the older person that food intake did not meet recommended
targetsand there was a wastagerate of 40%. Reasonscited for this included unpalatable
food, poor presentationand receiving food that was not ordered. It is not surprising,
therefore,that patients lose weight whilst in hospital and that high wastagehas serious
inverse
implications.
be
Food
measure
nutritional and economical
waste can seenas an
(Hong
hence
food
determinant
and
of consumeracceptability and
quality
a potential
of
Kirk, 1995). Wastagethat occurs through over-orderedmeals, either using a plate or
trolley system,could be describedas a management/systemsfailure. However, wastage
occurring from patients' plates could be regardedas an acceptability/consumption
failure. Food waste in hospitals can be as much as 60-70g per personper meal
comparedto school and hotel kitchens where the figure is closer to 30-40g (Hong and
Kirk, 1995).Not only is total plate wastageimportant, but the ratio of nutrients must
also be considered.In one study 17.6% of the entree (main course),27.7% of the starch
been
have
40.7%
Standards
(Frakes
1986).
the
of
and
vegetableswere wasted
et al.,
for
hospital
food waste, however there is inconsistencyin measurementand
suggested
techniquesused, therefore thesediffer (Edwards and Hartwell, 2003). In the U. K. it is
10% for plate waste and 12% unservedbulk trolley waste (Department of Health, 1996)
in
it
Australia
is 20% of plated waste together with 5% of unservedbulk trolley
and
waste (Meiselman, 2003).
Wilson et al., (2000) found food wastageto be greaterwith the plated system although
no accountwas taken of that left on the trolley. It has been well documentedthat the
plate service generatesmore waste on the tray, but with the trolley service more is left
on the trolley (Hackes et al., 1997; Edwards and Nash, 1997).
Historically bulk-trolley food servicehas had a reputation for more total wastagethan a
plate servedsystem (Steele and Delaney, 1983). Although, with good management
potentially, choice at the point of consumption as in the trolley system, could reduce the
total amount of food wasted (Kelly, 1999; Marson et al., 2003). Training hospital staff
to minimise wastagedisappointingly shows no significant changesin the amount of
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food ordered and wasted (Almdal et al., 2003). Dedicated staff are required with a
been
it
has
introduction
for
food
housekeepers
With
the
of ward
responsibility
service.
suggestedthat food waste could be reducedby as much as 8% (NHS Estates,2003b).
An audit tool used in the NHS for estimating wastageis the `EstatesReturn Information
Collection' (ERIC) (NHS Estates,2001). This is basedon visual estimation and is
designedas a routine check list. Unfortunately, however, the monitoring of wastehas
for
been
into
be
translated
to
there
not
wastagereduction and
needs
a strategy
improvement.
2.11 Food Temperature
All food in the U. K. must comply with The Food Safety (Temperature Control)
Regulations 1995 (Department of Health, 1995c). These regulations place stringent
distribution
during
temperature
control
requirements on
receipt, storage, processing and
foods
food.
High
risk
should be kept at 63°C and above or 8°C and below. Although
of
this might be strictly adhered to within the kitchen environment, food in transit and as
falls
below this requirement (Allison, 1999; Kelly, 1999).
to
served patients often

Temperatureof hot food is an area of patient dissatisfaction and a regular causefor
1997;
Rush
(O'Hara
1997;
Association
Councils,
Health
Community
et al,
complaint
of
and Moloney, 1998). Moreover, food temperaturehas been shown to be the most
important aspectof catering to patients (Stanga et al., 2003). Figure 5 illustrates the
importance patients assign to eachaspectof hospital food service.
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Figure 5

Aspects of catering most important

to patients

In America, studies of a plated meal system revealed that approximately
dissatisfied
were
dissatisfied

28% of patients

with the temperature of hot food items and approximately

with the temperature of cold food items (Gregoire,

25% were

1994). In the plated

being
hot
food
items
be
plated,
temperature
system although
while
can
at an acceptable

food
I
lot
hot
transportation
to
meals are not
after
enough when actually served patients.
temperatures can range from 38.8°C to 60.3°C (Hartwell and Edwards, 2001). Although
dishes
bulk
food
higher,
trolley
temperatures
registered
with a
system
most
are slightly
a temperature of below 63°C by the time service was completed.
Food that should be hot is sometimes cold and congealed by the time it is served and
conversely cold food such as ice cream can have melted. Concern has been raised with
the plate delivery of food service where cold desserts and salads are left in the kitchen
for the duration of the belt run and temperatures can exceed the recommendations
(Hartwell and Edwards, 2001). In hospitals the arrangements for food preparation,
distribution and service should deliver safe food of defined standards in terms of
nutritional quality, balance, palatability and temperature (Davis and Bristow, 1999).
2.12 Barriers to Complete Nutrition
One of the major causes of undernutrition in institutions is not the failure to provide
food but to deliver it in a manner appropriate to the particular patient (Allison. 1999).
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Meals can be unpalatable or servedin a way that makesthem inaccessible,either being
wrapped or placed outside the reach of the patient (Corish and Kennedy, 2000). Portion
size is also an area of patient dissatisfaction (Rush and Moloney, 1998).A study of
older patients (Stephen,et a1.1998)revealedthat 42% thought their meal portions too
large. The portions were then reducedby 20% and the energy density increased.These
in
measuresresulted a 30% reduction in waste and an increasedintake at lunch and
from
it
845kca1
1142kcal
has
This
been
to
supper
per person.
research
repeatedwhere
was also concluded that it is possible for older patients to achieve their nutritional
targets using a combination of smaller portions of increasedenergy and protein density
between-meal
and
snacks(Barton, et al., 2000). Other factors that have beenimplicated
from
are; stress
medical treatment, ethnic background, patient's food preferences,
food/tray appearance,and food temperature(Hirsch et al., 1979) inability to serve
oneself, meal scheduling, unpleasantenvironment and poor health/appetite(Deutekom
et al., 1991).
An addedbarrier to food intake is the result of the anaestheticreaction making patients
feel nauseousfurther contributing to nutritional decline. The most commonly reported
side effects of drug therapy include taste disturbance,nausea,vomiting and abdominal
discomfort, all of which can influence food intake (White and Ashworth, 2000). Certain
drugs may have an effect on the senseof taste which will take away the pleasureof
eating and therefore the patient will eat less (Holmes, 1999). Poly pharmacy is common
among the older age group and aggravatesthe problem of malnutrition (Hickson et al.,
2004).
In clinical practice, particularly during tube-feeding, drug-nutrient interactions may
influence outcome. Notwithstanding, if a patient is fed orally, the likelihood of adverse
is
reaction much reduced (Lourenco, 2001).
Another potential problem is that often when a patient returns to the ward after
investigation, no meal has been saved(due to lack of communication or lack of suitable
facilities to store hot food) and there may be no other food available. While missing
is
meals sometimesunavoidable, inflexible hospital meal systemsmay mean that
alternatives are not offered (Millar, 1998). Patients can miss between 11 and 27% of
their meals due to the timing of clinical investigations, effects of illness or poor food
quality (Eastwood, 1997; Holmes, 1998). The problem is exacerbatedby the inability of
nursesto provide an alternative. Due to spacereallocation, many ward kitchens have
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beentaken out, therefore nursesare no longer able to prepare a quick `snack' or provide
`somethingextra'. Additional food must be ordered from a central kitchen that can take
sometime to reach the ward.
Nutritional decline therefore may be acceleratedby hospitalisation which may itself
distortion
behaviour
(Holmes,
1999).
Disease
adverselyaffect eating
stateswill produce
in the patient's senseof taste and smell which will then affect perception of food and
henceintake (Cardello, 1982).
There are many, often interdependent,factors contributing to this situation which are
in
Table
5.
summarised
Table 5
Barrier
Ordering of
food

Barriers to complete nutrition in hospitals
Possible solution
Help may be required due to
language,disability or illiteracy.
Menus lacking in clarity. Patients'
orders not checked
Little account taken of patient

Source
Allison, (1999)

preferences. Poor portion control

(1998)

Due to lengthy transportation

O'Hara et al., (1997)

of food
Disruption of
mealtime
Nil by mouth

Ward rounds, investigations or
medical procedures
Extendedunnecessarily

Allison, (1999)

Timing

Inflexible, lack of accessto snacks

McGloneet al.,

Menu choice
Poor

Rush and Moloney,

presentation

Medication

Assistance

Many drugs causeanorexia, nausea,
vomiting or constipation therefore
reducing food intake
Nurses too busy

for those
patients
unable to eat
Ward
environment

Hung, (1992)

(1995)
White and
Ashworth, (2000)
Corish and Kennedy,

(2000)
Medical conditions of other patients,
ambience,social facilitation

Cardello et al.,
1996
(Source:adaptedfrom Allison, 1999)

Other barriers include lack of involvement from hospital administration staff, a lack of
defined
clearly
responsibilities in planning and managing nutritional care, a lack of
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educationabout nutrition and lastly a lack of communication betweenservice groups
(Zinck, 2003).

2.13 Current Trends
The hospital food service environment is changing. In America, the dynamic role of
dietitians is expanding into managementof the food service operation (Chong et al.,
2000; Edwards, 2001). Moreover, food service directors expect to servemeals to fewer
inpatients, employ fewer staff, have smaller budgets and generatemore revenue
(Wanstall et al., 2000). There is going to be an increasedemphasison the catering
departmentoperating as a profit centre rather than as a cost centre (Santoro, 1999).
Initiatives may include self-operatedfood kiosks and home meal replacement
for
hospital
has
(Wanstall
2000).
This
the
trend
already
staff
programmes
et al.,
in
commenced the U. K., with hospital caterersoffering their facilities as a party venue,
or operating as a sandwich factory (Garner, 2004), and nursing staff in somehospitals
buy
for
Nottingham
£1.00
left
from
bulk
2000).
(Gledhill,
to
the
trolley
meals
allowed
City Hospital has developed a commercial enterpriseof a 50 bed hotel for visiting
relatives of patients and convalescentswho do not need a clinical bed (Garner, 2004).
Hospital food service in other countries is expanding its customer baseoutside the
patient population, to the local community with street side entrances,a remodelling of
spaceand the addition of brand namesto menus (Lapp, 1997).
More hospitals in America and the U. K. are now outsourcing food service with the
inevitable cost reduction and downsize in employees(Jackson,2000a). This enables
nursing staff to focus more on patient care. However, caution should be taken, and it is
important that the complexity of any relationship is not underestimated(Hemmington
and King, 2000).
Another initiative is to structure food service to the style of room service in a hotel
(Anon, 1999; Malone, 2001). The programme allows patients to order anything
including snacksfrom the menu anytime the kitchen is open providing their order meets
dietary restrictions. Food service personnel have either hand held palm computers
(Jackson,2000b) or radio headsetslike those used in fast food restaurants(Lavecchia,
1998). Food is delivered within 30-45 minutes of the order being placed and the
hospitals report a 20% increasein patient satisfaction scores.Room service was ranked
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higher becausetimeliness of meals, temperatureof food, attractivenessof food tray,
taste of food, quality of food and variety of menu choices was improved (Stein, 2000;
McLymont et al., 2003).

The costof sucha project will be recoupedwith annualsavingsthroughlessfood waste.
The model being used is one where the meal `follows' the patient rather than food
servedat a set time on a given ward.
With the move towards shdrter hospital stays, any consideration of malnutrition will be
transferred into the community. Expansion of nutritional support will, therefore, be
hospitalisation
between
hospital
both
and the primary
pre
and
post
with
contact
crucial
health care sector essential (Council of Europe, 2001; Kyle et al., 2001). However, the
be
`normal'
food
feeding
the
should
always
on
as
choice and not supplements.
emphasis
Researchhas shown that 54% of prescriptions for nutritional supplementswithin
inappropriate
(Wanstall
were
care
primary
et al., 2000).
In Denmark, Sweden,Finland and Norway, recommendationsregarding meal service in
hospitals have been issued at a governmental level with the main emphasisbeing placed
food.
Conversely,
France, Germany, Switzerland and the
the
of
normal
consumption
on
U. K. have guidelines which are followed but not always strictly adheredto. America
has the most stringent control where nutrition is made part of the generalrequirements
for the approval of hospitals (Council of Europe, 2001).
2.13.1 Better Hospital Food Project in the UK
The Better Hospital Food Project launched in responseto publication of The NHS Plan
(Department of Health, 2000) is primarily a food service initiative in the U. K. with the
improving
food
aim
of
principle
quality, rather than concentrating on any nutritional
issue (Wilson, 2001). However, the expectation is that if food looks tastesand smells
more desirable,then nutritional intake will automatically increase.
The public's perception of healthcarefood service is typically lessthan favourable. A
needto focus on the patient as the customer requires a fundamental changein NHS
(Carr,
1992;
Bolton, 2002). Notwithstanding, efforts are now being taken to
culture
improve the quality and availability and as a result the image of patient meals.
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The rationale for this project stemmedfrom researchhighlighting dissatisfactionwith
hospital food (Garton, 2001a). Patients consistently reported complicated menuswith
There
long
between
food
delivered.
descriptions
time
too
the
and
was ordered and
poor
in
lack
the
were also comments on
onerous complaints proceduresand
of assistance
feeding when needed.Lastly, patients felt that the size of portions, presentationand
temperatureof food were all areasof complaint (www. betterhospitalfood.com, 2001).
The conclusion was reachedthat hospital food is of variable quality and is not provided
in a way that is sufficiently responsiveto patients' needs.
The NHS (www. betterhospitalfood.com, 2001) seesthree main areasof work to
Hospital
Food
Better
and these are:
achieve
"A

in
in,
town
throughout
the
therefore
standardmenu
country,
patients say, a
England
be
will
central
guaranteeda similar quality of hospital meal as the
in
patient the south.

"A

24 hour catering service i. e. food on demand- to include snackboxes both for
children and adults together with `light-bites'(microwavable snacks)

housekeeper
2004
By
a ward
on every ward `to ensurethat the quality,
9
presentationand portion size of meals meetspatient needs;that the patients,
particularly older people, are able to eat the meals on offer; and that the service
patients receive is genuinely available round-the clock'.
A PerformanceAssessmentFramework and unannouncedinspections will endeavourto
if
has
been
food
has
This
benchmark
the
the
evaluate
environment
reached
remit
set.
been
have
Patient
Environment
Action
Team
(PEAT).
Not
to
the
targets
met
given
all
have
by
been
50%
hospitals
housekeeper
have
the
to
to
now
and
readjusted
of
a ward
end of 2004 with full implementation by 2006. Some hospitals have been slow to adopt
in
2002
40%
too
the
recommendations
menu
and only
were meeting
requirements
(www. betterhospitalfood.com).
Support for Trusts and Primary Care Trusts is given by advice from The Better Hospital
Food web page (www. betterhospitalfood.com) TASKcare listserve and training events
,
such as workshops organised by NHS Estates.
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The new NHS menu includes a number of dishes designedby celebrity chefs offering
greaterchoice, more fresh food and more options for vegetariandiets (Garton, 2001b).
Eating patterns have also been consideredwithin the new regime and menu choice will
been
far
have
lifestyle
followed
by
There
the
reflect as
as possible
mainstreamsociety.
in
changes the eating habits of the generalpopulation with the majority now consuming
light
breakfast
is
in
The
the older age
the
to
this
a
and a main meal
exception
evening.
group who still prefer to eat their main meal in the middle of the day
(www. betterhospitalfood.com, 2001). One of the advantagesof the new systemis
flexibility and therefore differences in eating patterns can be accommodated.This is
further endorsementof the new menu comprising a continental style breakfast, light
lunch and a two-course dinner in the evening. The new initiative has beentrialled and a
small sample(n=40) of patients askedto comment on choice, timing, packaging and
impression.
food
their
presentation,meal contents,
quality, easeof use and
overall
Seventyeight percent felt that the service was excellent or good with a consistencyof
responseon all other items. However, a full evaluation is required before conclusions
be
drawn.
can
There is much criticism that the Better Hospital Food project is too superficial and not
tackling fundamental issuessuch as procurement, production methodsand techniques
(Afiya, 2001). Notwithstanding, the remit is widening to addresssuch issuesand good
practice has been identified. Hopefully this will be communicatedand disseminatedto
hospitals throughout the U.K.
2.14 Conclusions
The British Association for Parenteraland Enteral Nutrition (BAPEN) was createdin
1992 in an attempt to `improvethe nutritional treatment of all sufferersfrom illness who
have becomeor are likely to becomemalnourished'.
Despite an increasedawarenessof the issue, there is little evidenceof general
improvement in U. K. practice, either in the provision and organisation of nutrition care
or in the prevalenceof malnutrition among patients. This scenariois reflected
throughout Europe where few Europeanhospitals have nutritional support teams and
there is no clear assignedresponsibility between nutritional care and meal service. The
lack of statusafforded to the whole area of food and nutrition in hospitals has been
highlighted in the literature. Eating in company has been identified as a potential
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is
dedicated
food
There
together
the
no
solution
service staff.
with
recruitment of
consensusof opinion with regard to food service systemsand food wastagehasbeen
highlighted as an area of concern. Many barriers to complete nutrition have been
looks
however
future
increased
the
recognised
with
awareness
positive, particularly as
there is now a Europe wide campaign to eradicatemalnutrition in hospitals. Even so, the
itself?
food
improvement
how
the
question still remains,
can occur with
much greater
The food, the consumer and the situation have never been consideredas an entirety for
an institutional environment. Perhapsthe time has come, therefore, to take a more
holistic approachand consider the barriers to complete nutrition from all perspectives
and in particular from the criteria of patient satisfaction.Maybe hospital food service
would benefit from changing to a more customer focused operation, prioritising the
patient experience,rather than product focused.This will require a fundamentalchange
in culture for the NHS.
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CHAPTER THREE

CONSUMER SATISFACTION WITH HOSPITAL FOOD SERVICE

3.0

INTRODUCTION

The purposeof this chapter is to critically review the literature in consumer satisfaction
within the hospitality industry, with particular emphasison hospital food service.
Patient satisfaction is a complex phenomenonthat is influenced by many factors and an
essentialcomponent in successfulcatering managementin this environment. The public
for
hospitals
institutions
has
institutional
generally view
as
a reputation
and
catering
being poor (Bender, 1984). Attitudes, expectationsand perceptionsof hospital food will
be explored together with `quality factors' both tangible and intangible. Paradigmsof
customersatisfaction will be presentedtogether with models of service quality. The
concept of the `service encounter' will be introduced resulting in discussionof service
design and blue printing. Lastly no researchon food intake would be complete without
discourseon food quality and preference.
3.1

Hospital Food and Consumer Attitude

Perceptionsof hospital food service are evolved from the interaction betweenprevious
experiencesof `eating out' and the feeding context itself.
Food has a profound psychological role to play in society and is invariably chosenfor
non-nutritional reasons(Hartwell, 1983; Shepherd,1999). There are many influences,
which impinge on food intake such as availability, traditional habits, religious practices
and social situation. In fact an equally important aspectof food service is the `situation'
(atmosphere,style of operation, time and staff attributes) (Meiselman, 1996). These
aspectsdistinguish what would merely be a refuelling exerciseand make food intake a
`meal occasion'. Food is an essentialingredient of patient life and breaks the monotony
of what could be a long and uneventful day, therefore as most patients are confined
within the boundaries of the ward, mealtimes can take on an inflated significance
(Tomes and Chee Peng Ng, 1995).
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Hospital food has suffered from a negative stereotype,and consumers,when askedtheir
opinion of institutional food serviceswill often reflect a negative attitude towards the
quality and therefore acceptability of thesefoods (Cardello et al., 1996).Attitude
consistsof three components,cognitive (beliefs and associations),affective (feelings
image
behavioural
2003).
(actions)
(Sanzo
The
of
and stateof mind) and
negative
et al.,
hospital food is widespreadand is therefore not necessarilyrelated to exposureto the
food itself (Cardello et al., 1996). This was demonstratedby assessingthe anticipated
in
items
food
the
twelve
served
acceptability and
expectedquality of
commonly
institutional and other food service settings. Food preparedand servedat home received
the highest rating while responsesto hospital food clustered at the lowest ratings along
foods
food
(Cardello
1996).
Food
variety and physical
with airline
et al.,
presentation,
factors
the
setting were
primary
contributing to consumers' negative perception and
institutional
food.
towards
attitude
As `eating out' increases,consumersare becoming more sophisticatedand demanding,
in
high
is
(Mintel,
2000).
This
their
and
expectationsof quality are
reflected all areasof
the industry including hospitals where the `patient is king' (Bolton, 2002).
Consumerism in public policy is gaining greater emphasis (Avis et al., 1995) and where
public sector service users are increasingly being referred to as `customers'(Keaney,
1999).

It is unfortunate, therefore, that the media tend to massageand reiterate the lessthan
image
positive
of hospital food not just with headlinesbut also cartoonsand
is
indeed
food
hospital
An
however,
be
that
poor
advertisements. alternative view could,
and that this information is accurately communicatedby the media. Neverthelessthere
important
influences on the level of consumers' expectations,such as word of
are
mouth, customers' past experiencesand influences of external communication, which
are not controlled by the service provider (Desombre and Eccles, 1998).
It has been shown that the greatestdifferences in attitudes toward hospital food are
found not among patients of varying characteristicsbut among the patients residing in
hospitals of varying characteristics(Cardello, 1982). The size of the hospital, physical
lay out, location, staffing and food service system are all factors that will influence stay.
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3.1.2 Branding
An initiative to improve the perception of hospital food could be to devise a strategy
incorporating brand orientation. Previous global evaluations the consumerhas made of
a product influence posterior evaluations,a brand is known and respectedthereby
influencing evaluation (Sanzo et al., 1999).
In a study conductedon institutionalised stereotyping (Cardello et al., 1996),
individuals were askedto rate their anticipated acceptability of two samplesof
branded
indicated
food
identical
but
The
and
as
sweetcorn.
actual
one was
sampleswere
the other from an institution. The sampleswere then tasted and rated again. The
unbrandedsamplewas rated lower for both the anticipated and actual acceptability,
is
for
branding
branded
Hence
often usedas a
reflecting preference
products.
product
sign of quality (Vranesevic and Stan6ec,2003).
3.2

The Role of Food -a feeding episode or `meal occasion'

Hospitalisation can be traumatic and therefore personal interaction is important as
having
to
opposed simply
a meal `dropped off' (Lavecchia, 1998). Positive attitudes
from
by
influence
intake
detract
a patient's
staff
can
expressed
and significantly add or
behaviour
individual's
(Engell,
1996).
Other
mealtime experience
people can control an
in different ways; by their presence,by attention paid to the individual and his activities,
through model effects and through persuasiveaction or communication (Rozin and
Tuorila, 1993). Belanger and Dube (1996) found that patients perceive and benefit from
the emotional support that they receive from staff. Moreover they transfer this `added
value' to their satisfactionjudgements.
Protectedmealtimes, allowing patients time free from medical interruptions to enjoy
their food will also enhancethe mealtime occasion (Wilson, 2002; Deutekom et al.,
1991). One of the recommendationsin the Council of Europe Resolution (2003) is for
be
to
patients
permitted to enjoy their meals without unnecessaryinterruption,
therapeutic intervention and diagnostic examination (Wilson, 2004). This is fully
endorsedby the Health CaterersAssociation and The Better Hospital Food project, as it
also grants an opportunity for staff to focus priorities on nutrition for two hours a day.
There is also the question of nurture and the debate regarding institutional meals and
neglect. Hospital food is preparedby people who have no direct relationship with those
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who are served (de Raeve, 1994). There can be no mindfulness, beyond technical
information, of the particular needsand preferencesof those for whom the meal is
cooked. Conversation betweenpatients may be desultory and no sharedexperience,
illness
from
apart
may emerge.On the ward, the trays could still be damp from cleaning
and the plates unattractive. Dependentpeople, as patients' are, can be sensitive to any
experienceof neglect (de Raeve, 1994) and therefore the concept of nurture is
important. Preparing a patient for the meal is crucial, physical problems such as the
food being out of reach can often be resolved by correct positioning and thinking ahead
(Hotaling, 1990).
Patientshave also intimated that they would like to seechangesin the ward
is
have
(Department
identified
Health,
2000).
The
to
a
environment
of
clear priority
better care situation, including factors such as:
1.

A safe welcoming, healing environment where privacy and dignity is respected

2.

High standardsof hygiene and cleanlinessin the wards and good food

3.

To feel that hospital staff are attentive to needs

4.

An easily identifiable person on the ward who can be approachedfor
information and who is clinically competentand responsiblefor overseeingdayto-day care.

Nourishment or empathy may be offered in different ways; however, the importance of
nurses' company at mealtimes has been identified (Littlewood and Saeidi, 1994).
Mealtimes could be made social events by having nurseseat with their patients (Wykes,
1997) although it has been acknowledgedthat this would not translateto all clinical
situations.
The timing of meals is as equally important as food quality and patients feel more
relaxed when meals are served as close to the habitual time as possible (McGlone et al.,
1995; Cortis, 1997). A short gap between breakfast and a large lunch has been shown to
have implications from a food wastageperspective (Edwards et al., 2000). Patients
would prefer their meals slightly later (Royal Commission on the National Health
Service, 1978; Fairtlough and Closs, 1996). Observation within this researchwould
suggestthat mealtimes are imposed to facilitate the hospital regime rather than the
satisfaction of the patients. The Council of Europe Resolution (2003) recommendsthat
meal times should be spreadout to cover most of the hours spent awake.
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3.3

Consumer Satisfaction

Satisfaction is not a universal phenomenonand patients will derive differing amounts of
pleasurefrom the samehospitality experience.Consumer satisfaction is in the
customer's mind and may or may not conform to the reality of the situation. It may be
both
viewed as
a dependablevariable, representingthe outcome of a patients'
interaction with the food service system and a predictor variable predictive of food
health
2000).
1988;
(Schwartz,
Cardello
therefore
consumption and
outcome
et al.,
Various elementscomprise customer satisfaction: technical and functional quality
(Grönroos, 1984); performance-delivery quality (Parasuramanet al., 1991); product,
behaviour and environmental factors (Philip and Hazlett, 1997); direct (essential)and
indirect (subsidiary) factors (Davis and Stone, 1991). Attributes which have been found
to correlatepositively with satisfaction in a health care setting are access,
communication, outcomes,quality and age (Tucker, 2002).
There are two main theories from consumerbehaviour researchwhich are used to
investigateconsumer satisfaction. The disconfirmation theory (Jonesand Ioannou,
1993), suggeststhat consumersdevelop feelings of satisfaction/dissatisfactionbasedon
levels of expectations,attitudes and intentions towards as yet untried products or
services`matchedagainst their actual experiencepost purchase'. Therefore
disconfirmation occurs when there is a discrepancybetween expectationsand
performance.The secondtheory arising from (Cadotte et al., 1987) is referred to as
between
difference
is
theory,
the
expectancy-value
where emphasis placed on
weighting
product attributes and consumersatisfaction i. e. the customer has different perceptions
and their choice/satisfaction is dependenton which attribute is most valued. In
conjunctive models, consumersestablish a minimum acceptablelevel for each
important product attribute and then become satisfied and in disjunctive models a
minimum level is set on only one or few attributes (Pizam and Ellis, 1999).
Positive disconfirmation (satisfaction), occurs when product/serviceperformance is
better than expected,while negative disconfirmation (dissatisfaction) occurs when
product/service is less than expected(Chu, 2002). Although the relationship is not
necessarilylinear (Pizam and Ellis, 1999).
The disconfirmation paradigm is presentedin Figure 6.
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P=E
Confirmation

Disconfirmation

Satisfaction

Figure 6

Satisfaction

P<E
Negative
Disconfirmation

Dissatisfaction

Disconfirmation paradigm

Severalpsychological theories (Conway and Willcocks, 1997) including expectancydisconfirmation (Oliver, 1980) have been identified in determining the effects of
disconfirmed expectationson perceived product performance and consumer
satisfaction:1. Assimilation or cognitive dissonancetheory: proposesthat any discrepancybetween
by
be
expectation and performance will
minimised or assimilated the consumer
In
be
the
to
product
adjusting perceptionsof
more consistent with expectations.
being
be
high
despite
other words, perceived satisfaction can
expectations
disconfirmed.
2. Contrast theory: when expectationsare not matched by actual performance,the

between
contrast
expectationandoutcomewill promptthe consumerto exaggerate
or magnify the disparity.
3. Generalised negativity theory: here any discrepancybetween expectationsand
in
reality results a generalisednegative hedonic state, causing the product to receive
a less favourable rating than if it had coincided with expectations.
4. Assimilation contrast: this is a combination of the assimilation and contrast theories.
The degreeof discrepancybetween expectation and experiencecan have an

influenceon the degreeof perceivedsatisfaction.A small discrepancytendsto lead
to an assimilation effect whereasa large discrepancytends to lead to the contrast
effect.
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5. Adaptation theory: this theory indicatesthat satisfaction is influenced by many other
factors as well as expectationsand that understandingthe initial expectationis the
key to predicting the likely level of satisfaction.

A summaryof the predictedeffectson perceivedproductperformancearepresentedin
Table 6.
Table 6

Summary of the predicted effects of disconfirmed consumer
in
increase/decrease
direction
the
perceived
expectations on
of
product performance.
Product Performance versus Expectation
Model

Product better than
expected(Positive

Product worse than
expected(Negative

Disconfirmation)

Disconfirmation)

Assimilation

Decrease

Increase

Contrast

Increase

Decrease

Generalized negativity

Decrease

Decrease

Assimilation-Contrast

Decrease(under low
disconfirmation) or
Increase(under high
disconfirmation)

increase(under low
disconfirmation) or
Decrease(under high
disconfirmation)

(Source: adaptedfrom Cardello, 1995a)

Most recent studiesof sensoryacceptancefavour an `assimilation' model, whereby
judgements
tend to shift toward the direction of prior expectations,
consumer
minimising the apparentdiscrepancybetweenwhat was expectedand what was
low
(Mela,
1999).
The
that
expectationsof
experienced
assimilation model predicts
hospital food service will influence the actual acceptanceof the food down, regardless
its
intrinsic
of
quality, alternatively if expectations can be elevated,acceptanceshould
increase.
Expectations and perceptions can be volatile (Pizam and Ellis, 1999). If performance is
below
significantly
or above expectedlevels, the consumer may realign expectations.
Moreover, expectation levels may rise with constant satisfaction or alternatively, fall
with consistentdissatisfaction.
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Notwithstanding, although customer satisfaction has been defined in various ways, the
underlying conceptualisationis that satisfaction is a factor of both pre and postjudgements,
feeling
leading
to
experienceevaluative
an overall
about a specific
has
(Parker
Mathews,
2001).
The
theory
encounter
and
expectancy-disconfirmation
received the widest acceptancebecauseof the broadly applicable hypothesis (Kivela et
al., 1999); most other theories have been applied within this framework.
There is debateon the issue of conceptual distinction between satisfaction and perceived
quality; both are subjective evaluations of a service experience (Orsingher and
Marzocchi, 2003). Even so, quality and customer satisfaction are not identical concepts,
they can be differentiated by considering the provider's service system and the
definition
looking
By
the
customer's service experience.
at satisfaction as a process,
itself
the
to
than
as an
concentrateson
antecedents satisfaction rather
satisfaction
outcome (Parker and Mathews, 2001). It is a function of an initial standardand some
linked
discrepancy
from
is
Satisfaction
that
perceived
referencepoint.
experiential and
to emotional feelings while perceived quality is mainly the result of a cognitive process
(Orsingher and Marzocchi, 2003; Chu, 2002). Confirmation or disconfirmation leadsto
if
is,
That
`arousal'
1999).
(Pine
Gilmore,
to
a
an emotional reaction, referred as
and
be
to
service
product or
appears
performing above or below expectations,the consumer
by
followed
is
This
then
a
experiencesan emotional reaction of significance.
arousal
final assessmentof satisfaction or dissatisfaction. In fact the predictive power of
emotional experienceassociatedwith consumption can override the effect of cognitive
in
components satisfactionjudgements (Belanger. and Dube, 1996). Possibleemotioninduced changesof eating have been demonstratedby differential effects of anger, fear,
sadnessandjoy (Macht and Simons, 2000). Negative emotions, particularly anger
(CasadoDiaz and Mäs Ruiz, 2002) appearto have a stronger effect than positive
emotions (Liljander and Strandvik, 1997; Dube and Menon, 2000).
Perceived control over a situation also influences satisfaction (Belanger and Dube,
1996). It is predicted that where patients have increasedinvolvement with the processof
food service, satisfaction would be increased.For patients, food service, to a certain
extent, provides one of the few hospital experiencesthat they can control. Patient
has
been identified as a tool in the provision of a quality service and is
empowerment
advocatedin a number of professional guidelines (Faulkner, 2001). It is arguedthat
patients far from being a passive consumer of pre-packedhealthcare ought to be
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consideredas partners in a continuing processof inquiry, the newly empowered
is
Total
Quality
Management
(TQM)
that
consumer-patient.
everyone
which proclaims
everyone's customer has helped to refocus organisational attitudes (Keaney, 1999). One
increase
to
perceived control is to give as much responsibility as possible to every
way
patient in making choices, i. e. choosing a menu compatible with their food preferences.
With participation, consumersthemselvescan ensuretheir own satisfaction (Bitner et
al., 1997).
The hospitality product does not just comprise `goods' and `services' but is an amalgam
and other componentsare presentthat could be describedas `quality factors'. It could
be arguedthat satisfaction really comes from the peripherals that surroundthe core
service (Pine and Gilmore, 1999). Herzberg (Herzberg, 1959) separatesmotivational
factors into two areas,those that createtrue satisfaction and those `hygiene' or
`maintenance'factors whose absencewill createdissatisfaction,but whose presence
in
been
has
Application
themselves
Herzberg's
theory
will not,
createsatisfaction.
of
dissatisfiers,
have
been
into
four
extendedand attributes
classified
categories:satisfiers,
critical and neutral (Cadotte and Turgeon, 1988; Lockwood, 1994). Critical attributes
are capableof eliciting both complaints (dissatisfaction) and compliments (satisfaction).
Neutral attributes neither receive compliments or complaints. However, the
classification of factors is not permanentand can constantly change.
The quality significance of the whole meal experiencehas been recognised(Jonesand
Ioannou, 1983; Hill, 2000) and can be broken down into the following:
"

Food and Beverage:originality of menu, variety, style of service, match between
consumption and eye expectation.

"

Serviceattributesof staff: numberon duty, attentive,clean,smart,friendly,
courteous,helpful, efficient and attentive to detail.

"

Physical attributes of eating area: space,comfort, noise, lighting, temperature,
crockery, menu cards, furnishings and colour

However, while food and environment play an important role during the stay, they soon
fade from the patients' minds on leaving hospital. Complaints by patients actually in
hospital relate to tangible aspectswhereasletters of complaint received after discharge
relate almost exclusively to the intangible aspectsof care (Tomes and Chee PengNg,
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1995). However, it has been suggestedthat the processof complaint in itself is a tool for
increasedconsumer satisfaction (Nyer, 2000).
A reservation regarding patient satisfaction surveys is the reluctance of many patients in
the NHS to expresscritical comments, with typically at least 80% of respondents
1995).
for
1991;
Avis
(Fitzpatrick,
expressingsatisfaction
et al.,
any given question
Notwithstanding, patient satisfaction with food service has been found to significantly
dependon, in decreasingorder (Dube et al., 1994),
Satisfaction with food quality (flavour, presentation,freshnessand temperatureof

"

hot meals)
"

Customisation (possibility to choose meals, portion size, flexibility of service)

"

Attitude of the staff who deliver menus (warmth, attentivenessand courtesy)

"

Meal service timeliness (time allowed for eating)

"

Meal service reliability (punctuality of food service)

It has been suggestedthat the length of hospitalisation may be a factor in analysing
satisfaction, the longer the length of stay the more important becomesthe dimension of
food quality comparedto service quality (Bolch, 1999). However, a significant positive
has
between
duration
hospital
decline
in
meals
with
correlation
of
stay and
satisfaction
been noted (Stangaet al., 2003).
3.4

Service Quality and Consumer Satisfaction

Health care is a service industry, and patients are becoming more discriminating and
critical about service quality (DeLuco and Cremer, 1990; Lim and Tang, 2000).
However, service quality encompassesthe whole of the customer's experienceand
therefore it is more difficult to measurethan product quality.
Quality can be defined in terms of `the totality of features and characteristics of a
product or service that bear on its ability to satisfy a given need' (BS 4778). This
however, does not describethe entirety of the concept, quality should be defined in
terms of consumer expectations,which makes a definition problematic (Johns, 1992a).
Individual customer demandsdestandardisethe product and at the sametime multiply
the variety of expectations.
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Expectationsare an important influence on patients' overall measurementof satisfaction
influence
food
(Conway
Willcocks,
1997)
service
and
and can significantly
with
be
judgements
in
(Mela,
1999).
Service
tasting
actual
or eating
quality can
subsequent
defined as conforming to customer expectationson a consistent basis (Gregoire, 1994).
SERVQUAL (measurementof service quality) is a similar paradigm to the expectancydisconfirmation theory of `perceptual gap analysis' (Parasuramanet al., 1985). This
measurescustomer expectation versusperception, prior and subsequentto an encounter
with any service.

Five genericdimensionsof servicequality (SERVQUAL) havebeenidentifiedand
in
delivery
for
be
be
the
the
to
service
present
result
customer satisfaction
must
(Parasuramanet al., 1991). Theseare:
Reliability - the ability to perform the promised services dependablyand accurately
help
Responsiveness
the
to
willingness
customersand provide a prompt service
Assurance- the knowledge and courtesy of employees as well as their ability to convey
trust and confidence
Empathy - the provision of caring, individualised attention to customers
Tangibles- the appearanceof physical facilities, equipment, personneland
communication materials
Expectation of reliability is consideredthe most important as it is central in meeting

expectations,whereasthe otherdimensionsareimportantfor exceedingcustomer
expectations(Conway and Willcocks, 1997).
The SERVQUAL model conceptualisesservice quality as a gap between consumer's

is
This
the
the
expectationsand perceptionof
serviceproviders' performance.
in
Figure
7.
represented
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Patient
Needs and wants

Comments from
friends/ relatives
and the media

Pastexperience
Expected hospitality
service

oo5

Perceived hospitality
service
=

-----------------

Service delivery
(actual hospitality
experience)
Caterer

2

I ...............

--------------------------

External
communication

Cýýp4

Translation of
perceptions into service
nerformance standards

@@p

Management
perceptions of patient
exnectations

(Source:Pizam and Ellis, 1999basedon Zeithaml, Berry and Parasuraman,1988)

Figure 7
"

Hospitality `Service Quality' gap

Gap 1- The Service Quality Gap: the difference between customer's expectations
of a service and their perceptionsof the actual service delivered by an organisation.

"

Gap 2- The UnderstandingGap: manager's perceptionsof customer's expectations
are inaccurateand not translated into appropriate operating procedures/systems.

"

Gap3- The BehaviouralGap:the servicethat is deliveredis different from the
specification for that service.

"

Gap 4- The Promotional Gap: what is said about the service differs from the
standardsactually delivered.

"

Gap 5- The Perception Gap: the level of service perceivedby customersdiffers
from the service actually provided.
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The model is built on the assumptionthat the smaller the gap, the better the quality of
by
it
has
Even
been
bound
that
serviceprovided.
so,
suggested
expectationsare
adequateand desired levels, with a zone of tolerance in between (Parasuraman,1991).
A weaknessof this model however, is that there is no factor for `experience'.
Expectationsof service quality may be meaninglessfor respondentswho are first time
usersof a service (ONeill and Palmer, 2003). SERVQUAL has been subjectedto a
number of theoretical and operational criticisms (Cronin and Taylor, 1994; Buttle, 1996;
Philip and Hazlett, 1997) however; the model is generic and can be `flexed' to make an
effective planning tool.
Tomes and Chee PengNg, (1995) developed SERVQUAL and identified eight
dimensions,six relating to intangible and two covering tangible aspectsof hospital care.
Thesewere empathy/understanding,relationship between patients and health care staff,
communications,reliability, courtesy, dignity, food and physical environment.
Interviews with patients revealedthat the physical environment and food was important.
The primary reasonwas that a hospital stay can be a rather boring experienceand
except for the relatively short periods of time when the patient is attendedto by staff the
is
left
patient
wondering how to passthe rest of the day. The only thing the patient can
look forward to are meals which break the routine monotony, hencefood becomesan
important factor. It has been suggestedthat these aspectsmay have a strong placebo
effect on the entire patient experience.For example, an anxious patient awaiting surgery
may think `if this organisation cannot manageto provide clean cutlery and a hot meal,
in
what are my chances the operating theatre?' (Speedling et al., 1983).
Someresearchershave taken a more direct approachto the measurementof service
quality and have not sought to distinguish between expectation and perception but to
rate the performance of service providers (Cronin and Taylor, 1994). Under the
SERVPERF (service performance) model, only the post-consumptionperceptions of
performanceare considered.Therefore the totality of service quality is assessedand its
ultimate effect on consumer's perceptions (Douglas and Connor, 2003); the customer is
the final arbiter of quality.
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3.4.1

Food Service Staff

Staff interpersonal
satisfaction

have
been
he
important
to
skills
shown
an

with nutrition

cliniension ot, patient

services (Ferguson cl al., 20O1). In commercial

operations

such as hotels and restaurants, which offer a demand-led service, it is reasonable to
in
lowever,
I
service
a service.

assume that providers are predisposed toward providing
organisations

supplying

a range ofservices

assumption may not be correct (Lee-Ross,

that are mainly necessity-lcd,

1999). The effective delivery of hospitality

based service in hospitals requires server predispositions
for clinical/nursing
on interaction

provision

this

dificrent
which are

from those
is reliant

although in both industries, customer satislaction

with the service provider

2000). I; vcn so, motivation

(Winsted,

towards

a good service does not differ between food service and nursing stall'

providing

1995), they are equally predisposed towards service provision

(Gregoire,

1999). Significant

differences

however, have been observed for certain dimensions.

lower
hotel
than
example, nurses score
workers on Disposition
the situation is reversed in the dimensions
comparison

(Lee-Ross,

of service predisposition

of Affinity

For

Competence,
while
and

8
Figure
Deference.
shows a
and

between NI IS nurses and hotel food service

workers.
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6.1
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Hotels
-o-
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e
e,

(Source: Lee-Ross,1999)
Figure
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comparison

of service predisposition

between NHS

nurses and hotel food service workers
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The lower scoresamong nursesfor Disposition and Competencemay reflect the limited
financial resourcesand bureaucratic organisational structure that allows limited
beyond
be
be
Nurses
to
autonomy.
may not
confident or
prohibited professionally go
the remit of their job scopeto satisfy clients. Conversely, the higher scoresfor Affinity
(a clear understandingof clients' requirements)and Deference (manifestation of desire
to comply) reflects the relationship that developsbetween carer and patient (Lee-Ross,
1999).
Other researchhas concurred and identified differences in the level of relationship with
between
industry
the
satisfaction
correlating with
customer
medical and restaurant
service behaviour. In that, for medical encounters,the top three behaviourswere caring
(0.78), sincere (0.76) and pleasant(0.75), while for the restaurantencounterscareful
(0.77), attentive (0.76) and pleasant(0.75) scoredthe highest (Winsted, 2000). Clearly,
for satisfaction in both industries it is important that service providers be pleasant
however, emotional issueslike caring and sincerity are perceived to be more important
for medical staff, while caretaking issueslike being careful and attentive are more
important for food service staff. In some hospitals, nurses servemeals to patients and
thus provide a service which encompassesboth hospitality and clinical/nursing
dimensions. This could mean, therefore, that some consumersmay be dissatisfied with
the overall `food service product', if delivered by medical staff. Food quality ratings
tend to be higher when dietary personnel serve meals and therefore it is important if
1995;
function
(Gregoire
this
that
trained
they
nursing staff perform
are adequately
,
Lambert, 1996). An initiative developedin America is to have a `patient service partner
programme' where the role of nursing staff has been extendedto include a proactive and
personal element of food service. This includes training and verbal menu
communication. Results have demonstratedan increasein patient satisfaction (Gersch,
1996; Oyarzun et al.; 2000; Folio et al., 2002).
3.4.2 The Service Encounter
The quality of a meal can be diminished by poor service. Food service employees
should therefore exhibit flexibility of behaviour and an ability to empathisewith the
customer (Johns, 1992b), in essenceto demonstrate`emotional intelligence' (Winsted,
2000). Consumersexperiencing `customised' service encounterswill be more satisfied
with the interaction than those who experience `standardised' encounters(Bettencourt
Gwinner,
1996). To turn a mundane experience into a memorablesatisfying event
and
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requires a situation to occur outside the normal domain of expectation (Pine and
Gilmore, 2000; Mossberg and Hanefors, 2003) and quantify as the `total customer
has
It
1999).
In
hospital
include
`gourmet'
(Vozenilek,
this
experience'. a
could
menus
been suggestedin commercial operationsthat the processof service is conceptually very
similar to that of a theatrical performance (Solomon, 2004) with service staff as cast
membersand each service contact a dramatic performance,inclusive of script (Harris,
2003). On the theatre stageas well as in the service theatre, customer satisfaction is
dependenton the actors and their performance (Larsen and Aske, 1992). A high priority
in training should therefore be on customer orientation and service style rather than
knowledge
(Hill, 1996). Food service staff should be `empowered' to
specific skills and
for
the service encounter,interpret and deliver the customer
acceptresponsibility
1990)
(Lashley,
(Mills,
2000).
interaction
A
service required
model
customer-employee
is presentedin Figure 9.

Management
Influence

Social
Conditioning

Consumerbehaviour

Employee expectation

Consumer expectation

Employee Characteristics

Perceptionof service

Employeebehaviour

Interaction
(Source: Mills, 1990)

Figure 9A

customer-employee interaction model

Generally, customerswant service providers to demonstrateconcern and competence,to
be congenial and to be civil (Winsted, 2000), conflicts and failure should be avoided
(Nguyen and Leblanc, 2002). Contact personnel make a significant contribution to the
service encounter and therefore employeejob satisfaction is just as crucial as customer
satisfaction. It is unfortunate therefore that food service staff appearto be undervalued
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job
hospitality
low
industry,
(Pratten,
2003)
the
their
as
within
wage
paid a
and perceive
being for the `less intelligent' within the health care industry (Donelan, 2000).
3.4.3 Service Design and Blueprinting
The quality experiencedby the consumeris createdat the `moment of truth' when the
is
blueprint
interface
A
Gilmore,
(Pine
1999).
the
service provider and
service
client
and
a detailed planning and diagnostic documentthat depicts these service events and
processesas a flow chart. Thus allowing managementand employeesto visualise,
has
been
1999).
It
Gilmore,
(Pine
the
organiseand manipulate
entire service system
and
but
do
that
manager's
suggested
many surveys not accurately measuresatisfaction
perceptionsof componentsof customer satisfaction (Bolch, 1999).
`Critical incidents' within interactive processesbetween service providers and
into
identified,
back
be
fed
information
the
therefore
customerscan
analysedand
be
`Fail
then
process.
points' can
plotted onto the service map to be used as a
managementtool to improve customer satisfaction (Randall, 1993; Randall and Senior,
1994). Figure 10 shows an example of meal service perceptualblueprinting in an NHS
hospital.
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Delivery tray
Food appearance
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Eat
Drink

Make choice
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Deliver menu

Deliver tray

Collectmenu

Collecttray

-------------

Invisible
Process

---------------------

Preparefood
Take order
to kitchen

Wash up

Deliver food to ward

1
Sort meal trays
(Source: Randall and Senior, 1994)

Figure 10

Meal service perceptual blueprinting

An example of a fail point in the NHS study was `tray clearing' where the patients'
did
the
their
where
tray
and
expectations,
not
meet
perceptions of meal
clearing
1993).
(Randall,
that
this
employeeswere unaware
point was a problem
3.5

Physical Environment

Creating a positive mealtime experiencebegins with the atmosphereenhancedby the
decor of the ward or dining area and the appearanceof the tray or table. Careful
The
be
to
to
the
table
crockery.
mats
and
consideration needs
given
wall coverings,
physical environment is a contact element that has a strong impact on customer's
satisfaction and the perception of service quality (Nguyen and Leblanc, 2002). Good
building design can significantly boost patient recovery time and impact on staff morale
(McKenzie, 2003). Conversely, poor spatial dimension of the environment can
negatively affect employees,especially where the service encounter is carried out in a
limited spaceor in a badly designedenvironment (Nguyen and Leblanc, 2002).
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Atmosphere planning is dependenton an understandingof the perceptualawarenessof
individuals as sensedthrough sight, touch, hearing, smell, temperatureand movement
(Kazarian, 1989).
Sight: perception of visual space,lighting and colours
Touch: perception of bed comfort and fabric used
Hearing: perception of noise levels, conversationand background ward sounds
Smell: perception of cooking aromas,body odours and cleaning materials
Temperature:perception of air temperature,relative humidity, body heat and heat of

cookedfoods
Movement: perception of staff movement and other patients
If individuals do not feel comfortable in their surroundings, the atmospherehas not been
properly designedor consideredand this will be reflected in the patients' responseto
food service. Under certain circumstancesbackground music may be usedto influence
detrimental mood statesand enhanceevaluation of service personnel(Herrington and
Capella, 1994).
Most servicesare perishable, they are lost when not consumedat a particular time and
place therefore, the setting design must take into consideration the acceptablewaiting
time for clients and the critical moment affecting the successof the service delivery
process(Nguyen and Leblanc, 2002). Researchhas shown that the perception of waiting
time is a better predictor of customer satisfaction than either actual waiting time or the
disconfirmation betweenperceivedwaiting and expectedwaiting times (Davis and
Heinke, 1998). Even so, delayed food service can be annoying and contribute to
Mas
Ruiz, 2002).
Diaz
judgements
(Edwards,
1984;
Casado
satisfaction and quality
and
3.6

Food Quality

Meal acceptanceis not only a result of the intrinsic quality of the food; it can also be
related to consumerexpectationsand the degreeto which the food item matchesthem

(Oh, 2000). It is relativeto person,placeandtime (Cardello,1995b).
Food quality is problematic to define as it is dependenton the evaluation of the

consumer;it is both perceptuallybasedandevaluative.Notwithstanding,perceptionsof
food
a
producthavebeenshownto be affectedby manyindividual factorsincluding
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taste, odour, information from labelling, attitudes and memories of previous experiences
(Imram, 1999). Sensorycharacteristicssuch as appearance,flavour, texture and
temperaturehave been found to be most important to hospital patients when judging
food quality (Cardello, 1982; Clark, 1998).
Appearance: refers to those aspectsof the food that are appreciatedby the senseof
sight. These include colour, light reflectance, size and shape.
Flavour: refers to the combined sensationsof taste and smell
Texture: refers to the oral tactile senseand the perception of the mechanical,

geometricalandmoisturepropertiesof food in the mouth.
Temperature: refers to oral-thermal sensationsresulting from food that differs in
temperaturefrom that of the oral mucosa.
Texture and flavour have a profound effect on perception and acceptability, however
`the first taste is almost always with the eye' (Szczesniak,1972). The effect of visual
is
dependent
be
Human
on
should
not underestimated.
sensation
perception of quality
the visual image and it is well establishedthat colour and appearancecan have a halo
(Hetherington
flavour
food
that
modifies subsequent
acceptability
effect
perception and
however,
dependent
is
1992).
The
MacDougall,
texture
role of
and
very product
lumpy,
attributes such as soggy, watery,
sticky, slimy, crumbly and tough, all which
1996).
The
lack
in
disliked
(Cardello,
the
relative
give a
of control
mouth are generally
importance of any one attribute is dependenton the particular food item. For example,
for chicken soup the predominant factor determining acceptancemay be flavour,
whereasfor bread,texture could be the most important factor (Cardello, 1982).

Foodrelatedbehaviouris thereforedependenton a numberof factorsasdemonstrated
in Figure 11.
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Figure 11

Schematic model of food-related behaviours

Meal acceptability has been found to be significantly higher in male patients than in
female patients (Glew, 1970) and in older patients (Gregoire, 1994; Belanger and Dube,
1996). The latter, it has been suggested,are more tolerant and less critical of the quality
1982).
(Cardello,
food
because
have
diminished
taste
they
and olfactory sensitivity
of
The role of nutritional status,mood, hunger or appetite in the judgement of patients on
the qualities of hospital catering was examined in a cohort of 8,140 adult patients
hospitalised for a short period (Rigaud et al., 1999). Bad mood was associatedwith low
Some
had
body
lowest
the
the
worst mood.
weight also
appetite and patients with
by
decreasing
food
intake,
increasing
by
to
consumption
people react stress
others react
(Benton, 2004). A mood indicator has been used to improve the dining experience of
is
in
(Wildes,
hospitality
2002).
Each
guests one
setting
customer on arrival given a
into
by
below
between
If
the
ten.
place
are
mood rating
seven, strategies put
one and
food service staff to improve the score. Customer satisfaction has been found to
significantly increase.
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If expectationsare low then acceptability will be equally low. Improving the image of
hospital food by the involvement of celebrity chefs such as in the Better Hospital Food
if
difference.
(1980)
indicate
Mailer
that
past
project could make a marked
et al.
be
it
is
has
likely
hospital
been
that
rated
a meal will
experiencewith
meals
positive,
more highly than if a past experiencehas been negative.New and well-liked menusmay
have a halo effect for the rest of the meals. Although, it has been suggestedthat
halo
in
be
than
to
satisfaction measurement a service context may more susceptible
in
measurement a product context (Wirtz, 2003).
3.7

Food Preference

Previous researchhas shown that food preferenceand acceptanceconstitutes50% of the
in
in
(Cardello
1996).
More
consumption
complete meals are eaten the
variability
et al.,
hospital setting than in a `normal' situation (Meiselman and Edwards, 2004).
Food preferencedependson a multitude of factors but the main influences are those
in
Figure
food,
demonstrated
is
This
to
the
to
the
to
the
person and
related
environment.
12.
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Figure 12

Factors influencing

food preferences

The most common factors associated with iöod preferences include, the quality of food,
1981),
food
is
(Khan,
the
the
temperature
the
size of serving and
at which
served
influence of gender is slight (Martens, 1997). The hospital environment can also
impinge on food preference. in that hospitalisation itself can create a negative effect
inclusion
I
lowever,
by
the
the
of
complicated
psychological and physiological stresses.
fresh fruit on the menu has been found to be an important factor in patient satisfaction
(Kennewell and Kokkinakos, 2001).
Food items may also be disliked due to monotony or stimulus satiation (Hetherington ei
al., 2000), repeated presentation ot'the same foods makes them unpalatable. This
phenomenon is influenced by a variety of different factors including characteristics of
the food and characteristics of the exposure period (interval, duration and number).
Menu fatigue is frequently addressed in institutional settings by menu rotation and
latterly in the Better I lospital Food project by the introduction of celebrity dishes.
`Standardisation syndrome' is another factor prevalent in institutional types of food
service. The impact of recipe standarisation results in foods which do not have
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individual variability and could be the reasonwhy a stigma has been attachedto school
and hospital food service (Khan, 1981). There is a clear relationship betweenvariety,
menu size and patient satisfaction (Stangaet al., 2003).
British food tastesare highly conservativeand although the role of overseastravel in
broadening repertoire has been influential, the effect has been exaggerated(Liljander
Experience
Strandvik,
1997).
Patient
Traditional
In
the
and
menus are still preferred.
Survey 2002,71 % of patients expresseda preferencefor traditional British food (Patient
Experience Survey, 2002). Older patients particularly feel more comfortable with the
familiar.
3.8

Conclusions

Customer satisfaction with hospital food service is multifactorial and difficult to assess,
particularly as eachpatient has his or her own expectations.Some studiesreport that
food quality is the most important indicator (Dube et al., 1994; O'Hara et al., 1997; Lau
`interpersonal'
Gregoire,
1998;
Hwang
2003)
that
and
et al.,
while other studies suggest
1994;
Gregoire,
1990;
(DeLuco
Cremer,
the
aspects
or service
are
most pertinent
and
Belanger and Dube, 1996). In reality, satisfaction with a hospitality experienceis a sum
total of satisfactionswith the individual elementsor attributes of all the products and
servicesthat make up the experience.It could be said that consumerseven make 'tradeEllis,
(Pizam
in
is
in
by
and
offs', weakness one attribute compensated strength another
1999).
Notwithstanding, food quality, preferenceand satisfaction of eachpatient group will
need to be addressedif hospital food service is to fulfil both physiological and
psychological requirements.
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CHAPTER FOUR
METHODOLOGY AND EMPIRICAL STUDIES

4.0

INTRODUCTION

The purposeof this chapter is to presentthe methodology used and the rationale for the
researchdesign. To optimise clarity, the work is organisedand presentedas a seriesof
sequentialstudies.Results are given individually in Chapter Five and specific
interpretationsmade. Overall discussion and findings from both the primary and
secondaryresearchare presentedcollectively in Chapter Six.
4.1

Rationale for Research Design

A casestudy approachwas taken involving mixed methodologiesto elucidate the
complex nature of hospital food service and to investigate the interactions and linkages
involved in the process.The rationale for selecting this approachas a single-casestudy
rather than multiple-case design is that it allowed an in-depth analysis of situations and
individuals, and enabled,relationships to be fully explored; in essenceit took a `focused
slice' of the whole field.
Robson (1997) defines casestudy methodology as follows:

`casestudyis a strategyfor doing researchwhich involvesan empiricalinvestigationof
a particular contemporaryphenomenon in its real life context using multiple sources of
evidence'.
It is a strategybasedin empirical researchthat focuseson the particular `in context', and
like action research,involves using a variety of methods for data collection (Wisker,
2001). The array of evidence is used in a converging mannerto define the `facts' of the
caseand is modelled on the concept of triangulation (Yin, 1998; Fade, 2003). Patterns
of convergenceare identified to develop or corroborate an overall interpretation and
ensurecomprehensiveness.
Casestudiesare attributed with the ability to enhanceunderstandingand to establish
causeand effect (Cohen, 2000). It is suggestedthat this methodology is eminently
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suitable for hospitality researchbecauseof the potential arising from the diversity of
application and the inherent strength in accessingdata about complex social situations
(Gibson, 2003). Moreover, narrative from single casestudies has been likened to
`virtual reality' and therefore presentsa substantial advantage,which is the opportunity
to inculcate authenticity and reality (Gomm, 2000; Gibson, 2003). Characteristicsof
casestudy researchare presentedin Table 7.
Table 7

Characteristics of case study research

Case study research characteristically emphasises
Depth of study

rather than

Breadth of study

The particular

rather than

The general

Relationship/processes rather than

Outcomes and end-products

Holistic view

rather than

Isolated factors

Natural settings

rather than

Artificial situations

Multiple sources

rather than

One researchmethod
(Source:Denscombe,2003)

Notwithstanding, a criticism of this type of approachis that recommendationscannot be
made beyond the casestudied and, therefore, there is restricted external validity
(Robson, 1997). However, single casestudies can enable generalisationsto other cases

that representsimilar theoreticalconditions,it is a matterof analyticalgeneralisation
(using a single casestudy to illustrate, representor generaliseto a theory) (Yin, 1998;
Stake, 2000). Mason (1996) refers to this as `theoretical or conceptualgeneralisability'
distinct
from the `statistical generalisability' seenin quantitative research.Other
as

intensive
is
this
type
to
that
the
researchers
of research
argue
generatean
purposeof
examination of a single casefrom which theoretical analysis can be developed (Bryman,
2001). The central issue of concern is the quality of the theoretical reasoning (Yin,
1998).
The researchdesign in this study used a combination of quantitative and qualitative
incorporating
methods
elementsof phenomenography,ethnographical and grounded
theory research.The extent and complexity of data collection are characteristicsof case

is
design.
Phenomenography
study
a theoreticalframeworkthat relatesto being `in the
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world' and enablesthe researcherto capturepatients' opinions, feelings, experienceand
the kind of atmosphereand context in which they respond,that is, the hospital
environment (Bryman, 2001). A samplequestion that was askedof patients was
`Describe to me a really good experienceof hospital food service'. Ethnographical
researchis an interpretative paradigm and is an in-depth study of a single caseusing a
longitudinal time frame (Veal, 1997). The study spannedfour years and time was spent
working on the wards in a voluntary capacity as a ward hostess.
Questionnaires,interviews and observation,both participant and non-participant, were
issues
be
for
design,
tools
to
the
themes
used as
research
and
allowing emerging
identified from the literature reviewed. Subsequently,a model presentedat Figure 13
devised
to provide a framework for further investigation and focus
was
groups/interviews were conductedwith hospital food service stakeholdersto elucidate
pertinent points. This approachdemonstratesa perspectiveof groundedtheory where
qualitative researchis used to develop theoretical analysis (Goulding, 1998).
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4.2

Overview of Methodology

A NHS hospital was identified in the South of England where a plated systemof
food delivery was in place but where a bulk trolley systemwas due to be introduced.
Permission was sought and granted by the East Dorset Local ResearchEthics
Committee to conduct this researchand an information sheet(Appendix 4) together
with a patient consentform (Appendix 5) was given to participating patients.
Data were collected from two types of wards, Women's Health and Orthopaedic.
Thesewards were identified with the help of medical staff as the most suitable in
that; thesepatients are more likely to stay longer, their medical condition would not
interfere with food consumption, they are capableof independentjudgement, and are
highly critical, as evidencedby past surveys conductedby the catering manager.
Demographic patient details are given in more detail in the results chapterat page
118.
It was concluded that researchfindings would then have implications for the rest of
the hospital as thesepatients are the most difficult to satisfy. Wards selectedwere
also last to receive food service either at the end of the `belt run' for the plated
systemor the final ward for trolley service. Therefore the researchsetting would
constitute the worst casescenariofor food acceptability.
The consistencyof the samplewas ensuredas the wards chosenwere for elective
surgery. This meansthat the patient profile generally remains static and the medical
conditions are of a similar nature. Caterersand menu choice were identical for both
plate and trolley systemof delivery and therefore any changeobservedwould be due
to the factor of food service system.

Eachstageof the researchinformedthe next,with the datacollectedbecomingmore
focused and in-depth with eachphase.A schematicdiagram is presentedin Figure
14.
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Research Hypothesis

Quantitative data

Qualitative data

collection

collection

Empirical Study One -A
Comparative Analysis of
`plated' and `bulk trolley'
Hospital Food Service Systems
(June 2000 and 2001)
" Collection of patient food
consumption and nutritional
data for both systems
"
"

"

Recording of food
temperatures
Questionnaire evaluation of

patient expectationsand
perceptionsfor both systems
Consumeropinion card
evaluation of attributes of
core foods for both systems

U

Empirical Study Two Operational Analysis of
Hospital Food Service
(June 2002)
" Structured observation of
meal episodes

Figure 14

Empirical Study Three Patient Experience and
Satisfaction with Hospital
Food Service
(June 2003)
(patients,
Focus
groups
"
visitors, medical staff)
(catering,
Interviews
"
facilities, pharmacy,
dietitians)

Overview and triangulation of research methodology
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4.3

Empirical Study One: A Comparative Analysis of `plated' and `bulk
trolley' Hospital Food Service Systems

In orderto meetobjectivestwo, threeandfive of the research:
`To measureand evaluate total daily patient food consumptionand hencenutritional
intake derivedfrom both a plate and trolley food service system'
`To measureand assesspatient satisfaction with thefood and service in hospital'
`To develop a theoretical model ofpatient experienceand satisfaction with hospital
food service'
a study was designedto compareand critically evaluatetwo methods of food
distribution most commonly used in hospital food service.
The hypothesisof this part of the study was that a food service system which enables
patients to seeand smell the food on offer and interact with the staff serving the
meals would result in improved patient food intake and increasedmeal satisfaction.
Case Study Location
The hospital selectedfor the casestudy servesapproximately 800 meals at each main
day
(July
four
£1.98
per
meal using a
week menu cycle and was allowed
per patient
1999) for food and beveragecosts.
At breakfast there was a choice of white or brown bread,the option of fruit juice,
by
first
lunch,
For
the
porridge and cereal.
course was characterised `home-made'
soup or fruit juice. Main coursescomprised sandwiches,meats,fish and vegetarian
meals with carbohydratesas accompaniment.There were five choices of main course
and a potato dish was offered every day; with creamedpotato the most frequent
option. `Milky' puddings and ice cream were available for dessertat lunch time. For
the evening meal, fruit juice or soup were offered, however this time, dried soup
powder was used. There were five choices of main course,including a vegetarian
followed
by dessert,which could be a trifle/mousse/ice cream or cheeseand
option,
biscuits. A specimenmenu is given in Appendix 6.
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4.3.1 Methodology
The researchmethodology was conductedin two phases.Initially, patient food
consumption data were collected from the `plated system' and then subsequently
from the `bulk trolley system' of meal delivery (approximately 6 months after
introduction) for three consecutivedays in each case,at the sametime of year.
Privately purchasedsnacksand other foods were not included in this researchas it
for
hospital
food
be
the
that
the
was considered
service should capableof providing
nutritional needsof all the patients.

All datawerecollectedfrom two wards,Women'sHealth(n=20)andOrthopaedic
(n=42)(total n=62; age range 34-89 years).
To monitor patients' energy statusduring their hospital stay and to ascertainthe
appropriatenessof using Dietary ReferenceValues (Department of Health, 1991), as
standardsfor energy intake, BMI was calculated for patients (n=18) on admission
and again on dischargeduring the trolley systemof delivery.
Measurement of Nutritional Intake
It has been suggestedthat a seven-dayweighed dietary intake is necessaryto
1987)
individual's
intake
in
(Bingham,
the
accurately assessan
nutrient
community
but in the environment of a busy general hospital this period of time is unrealistic.
Pearsonet al. (1982) recommenda period of three days for energy and four days for
vitamin C assessmentalthough other studies have used periods of 48 hours (Mitchell,
1999) and 3 days (Browne and Moloney, 1998). McGlone et al. (1997) statethat
three to four days will give results sufficiently accuratefor a nutritional assessment
of potential clinical value. It was therefore decided to give the accuracyrequired in
this research,weighed intake for three days would be used.
There has also been discussionregarding the inclusion of a weekend day (McGlone
et al., 1997). However, unlike many other scenarios,the hospital menu works on a
cycle and therefore did not vary at the weekend.
It is possible to estimatethe amount of food eatenusing standardportions or food
frequency questionnaires;however these methods lack accuracy and are open to
criticism (Subar, 2004). Furthermore, self-reporting of consumption can lead to over
estimation (Forli et al., 1998). The most accuratemethod for assessingfood intake
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involves the measurementand recording of the weight of food consumedat the time
that it is eaten(Davies, 1993; Bingham et al., 1994).
4.3.2 Sample Size
The samplesize was estimated by a power calculation (Owen and Jones, 1994),
assuminga sample of less than 30, and given a confidence level of 95%. From the
literature this is the sample size found to be valid for nutritional research(Mitchell,
1999; Davies, 1993).

n=

(t)2 x SD
±E

Where t=2.04, the confidence level for samplesunder 30
(standardt distribution) and E is acceptableerror

The standarddeviation from other pilot studieswas found to be ± 372kca1and
deemed
to be ± 100kcal (Elmstahl, 1987).
acceptableerror
Theoretical sample:
4.16x372
n_
=15
100

The sample size used in each nutritional analysis was n= 31.
4.3.3 Data Collection
For this part of the research,data were collected on nutritional intake, food
temperaturesand patient satisfaction. Time was spent in the kitchen and on the wards
observing meal provision and becoming familiar with all aspectsof hospital food
service.Notes were made of kitchen practices before and after meal production
together with information regarding food service at ward level. Experience was
gained working as an operative on the `belt' for the plated system and as a ward
hostessfor the trolley system. This involvement enhancedunderstandingof food
service provision in a hospital setting.
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4.3.4 Nutritional Intake
Phase 1:

Plated Meal System

Patients,nursesor ward clerks completedmenu cards at ward level the day prior to
consumption. When meals were assembledin the hospital kitchen, a balanceto
(Hanson Digital Scalesaccuracy± 4%) was placed on the patient's tray under the
plate on the conveyor belt, tared and each food weighed to the nearest0.1g, as it was
placed onto the plate; a method which is unlikely to influence the portion size served.
Similar portion sizeswere used for both male and female patients. Completedtrays
were then loaded into pre-heatedcabinets,with cold items positioned in the ambient
section. The cabinetswere transportedto the ward where trays were taken to the
patient's bedside by nursesor health care assistants.Once the meal or all that was
had
been
required
consumed,trays were collected by domestic staff and any
remaining food weighed out of sight of the patients.
Phase 2:

Bulk Trolley System

Prior to being loaded on to the trolley, food was weighed and once service was
in
but
food
did
Patients
the
advance
complete,
remaining was also weighed.
not order
chosefreely and in quantity from the trolley (the menu being identical to the plate
service).
The weights of individual food componentsservedto patients were measuredby
item.
balance
food
This
the
the
placing a
under
plate and recording
weight of each
had no effect on the style or speedof service. Once patients had finished their meals,
any food remaining on the plates and trays was weighed, out of sight of the patients.
4.3.5 Food Temperature
Mean core temperaturesof all foods were recorded using a Kane-May temperature
probe (KM22, accuracy± 0.2°C) as meals were plated on the `belt' in the plated
systemor unloaded from the bulk trolley in the trolley systemand immediately prior
to consumption for both systemsof delivery.

10Balances
were calibrated using a seriesof known weights.
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4.3.6 Patient Satisfaction Questionnaire
Development of the research instrument
Within the NHS the use of questionnairesis becoming widespread(Desombre and
Eccles, 1998) as tools for measuring customer satisfaction and the following criteria
are essentialfor successfuldesign: "

To include variables that customerspresumeas important.

"

To include a measurementof overall satisfaction.

(Desombre and Eccles, 1998)

A patientsatisfactionsurveycanbe a rich sourceof informationbut it is crucialthat
the data collected are relevant and appropriate (Lin and Kelly, 1995).
A questionnaire,administered by the researcher,was therefore chosento measure
large
food
instrument
This
the
a
patient satisfaction with
enables
service.
research
amount of data to be collected efficiently. It also ensuresa high responserate,
benefit
interviewer
bias
the
of a
accuratesampling and a minimum of
while giving
degreeof personal contact (Oppenheim, 1998).
A category-basedapproachusing a Likert scalewas developedto elucidate pertinent
food
identify
in
both
to
the
service systems.
points and
strengthsand weaknesses
Since the introduction of the Likert scale in 1932, researchershave attemptedto find
the number of scalepoints, which maximise reliability. However findings from
studies are often contradictory (Philip and Hazlett, 1997), somehave claimed that
have
is
independent
the
maintained
reliability
number of scale points, while others
of
that reliability is maximised using seven-points,others five-points, four-points or
even three-points. A scale consisting of more than five points was used in this
researchas there has been debatewithin the literature of the limiting nature of five
levels of experience(Cardello, 1982; Denscombe,2003).
There is much deliberation about the nature of data generatedby Likert scaleswith
criticism centeredon a lack of reproducibility (in the technical sense)(Oppenheim,
1998) and evidence of unequal interval measuresbetween categories(Sandiford and
Ap, 2003). It is suggestedthat the distance between each level of variable is not
for
both
equitable
respondentand researcher.Likewise the qualifiers used in
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differentiatingbetweenpointson the scaleareunlikely to remainqualitatively
Even
item
2003).
from
item
(Denscombe,
to
so,reliability of thesescales
constant
tends to be good and, partly becauseof the greaterrange of answerspermitted to
Thurstone
is
higher
that
than
scales;a reliability
of corresponding
respondents, often
is
1998).
It
is
(Oppenheim,
0.85
true that any
coefficient of
regularly achieved
be
due
indicate
the
midpoint of responseand could
neutral point on the scale may not
to disinterest,lack of knowledge or lack of attitude. However, if the pattern of
broad
do
is
into
Likert
scales allow a reliable,
consideration,
responses taken
information
the
about
approximation of attributes and provide more precise
This
1998).
type
(Oppenheim,
disagreement
degree
of
of agreementand
respondent's
in
is
measure commonly consideredordinal nature particularly when an oddis
designed
together with the categorisationof
a
neutral
point
numberedscalewith
is
Ap,
2003).
A
(Sandiford
those numbers
and
summary of scale characteristics
in
8.
Table
presented
Table 8A

comparison of scale characteristics

Scale Type

Characteristics

Nominal

Where numbers representspecific features.The number does
being
is
to
that
measured.
which
not convey any order or value
Categoriesare mutually exclusive.
Numbers representcategoriesthat suggestan element of order
to the intensity/values/levels of the variable being measured.

Ordinal

Numeric differencescannotbe seenasrepresentingequally
Interval

between
Some
the
question
researchers
categories.
spacedgaps
data.
in
`means'
type
this
the
of
analysis of
use of
Numbers representcategoriesand conceptsthat are ordered

andwhich areequidistant
Ratio

A ratio scale is seenas a type of interval scale and they have a
`true zero point'
(Source:Adapted from Sandiford and Ap, 2003)

The greatestcontroversial aspectof using Likert scalesis in the analysis of data. It
has been suggestedthat a scalewith only five possible answerscannot `possessa
normal probability distribution, as the range of answers is discrete, not continuous'
(University of Northern Iowa, 2003). Therefore, the researchershould always check

that the distributionof datais bell-shaped.The quality of the datacanbe
overestimatedand results from t-tests should be treated with caution, these should be
usedto indicate trends in the data rather than for hard statistical inference (University
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the natureof attitudinaldatais asa quantitative
of NorthernIowa, 2003).In essence,
representationof a qualitative notion.
In summary, there is a divergence of opinion regarding the use and analysis of Likert
scales,there is no right or wrong way, it is more a matter of answering the research
questionsmeaningfully and with circumspection.
A questionnaireblueprint was constructedfrom the literature where it was identified
that appropriate food quality rating indicators are; temperature,flavour, portion size,
texture, taste and presentation(Booth and Conner, 1990; Cardello 1995; Cardello,
1996). Although thesefactors can be appreciatedindependentlywithin foods, all
interact in complex ways to determine the acceptability of a particular product. The
importance
relative
of any one attribute will be, to some extent, dependenton the
food item. For example,the texture for broccoli may be the predominant factor
determining acceptance,whereastemperaturemay be crucial for ice cream. There is
discussion
literature
the
much
within
regarding the inclusion of the `importance
construct' (Kivela et al., 1999). However, the argument could be said to be
philosophical and there is inconclusive evidence for inclusion.
The approachto patient satisfaction was guided by the expectancy-disconfirmation
theory, which suggeststhat consumersatisfaction/ dissatisfaction is likely to be
determinedby how well the product/service fulfils innate desires.The measurement
be
in
is
however,
literature,
there
the
could
a
of expectations widely accepted
service
bias in linking expectationsdirectly to perceptions, since asking questionsabout
expectationscan itself raise expectations(Brown and Bell, 1998). Even so, research
suggeststhat this is an appropriatemethod of measuring consumersatisfaction
(Cadotte et al., 1987).
A matrix was constructedof opinion, attitude and behaviour againstperception,
expectation/anticipation and acceptance.The underlying theory was that the overall
attitude (satisfaction) is a function of beliefs about an object's attributes (Kivela et
al., 1999). A questionnairewas, therefore, developedto collect the perceptions and
expectationsof patients towards the quality of food servedby both the plate and
trolley system of delivery. The instrument consistedof a matching set of questions
completed before and after the meal experience. Satisfaction was evaluatedboth
directly by asking the question `How satisfied were you with your meal' and
indirectly by asking questionsrelating to food quality.
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Simplicity of the questionswas consideredto be a priority becauseof the specialised
nature of the respondentsi. e. infirm or convalescing.Moreover, it was necessaryfor
the questionnairedesign to be easily understoodand allowed completion in a short
spaceof time, to accommodatepatient fatigue. Several questions were formulated
and subsequentlyrefined to produce the pilot questionnaire.
4.3.7 Pilot Study
In order to validate the methodology and reliability of the questionnairea pilot study
was conducted.This was piloted in the hospital on the samewards as the research
sample.Involving patients in the design processis essentialto focus accuratelyon
areasof patient concern. After the elimination, addition and rephrasingof several
questionswhere it was obvious that patients had misunderstood,the final
l
for
Cronbach's
to
test
then
questionnaireswere prepared.
calculated
alpha' was
reliability and internal consistencyof the survey instrument. This value was 0.88
(Cronbach's alpha is acceptableat 0.58-0.91) and in line with figures derived from
the literature (Oppenheim, 1998).
Patientswere asked to fill out the responseforms before and after they had received
their trays. Responseforms were not left on unoccupied beds and anonymity of
judgements
in
to
to
and
responseswas guaranteed all respondents order ensurevalid
candid comments.
Following the administering of the first pilot questionnaireit was decided to keep a
nine-point scale only for the last question as respondentsreported that it was difficult
to decide between the middle categorieson food quality issues.A seven-pointscale
was used for sevenvariables (hunger, anticipation, appeal,taste, satisfaction, portion
size, presentation)and a nine-point scaleused for the opinion of overall standardof
catering, offering respondentsa wider range of rating choices in the final question. A
simple `yes' or `no' was askedof `Were thefood items served at the correct
temperature'? These factors have been shown to be a valid measureof dimension of
a patient's meal experience(Carey and Seibert, 1993).

Positivelyandnegativelywordeditemswerebalancedto control for acquiescence
and transcribed as appropriate for data analysis. Demographic questionswere

11SPSS(Norusis, 1993)
was used for all statistical computation
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includedso that it could be checkedwhethertherewereany systematicdifferences
7.
Appendix
betweensubsetsof the sample.The final questionnaires
arepresentedat
4.3.8 Sample Size
Sample size was determinedby a power calculation (Owen and Jones, 1994) setting
following
is
30,
large
level.
For
the
95%
than
that
more
a
sample,
confidence
a
sampleestimation calculation was used;
(z)i x p(l _ p)
n=
r

Where z=1.96, the confidence interval for larger samples,p is
is
population proportion and r sampling error.

The main questionin the pilot questionnairewastakenasreference`Howwouldyou
largest
28%
hospital',
the
in
percentage
this
was
rate the overall standard of catering
for any one responsewhich was for `quitegood'.
Therefore for confidence levels of 95%; the theoretical sampleshould be:
(1.96)2x 0.28 x (1- 0.28)
n=
0.052

3.8 x 0.28 x 0.72
0.0025

306
=

The sample size used in each food service questionnaire was
plate service n= 312
trolley service n= 302

4.3.9 Administering the Questionnaire

Health
Women's
The questionnaires
distributed
to
the
and
patientson
were
Orthopaedicwardsbeforeandafterthe mealin both plateandbulk trolley food
form
help
the
When
to
and
was given complete
servicesystems.
required,
opportunity taken to clarify points raised.
Expectations must be measuredprior to receipt of services,otherwise responseswill
be biased (Clow and Vorhies, 1993). Specifically, Clow and Vorhies (1993) argue
that, `When expectationsand experienceevaluations are measuredsimultaneously,
respondentswill indicate that their expectationsare greater than they actually were
before the service encounter.
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A criticism of an instrument such as SERVQUAL (Parasuramanet al., 1991) from an
instrument
boredom
is
two
the
that
and
operational aspect
cause
administrations of
in
in
(Buttle,
This
1996).
the
confusion
population sampled this
was not evidenced
distraction
from
daily
hospital
the
routine.
casestudy;
contact and
patients welcome
Questionnaireswere collected from patients who were able to complete them; thus a
responserate was not calculated. Patientswere eagerto expresstheir views and
appreciatedthe verbal tag given for the numerical scaleas it allowed them to
conceptualisetheir response.A verbal anchor for all scalepoints makesthe
bias
less
to
procedure
and therefore records the respondents'meaning more
prone
accurately (Buttle, 1996).
4.3.10 Core Foods
A consumeropinion card (Appendix 8), adaptedfrom Cardello (1982), concentrating
on the quality indicators of core foods was used to measurepatient satisfaction and
comparethe two systemsof delivery. The rationale for this part of the study was to
develop and augment information already gained. The critical aspectof quality
assessmentof foods is often subjective, however by using contemporary
psychophysical (sensory) and psychometric (opinion survey) measures,these
subjective variables can be measuredobjectively (Cardello et al., 1984).
The opinion card was developed at the U. S. Army Natick Researchand Development
Laboratories to assesspatient and staff acceptancefor food items servedat military
hospitals. The reliability and validity of the card has beenpreviously evaluatedand
has been shown to be superior to other forms with similar formats (Cardello, 1982).
The survey instrument consisted of five, 7-point rating scales,three questionswere
coded 7=very positive to 1=very negative and two questionscoded as a `just about
right' scale. Spacefor open endedcomments was also given. Five attributes of the
food were rated; temperature,texture, flavour, portion size, as well as the
respondent'soverall opinion of the food. To prevent respondentpattern response,
categorieswere inverted for some questions.Thesewere then coded appropriately
for data analysis.
Core foods selectedwere carrots, broccoli, minced beef dish, poachedfish dish,
creamedpotato and cold pudding. These items were chosenas they appearedon
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both the plateandtrolley systemmenuandthereforeenableda direct comparison
betweenthe two food service systems.
The card was distributed by the researcheron the wards during meal times for both
the plate and trolley system of delivery. Patientswere askedto complete the opinion
The
had
their
they
trays
their
responses
meal.
cards once
received
while consuming
were then collected for analysis.
4.3.11 Data Analysis
Although subjectswere identified by sex, ward, bay and bed number, this was done
data
likelihood
identifying
in
the
to
of
purely as a meansof
patients order reduce
being transposed.A unique number was used for data analysis and therefore
confidentiality of the data ensured.
Nutritional

Analysis

Microdiet12computer software was used to calculate the nutritional content of the
The
by
Some
the
the
within
made
patients.
of
recommendations
meals consumed
Nutritional Guidelines for Hospital Catering (Department of Health, 1995a),are per
day.
fat,
the
are
per
remaining recommendations
meal e.g.
protein and energy, whilst
Therefore for consistencythesenutrients have been calculated per day and then
Dietary
(COMA)
Food
Policy
Medical
Aspects
Committee
on
of
comparedagainst
ReferenceValues (Department of Health, 1991) using a Physical Activity Level
(PAL) of 1.4. Elmstahl (1997) took PAL 1.33 for a study with geriatric patients and
discussedthat this might be too low. As the patients sampledwere ambulatory it was
Values
below
1.4.
Reference
PAL
Dietary
to
are used as
not considerednecessary go
firm
basis
but
to
to
they
scientific
a guide requirements;
aim give
are not prescriptive
for giving dietary advice.
Nutritional analysis was confined to those nutrients recommendedin The Nutritional
Guidelines for Hospital Catering and the standardsfor orthopaedic patients
(Department of Health, 1995a); energy, protein, vitamin C, iron, calcium, zinc, folate
its
included
D.
fibre
due
Dietary
to
the
surrounding
and vitamin
was not
controversy
(www.
ifst.
analysis
org).

12A
computerprogramme(Salford University) manipulating McCance and Widdowson's, The Composition of
Foods S`"Edn (1991) and the current supplements,Royal Society of Chemistry and Ministry of Agriculture,
Fisheriesand Food, Cambridge.
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Vitamin C is necessaryfor collagen synthesis,wound repair and immune function.
Calcium, vitamin D and zinc are essentialto the building and repair of bonesand aid
wound healing. Orthopaedic patients have increasedrequirementsfor thesenutrients.
Folic acid is important for the production of haemoglobin; a deficiency can lead to
in
be
One
deprivation
has
been
to
anaemia.
effect of zinc
said
a reduction the ability
to taste salt, which may further diminish the patients' enjoyment of food (Fenton et
al., 1995).
The normality of distribution was testedand confirmed by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
statistic and subsequentlyindependentt-tests were performed to ascertainany
significant differences betweenthe means.A one samplet-test was usedto compare
samplemeansagainstnutritional recommendations.Statistical significance at p_<0.05
was used for all tests.
Food Temperatures
Parametric statistics were used in food temperatureanalysis, as underlying
assumptionswere met (normal distribution was confirmed). Independentt-tests were
performed to determine significant differences (p_<0.05)between food temperatures
with the two systemsof delivery.
Patient Satisfaction
While the primary focus of the questionnairewas to establish the parameters
affecting overall perceived food quality, it also allowed a direct comparison of
individual attitudes to the overall standardof catering within the hospital and a
comparison of the two systemsof delivery. Gapsbetween perception and expectation
(P-E) were calculatedusing the SERVQUAL principle. For measurementof service
has
data
(Likert
the
question
quality
collected using ordinal scale methods
scales),
beenraised whether it would be preferable to consider the P-E scoresas raw
differences (Oliver, 1980). This was a criticism levelled at Parasuramanet al., (1985)
who performed analysessuited to interval-level data (factor analysis). Frequencies
will therefore be presentedand the service level gap calculated between the before
and after responsesfor matched questions.

Discussionwithin the literaturedebatesthe useof meanor medianvaluesin the use
of satisfaction surveys (Isenring, 2004). Theoretically, these data should be analysed
using median values and therefore results were analysedapplying standardnon-
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parametric tests to the data using appropriateproceduresin SPSS.Significance
betweenthe responsesto both food service systemswas calculated using the MannWhitney U Test. Hunger betweenmeals and service systemswas testedseparatelyby
non parametric, one way analysis of variance (Kruskal-Wallis). Statistical
significance at p_<0.05was used for all tests.
Core Foods
Non-parametric statistics were used for the analysis of opinion cards,as normal
distribution was not confirmed. Comparisonbetween service style and food attribute
was testedusing the Mann-Whitney U Test.
Binary logistic regressionanalysis was used to build a model which would predict
food service style on the basis of food attributes measured.Further investigation used
food
logistic
for
to
the
multinomial
regression predict opinion
assessmentof each
is
food
between
The
distinction
two
that
the
theoretical
attribute within
service style.
the former producespredictions at the individual caselevel while the latter internally
aggregatescasesto form subpopulationsand is therefore, more general.
i.

Binary Logistic Regression
This analysis can be used when an outcome is to be predicted basedon values
of a set of predictor variables. It is suited to models where the dependent
variable is dichotomous or binary i. e. food service and is the preferred
analytical technique when comparedto linear regressionand discriminant
analysis, as the set of independentvariables may be categorical, continuous,
discrete, or a mix (Kivela, 1999). Logistic regressioncoefficients can be used
to estimate odds ratios for eachof the independentvariables in the model.
Temperatureand portion size were defined as categorical as the scale used
was a `just about right' scale while flavour and texture items were defined as
ordinal. Optimising the model was not pursued as the object of the analysis
was to ascertainwhich of the variables was most influential in making the
classification of food service style. The model was therefore estimated using
a block entry of variables.
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ii.

Multinomial Logistic Regression
This type of analysis can be usedwhen subjectsare classified basedon values
of a set of predictor variables. In multinomial logistic regressionthe
dependentvariable should be categorical and larger than binary. Quality
attributes were used of the selectedcore foods as predictor variables in a
in
model classifying response terms of a category opinion scale.A satisfied
defined
for
`very
`good'
responsewas
example the top end
as either
or
good',
of the opinion scale (Woods and Heidari, 2003). Again the model was not
into
insight
the
the
to
the
optimised as
purpose of
analysis was gain an
variables which were most influential towards satisfaction.

4.4

Empirical Study Two: Operational Analysis of Hospital Food Service

Following the first study, the emerging issuesidentified included operational/service
factors and therefore it was consideredthat further investigation was required.
Accordingly, to meet objective four of the research:
`To critically evaluate the patient meal experience'
a study was designedto investigate in-depth, the patient meal experiencewith the
trolley systemof delivery.
The methodology utilised was basedon that of notational analysis and included
discrete
involving
detailed
the
of
structured observation,
recording
systematicand
incidencesinfluencing patient consumption and satisfaction. This type of research
has been describedin the literature as `naturalistic research', that is qualitative
observation taking place in natural settings as opposedto experimental conditions
(Mays and Pope, 1995).
The application of notational analysis as a diagnostic tool to analyseand quantify
hospital meal service has not beenpreviously applied. However, as an instrument for
it
analysis, can be used wherever there is a sequentialhistory of distinctive features.
If a `performance' time frame can be split into subsequentparts and coded events,
this type of quantitative evaluation can be employed. It is a more sophisticatedand
refined observational technique (Clayton and Griffith, 2004). The advantageof using
such an objective processis that it is not open to operator bias. Emotions and
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biases
personal
are factors, which affect storageand retrieval of memory, and often
observerstend to rememberhighlights without the detail and minutiae (Hughes and
Franks, 1997). Furthermore it can be non-invasive, all of which helps to eliminate
any errors or bias that might be introduced.
Notational analysis in this researchwas used fundamentally; by hand and in `real'
time. For sporting performancesthere has been increasing use of video and slow
motion to give extensive and comprehensivefeedbackto athletes(Hughes and
Franks, 1997). However, in hospital or other food service settings it is imperative
that the observer is discrete and unobtrusive and by itself doesnot becomea
disturbing activity.
An objective assessmentallows ward staff and food service managersto identify
those occurrencesthat stand out as distinctive featuresand enablesa quantifiable
comparison between situations. Systematicobservation allows a researcherto use a
protocol to observe,record and analysefundamental elementswithin an episodethat
are deemedimportant in determining effectiveness,with the assumptionthat other
data
(Hughes
instrument
the
the
and
observersusing
same
would agreewith
recorded
Franks, 1997).
Previous researchhas suggestedthat social facilitation (Hartwell and Edwards, 2000)
in
factors
(de
be
Raeve,
1994)
the meal
and server/patientempathy
could crucial
experience.It has also been suggestedthat interruptions by medical staff and
housekeepingpersonnel could negatively affect food consumed,as the best condition
during meal times is that of peaceand quiet (Deutekom et al., 1991).
The researchdesign, therefore, was chosento reflect the distinctive featuresof social
facilitation, empathy and the number of interruptions experiencedby patients during
meal times in hospital. Thesefactors
food
identified
the
elements
of
critical
were
as
service performance pertinent within the analysis.
4.4.1 Methodology
The researchmethodology involved collecting observational data during meal times
in an orthopaedic ward in the casestudy hospital. This ward was chosenas the
patients had undergone elective surgery, either hip or knee replacement,and
therefore, post-operation they could eat as normal and none required assistance.The
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sampleconsistedof both male (n=14) and female (n=16) patients, age range of 65-84
years. Data were collected two days post operation and consisted of structured
in
for
breakfast,
lunch
Patients
observation
were situated
and evening meal episodes.
bays of six and an unobtrusive method of observationwas possible, as in this
hospital, there are glass panels betweenthe nursing station and patient. It was
consideredthat covert observationwould be more appropriate as overt observation
may stimulate modifications in behaviour and so exhibit the `Hawthorne Effect'
(Mays and Pope, 1995). The researcherstanding at the nursing station could
therefore monitor distinctive featuressuch as interruptions, activities and their
timings, (using a stopwatch13),notating onto a pre-designedform (Appendix 9). Staff
informants
familiar
interaction
to
the
there
and patients were
with
researcher,
was no

andthereforeobservereffectswereminimal.
A meal episodewas defined as starting at the time the meal tray arrived to when it
was collected, and the meal time calculated when the patient startedto eat until the
cutlery was put down to signify that the patient had finished. An interruption was
defined as a medical interruption such as visits by consultants,laboratory personnel
or medical professionals who disturbed the patient while consuming their meal.
Social facilitation was characterisedby social intercourse either with other patients,
visitors or the ward hostess.Lastly, empathy was interpreted as the number of times
medical and other staff smiled, chatted, helped to open packets and generally
nurtured the patient.
4.4.2 Data Analysis
Normality of data was testedand then a one way analysis of variance, (ANOVA)

conductedto determinesignificantdifferenceswith significance(p:50.05)being
applied for all tests.
4.5

Empirical Study Three: Patient Experience and Satisfaction with
Hospital Food Service

A study was designedto enhanceand validate information already gathered.A
criticism of questionnaireswithin hospitals is that the positive responsesreceived are
sometimesbelied by detailed dissatisfactionscontained in patients' qualitative
descriptions of their experiences(Avis, 1995). The objective of this part of the
13Philip-Harris ± 1.00sec
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including
the
to
to
the
researchwas explore antecedents satisfactionandexperience,
serviceelement.
Hospital food service does not operatein isolation but requires the co-operation and
integration of several disciplines to provide the ultimate patient experience.It is
in
accepted the literature that patient assessmentof meal service is multidimensional
(Gregoire, 1994) and that the hospitality experienceis essentially interactive (Hepple
et al., 1990). Accordingly, stakeholderssuch as medical staff, food service staff,
dietitians, hospital managers,pharmaceuticalstaff, patients and visitors were
consultedto identify factors contributing towards patient satisfaction and to elucidate
does
This
type
patient meal experience.
of qualitative study
not seekto show
statistical associationbut adds depth and richness to the research,illuminating social
phenomenaand human interactions (Fade, 2003). This depth was necessaryto enable
interpretations to be drawn, being emergentand cumulative, informing the
generationof the theoretical model.
4.5.1 Methodology
Four discrete focus groups, eachcomprising five participants were conducted with
doctors, nurses,ward hostesses,and patients together with their visitors while open
endedinterviews were conductedwith the catering manager,facilities manager,chief
dietitian, orthopaedic ward dietitan and chief pharmacist. Sampling was purposive,
that is directed and data collected until saturation point, thereby giving credibility to
the study.
A researchprotocol, informed from a review of the relevant literature was developed,
being
issues
the
with
explored.
main
around patient satisfaction and meal experience
Spontaneousdialogue coveredthemesconsidered important to respondentsand this
information was incorporated into the researchmodel. Focus groups took place on
the ward and lasted approximately half an hour while open interviews were
in
conducted the respondent's office and again lasted for approximately half an hour.
Patientswere representativeof the patient population on the orthopaedicward and
included males and females in the age range 66-84 years with length of stay > 7days.
All managershad been in post longer than two years. Views and opinions were
eagerly expressedand tape-recorded.Throughout the researchprocess,the researcher
had to be self-disciplined to retain empathic neutrality, avoiding the intrusion of
overt personaljudgements and opinions.
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b
4.5.2 Data Analysis

Interviewsweretranscribedverbatimin their entiretyto facilitateanalysis.The
analysis of text was completed by NUD*IST (Non-numerical Unstructured Data
Indexing Searchingand Theorizing) 14,a computer assistedqualitative data analysis
software package.
Unlike quantitative data analysis programs such as SPSS,which are widely accepted,
concernshave been voiced regarding the appropriatenessof using a computer to
analysequalitative script (Bryman, 2001). It has been suggestedthat the
fragmentation processof coding text into sectionsrisks decontextualisingdata and as
a result the narrative flow of interview transcripts may be lost (Bryman, 2001).
However, other researchersargue that this type of software makes coding and
retrieval faster and more efficient, moreover it also allows the analyst to consider
between
possible connections
codes (Creswell, 1998).
In essencethe NUD*ST program usesthe philosophy of content analysis as a
researchtool and there are several exampleswithin the context of hospitality
researchwhere this type of technique has been used (Brotherton, 1999; Jones,2003).
Content analysis is particularly relevant when trying to establish meaning and
patternswithin text. In this researchit was used to find factors relating to patient
satisfaction together with factors regarding hospital food service that were most
important to the people who are most involved.
Coding was directed by the literature and basedon the conceptualframework,
allowing for developing themesto be incorporated. A hierarchical flagging system
was establishedfrom which theory was developed. Authenticity is ensuredby
including raw narrative within discussion.
4.6 Summary
A variety of methodologies were utilised in this researchreflecting a casestudy
approachand triangulation of data. Results are given individually in Chapter Five
and specific interpretations made. Overall discussion and findings from both the
primary and secondaryresearchare presentedcollectively in Chapter Six.

14This programmecanbe downloadedfrom the distributor'sinternet
site:http://www.scolari.co.uk
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CHAPTER FIVE
RESULTS AND PRELIMINARY

5.0

INTERPRETATION

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, the results for the individual empirical studies are presentedtogether
is
interpretation.
interpretation
A
with a preliminary
considered
preliminary
important at this stagein order to draw out and highlight pertinent issues.A
from
for
hospital
developed.
The
food
then
results
predictive model
service was
in
Chapter
fully
literature
discussed
together
the
primary research
with
review are
Six.
5.1

Empirical Study One: A Comparative Analysis of `plated' and `bulk
trolley' Hospital Food Service Systems

5.1.1

Nutritional

Intake

Methodology for this part of the study involved collecting food consumption data
from the `plated system' and `bulk trolley' system of delivery for a period of three
consecutivedays in each case.
5.1.1.1 Results
The genderand age rangesof patients participating in this part of the study are given
in Table 9, where the nutritional intake for both systemsis also summarised.
Consumption of energy, iron, calcium, zinc and vitamin D for both male and female
intake
below
While
(p<
0.05)
of protein
patients was significantly
recommendations.
intake
folate
lower
Protein
than
this
and
was
met
was not significant.
recommended,
the guidelines suggestedby BAPEN (Allison, 1999) of providing 15 - 20% of total
energy intake.
Vitamin C intake was adequateand inline with the recommendationof 40mg per

day.Therewereno statisticallysignificantdifferencesbetweenthe nutrient intakes
from individual mealsservedwith the two food servicesystemsby gender.
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Table 9

Nutrient/day

Gender, age ranges and nutritional intake by meal service system
Female Age Range 34-89 yrs

Male Age Range 54-86 yrs
Recommended/
day

Energy
(kcal)*

50-59yr 2550
60-64yr2380
65-74yr2330
75+yr 2100

Energy
(MJ)*

50-59yr 10.60
60-64yr 9.93
65-74yr 9.70
75+ yr
8.77

Protein (g)*

53.3 "

Plate
system
n=8
1492f
299

Trolley
system
n-9
1184t
331

Recommended/
day
19-49yr 1940
50-74yr 1900
75+
1810

5.5 ± 1.2

5.0 ± 1.4

19-49yr 8.10
50-74yr 7.96
75+
7.61

51 ± 15

50.3 t

46.5 "

Plate
system
n=23

Trolley
system
n=22

1309f
399

1134t
252

5.5 ± 1.7

4.8 ± 1.0

48.3 ± 13 45.1 ± 13

13.5
%
Fat(%
Energy)*

15-20
35

15
37

17
34

15-20
35

14
38

16
37

CHO (%
Energy)*

50

48

49

50

48

47

Vitamin C
(mg)**

40

78 ± 42

64 ± 29

40

94 ± 68

75 ± 23

Iron (mg)**

8.7

7.0 ± 2.0

7.3 ± 2.5

19-50yr 14.8
50+yr 8.7

7.0 ± 2.1

7.4 ± 2.4

Calcium
(mg) *

700*

615± 127

521± 126

700e

600± 232

479± 127

Zinc (mg) **

9.5

5.2± 1.3

5.5± 1.9

7.0

5.3± 1.7

5.3± 2.0

Folate (µg)**

200

139 t 45

144 t 67

200

153t 49

145 t 47

65+ yr 10

1.4 t 0.4

2.0 t 0.6

65+ yr 10

1.8t 1.0

1.7 t 0.7

Vitamin D
(µg)*

*Recommendationsfrom Dietary ReferenceValues (Departmentof Health 1991)
**Recommendationsfrom The Nutrition Guidelines for Hospital Catering (Department of Health
1995)
f EstimatedAverage Requirement(EAR) with PAL= 1.4
" ReferenceNutrient Intake (RNI)
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Body Mass Index (BMI)
Changes in body weight are a crude but useful indicator to ascertain ii'patients are
being adequately fed, 1lb in body weight equates to 3640kcal (Food Standards
Agency, 1995).
Mean BM I on admission (n=18) for patients during the trolley system of delivery
between
20.7 (normal weight) and 41.8 (obese). The length of stay was
varied
between 6 and 14 days. There was no statistical difference in the figures for BMI on
discharge.
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5.1.1.2 Interpretation
Energy
The Nutrition Guidelines for Hospital Catering (Department of Health, 1995a)
recommendthat throughout the day, the menu should be capableof providing a
minimum of 1200kcal and as much as 2500kcal, with an averageof 1800-2200kcal.
It was possible for patients to select from the menu in both systems,a combination of
dishesthat would provide for this amount of energy. However, daily energy intake
below
that recommended(Department of Health, 1991) and confirms the
was
potential of being `hungry in hospital' (Association of Community Health Councils,
1997; Henry et al., 2002). These findings differ from other researchin hospitals
(Wilson et al., 2000) and in residential homes (Shatensteinand Ferland, 2000) which
found that energy,protein, fat and carbohydrateintakes were significantly higher
with the trolley method of delivery although comparisonwas not made with
recommendations.
It was suggestedthat the main reasonfor the improved intake was the higher total
food intake of the main course from the trolley (Wilson et al., 2000), although this
study was small, 51 meals for the plate service and 57 meals for the trolley service
were weighed; and increasedportion sizes (Shatensteinand Ferland, 2000), although
in the latter researchvisual estimation of patient intake was conducted.In the present
study neither increasedmain course intake or portion size was observedwith the
trolley system of delivery.
Using the estimatedenergy expenditure basedon patient's weight (Flanigan, 1997),
the calorie requirementfor the patients weighed and measured(n=18) would be
between 1,100 and 2,000 kcal (however, no correction has been made for metabolic
responseto stress).Data show that patients' energy consumption were within this
range particularly, if the nutritional value of snack intake is considered,although not
measuredin this study. If snackswere also to be taken into account they would
certainly contribute to the overall daily nutrient intake and could provide as much as
22% of daily energy intake and 17% of protein intake (Dupertuis et al., 2003).
However, to be consistent,as not all patients have visitors, particularly the elderly
food
the
who often rely solely on
provided by the institution and do not make up any
deficit, (Frost et al., 1991)) snackswere not included in the analysis.
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Notwithstanding, comparison with BMIs would suggestthat in this casestudy,
it
intake
therefore
can be surmised,either Dietary
energy
was sufficient and
ReferenceValues (Department of Health, 1991) may not be an appropriate standard
for energy intake evaluation of hospital patients or the contribution of snacksto
is
intake
is
important
has
demonstrated
factor.
Other
that
there
a
energy
an
research
discrepancybetween minimum needsand recommendedneeds.Dupertius et al.
(2003) found 43% of patients in hospital were below their minimum needswhereas
the number increasedto 70% when the recommendedneedswere considered.
There is also a variation in the methodsand factors usedto estimateenergy needs,
resulting in a wide range of calculated requirements.Researchhas shown that
highest
by
dietitians
Schofield
the
the
mean
estimates
using
equations calculate
intake
inconsistent
(Reeves
injury
be
factors
the
and
energy
and
selection of
can
Capra, 2003).
A point to consider when setting minimum standardsis food wastage(Frost, 2003).
Should the recommendationsbe basedon the amount servedor the amount
is
There
confusion and inconsistency with regard to appropriate energy
consumed?
recommendationsfor hospital patients, debateneedsto be extendedand current,
relevant guidance given.
Healthy eating guidelines were followed by the caterersas demonstratedby the
energy contribution to the meal of both fat and carbohydrate.Although the concept
in
hospital
intake
healthy
is
it
of
eating a good one may not always promote adequate
(Allison, 1999).
Protein
The Nutrition Guidelines for Hospital Catering (Department of Health, 1995a) state
that eachmain meal should provide a minimum of 18g protein (a main meal is
defined as one which includes accompanimentssuch as potatoesand other vegetables
but doesnot include a sweet), this equatesto 0.7g/kg/day of protein. It is suggested
by the British Association for Parenteraland Enteral Nutrition (BAPEN) (Allison,
1999), that the requirements of hospital patients are greaterthan this due to the varied
metabolic effects of different diseasestatesand wound healing. Therefore a
is
1.1
1.5g/kg/day,
intake
15-20%
to
total
recommendationof
or
made.
energy
of
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This level of intakeneedsto be accompanied
by an adequateenergyintakeif optimal
proteinutilisation is to be achieved.
Results (Table 9) from this study indicate that protein intake may be unsatisfactory
for hospital patients recovering from surgery.
Vitamin C and Folate
The Nutrition Guidelines for Hospital Catering (Department of Health, 1995a)state
that the menu should provide for an adequateintake of vitamin C by offering fruit
juice once a day and by offering fresh fruit and vegetablesor salad at the midday and
juice
fruit
in
hospital
Patients
freely
to,
this
evening meals.
select
were able and
intake
breakfast,
thus
of this
offered at
midday and evening meals,
ensuring a good
nutrient. A healthy adult requires 40mg/day although for promotion of wound
healing 100-200mg/dayis advised (Flanigan, 1997).Therefore, intake again for this
nutrient may not be sufficient for patients recovering from surgery.
Intake of folate was lower than recommended;however, nutritional data from a study
such as this also needto take into consideration deterioration in water-soluble and
heat labile nutrients which occur during the cooking, and distribution of food. The
time lapse between food being cooked and actual consumption is important. Potatoes
kept hot for one to two hours will have lost most of their vitamin C and green
vegetableswill have lost three-quartersof this vitamin (McGlone et al., 1997). Folic
Acid is particularly heat labile and lossesduring cooking and hot-holding may
therefore be considerable(Fenton et al., 1995).
Catererstook an hour to assembletrays on the plated belt systemwith the two wards
selectedas the sampleat the end of the `run'. Delivery then took another thirty
hours
by
kept
hot
for
`train'.
between
Food
two
therefore
minutes
and
one and
was
the nutritional integrity of the meal as consumedwould have been compromised. The
trolley service was swifter with the trolleys being loadedjust prior to distribution.
Iron, Calcium, Zinc and Vitamin D
The mean intake of iron was less than the EAR (6.7mg) suggestingthat over half the
patients were receiving less than their requirements.Mean calcium, zinc and vitamin
D intake was also significantly lowered comparedto recommendations.Orthopaedic
identified
patients are
as having additional requirementsfor these nutrients
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(Departmentof Health, 1995a).Vitamin D intakeis particularlyimportantwhenlack
hospital
in
is
the
to
patients.
caseof
of exposure sunlight consideredas
5.1.2 Food Temperatures
5.1.2.1 Results
Plated Meal System
The temperaturesof hot food items on the conveyor belt were within the Food Safety
(TemperatureControl) Regulations 1995, and for example, the temperaturesof
foods
10.
All
in
Table
foods
selected
served at the evening meal are summarised
including high risk'5 were between70°C and 80°C. However, although the hot food

itemswereat an appropriatetemperaturewhile beingplated,they werenot hot
enough when actually servedto the patients.
Mean core temperature of foods served at the evening meal by the plate

Table 10

system of food delivery
Temp C
(belt)

Temp C
(plate as served)

Temp "C
(difference)

Chicken soup
Beef lasagne
Ham (gammon)
Shepherds pie
Cauliflower cheese
Tuna/sweetcorn
(cold)
Cold boiled egg
on plate)

82.0
86.0
87.0
78.8
80.0
<5

51.3
52.0
38.8
58.0
60.3
25.1

-30.7
-34.0
-48.2
-20.8
-19.7
+20.1

17.8

18.9

+1.1

Fruit trifle

<5

16.8

+11.8

Food

Bulk Trolley System
Dishes are kept hot even when openedwith the assistanceof overheadheating lamps

foods
hot
Therefore,
the
the
were
andremain as nurses'progressaround ward.
However,
11.
in
Table
hotter
(p<0.05)
when served as summarised
significantly
large
dissipation
heat
found
from
foods
surface
some
of
was
such as soupswith a
areaand most dishes registereda temperatureof below 63°C by the time service was
completed.

15High risk foods are defined as thosemost likely to be
microbiologically contaminatedand/or are
intendedfor consumption without further treatment
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Table 11

Mean core temperature of foods served at the evening meal by the
trolley system of food delivery
Food

Minestrone soup
Minced beef
Pork cutlet
Sausages
Fish fingers
Jacket potato
Macaroni cheese
Carrots
Rice pudding

Temp C
(service
commence)
73.2
69.0
64.0
63.0
68.5
68.0
65.0
76.0
73.0

Ice-cream
Chilled Mousse
5.1.2.2

Temp C
(service finish)

Temp C
(difference)

58.0
66.0
59.7
58.2
60.8
66.1
62.0
50.0
63.2

-15.2
-3.0
-4.3
-4.8
-7.7
-1.9
-3.0
-26
-9.8

-3.2

-3.2

-4.1

-4.1

0
0

Interpretation

Within The Food Safety (Temperature Control) Regulations, 1995, there is some
flexibility (tolerances)where food normally requiring temperaturecontrol may be
kept above 8°C for a single period of up to four hours. However, when dealing with a
be
be
hours
four
taken
vulnerable group, extreme care should
should regardedas
and
an absolutemaximum period.
Plated Meal System

Thereis causefor concernwith the platedsystemof food delivery,not only for the
hot foods cooling down, but also for the chilled foods warming up and this ambient
temperaturebeing sustained.
Cold dessertsand salads,where they were left in the kitchen for the duration of the
belt run in the plated service system, (approximately one hour), reachedtemperatures
in excessof the recommendations.The temperatureof a boiled egg for an egg salad,
for example, was 17.8°C.This variance was also because,once a ward food order
had been `plated', the trays were stored in a pre-heatedcabinet with the chilled foods
in an ambient compartment, awaiting delivery by a kitchen porter. In some instances,
food
chilled
was at room temperature in excessof two hours.

The temperatureof the pre-heatedhot cabinetfor the platedsystemreached118°C.
However due to the antiquated nature of this equipment, and the time taken to arrive
on the wards, heat dissipatedquite quickly. Cabinets registeredtemperaturesof 88°C
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hot
journey
in
instances
30
Temperatures
took
to
that some
of
up
minutes.
after a
dishes on the belt were within Food Hygiene Regulations, however when delivered
to patients were as low as 39°C. The food may only keep hot with varying degreesof
into
being
for
time,
plugged
cabinetsare not capableof
successand
a relatively short
an electrical point when on the ward. Temperaturestherefore are very much
dependenton the integrity of the cabinet equipment.
On the ward, nurses or health care assistants,when free, delivered the trays to
`medical
delayed
due
Quite
to
times
and
ward rounds
patients.
often, meal
were
less
food
delivered
Therefore,
to
the
the temperatureof
patient was
emergencies'.
than satisfactory. Stepswere subsequentlytaken by the caterersto rectify this
Unfortunately
insulated
beakers.
ice
in
by,
for
the
situation
example, putting
cream
due to the length of delivery time from belt to patient, the ice cream still melted.
Bulk Trolley System
In the bulk trolley system, the hostesstrolley is plugged into a power supply before
being loaded in the kitchen, and remains so until collected by a porter for delivery to
the ward. The temperature integrity of the food is, therefore, easierto maintain,
in.
is
trolley,
the
the
particularly as
arriving on
ward again plugged
5.1.3 Food Wastage
5.1.3.1 Results
Methodology for this part of the study involved weighing food waste remaining on

the platefor both systemsandon the servicetrolley for the trolley system.
Wastageis defined as avoidable waste, that is food which could have been eatenbut
is
(Kirk
Osner,
Food
delivered
by
1981).
trolley
the
system more prone
was not
and
to wastage,and results from this researchconfirm these findings as demonstratedin
Table 12. However, plate waste was significantly less with this mode of delivery.
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Table 12

Food wastage by meal service system
Plate system of delivery
Waste (%)
Plate
Belt
(n=31)

11.6
±3.0%

None
(any food remaining
goes into staff
restaurant

Trolley system of delivery
Waste
Plate
Trolley
(n=31)
(n=9)

5.9

20.5

±1.9%

±5.2%

5.1.3.2 Interpretation

Wastageratesfrom this studyreflect the literaturewhich showsthat the plateservice
generatesmorewasteon the tray, but with the trolley servicemoreis left on the
trolley (Hackes et al., 1997; Edwards and Nash, 1997). Waste from the plate system
of food delivery was comparableto figures achieved by other meal sectorssuch as
schools (Osner, 1982) and plate waste for both thesefood service systemswas within
guidelines of 10-15%, suggestedby Wilson, (2000). However, the waste left on the
trolley was high at 20.5%. Although inevitable if a wide choice is to be provided, this
could be a consequenceof poor ordering. One of the initiatives now being piloted in
this hospital is to telephone wards two hours before service for final meal numbers.
Preliminary results suggestthat this could reducetotal wastageby 30%.
5.1.4 Patient Satisfaction with Hospital Food

Methodologyfor this part of the studyinvolvedadministeringquestionnaires
before
andafter middayandeveningmealsfor both platedandbulk trolley systemof
delivery.
The demographic distribution of respondentsis summarisedin Table 13.
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Table 13

The demographic characteristics of patients (n=614)

CHARACTERISTIC

Plate
system
of
delivery

Trolley
system
of
delivery

%

%

Female
Male

59.0
41.0

59.0
41.0

20-29

3.6

3.6

30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69

4.6
4.3
10.9
22.8

2.6
5.9
16.5
26.1

70-79
80-89

39.7
13.9

30.4
14.9

10.3
17.9
23.3
47.8

16.2
15.2
9.2
59.4

SEX

AGE

LENGTH OF STAY
1 day
1-3 days
1 week
More than 1 week

Slightly more females than males completed questionnairesand the age profile was
towards the older population. The length of stay was influenced by the nature of
orthopaedic surgery, with over half the patients staying for more than one week.
Eighty eight percent of respondentshad either been admitted or visited someonein
hospital and therefore had previous experienceof this environment. There were no
significant differences betweenthe sample groups, male and female.

5.1.4.1Results
The resultsof the patientsatisfactionquestionnairefor both middayandevening
meals are summarisedin Table 14.
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Table 14

Patient satisfaction rating by food service system"

Plate system
(n=312)

Trolley
system
(n=302)

Mean

Median

Mean

Median

p value

1. I low do you rate Your

3.6

4.0

4.1

4.0

557

homier?

1 1.7

Questions
Before the nzeal

1I
- 5.0

.7
001
.

}95.0

2. I low much arc you looking

4.5

forward to your meal?

1 1.6

3.1 low appealing do you think
that the meal will be'?

4.8
1 1.4

5.0

4.8
+ 1.3

5.0

9448
.

4. I low tasty do you think the
food will be?

4.6
12.0

5.0

4.9
1 1.3

5.0

271
.

5. How satisfied do you expect
to be with your meal?

5.0
7
-1I.

5.0

5.1
f 1.2

5.0

201
.

6. I low do you rate your
hunger?

5.4
11.8

6.0

5.8
1 1.5

7.0

976
.

7. I low well did the portion size
match expectation?

5.5
L 1.2

6.0

5.9
11.0

6.0

001
.

8. How would you rate the
presentation of your meal?

5.1
1 1.4

5.0

5.6
t 1.0

6.0

0.0005

9. I low appealing was the irreal?

4.6
X1.5

5.0

5.3
}1.2

5.0

<0. )005

10. How tasty was your food?

5.0
± 1.5

5.0

5.6
1.1

6.0

<0.0005

11. How satisfied were you with
your meal?

5.1
f 1.9

5.0

5.7
1 1.1

6.0

<0.0005

12. How would you rate the
overall standard of catering in
this hospital?

5.8
+2.3

6.0

6.8
1 1.4

7.0

-0.0005

1 1.5

After the meal

ascoring system, questions I-9, seven point scale where 7= very good, 6=quite
1=
3=fairly
4=neither,
2=quite
5=fairly
very poor
poor,
poor,
good,
good,
7=quite
9=
10,
8=
good,
nine point scale where
excellent,
very good,
question
6=fairly good, 5=neither, 4=fairly poor, 3=quite poor; 2= very poor, I= extremely
hungry
betöre
is
Questions
I
6,
the
transposed:
meal,
very
a
and
scoring system
poor.
=7 and after the meal, very hungry = 1.
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Patientswerehungrybeforetheir mealsandsatisfiedpost consumptionwith no
is
difference
between
there
evidence
significant
mealsandservicesystem;although,
that the trolley system was more likely to leave the patient less hungry after eating a
meal.
The expectationsof patients did not vary significantly between the two food service
systemsand with both systemsof delivery, the patients were satisfied. Patientshad
higher feelings of anticipation without prior knowledge of the menu as in the trolley
systemof delivery (Table 14; question 2) but more significant differences were
in
in
differences
There
the
present post consumption questions.
are no significant
predicted appeal (Table 14; question 3) of the meal betweenthe two service systems.
However, although diminished by plate delivery, actual appeal was significantly
by
enhanced the trolley. Portion size was obviously easier to match to expectation
delivery.
different
The
in
this
type
the
portion
of
with
menu
plate system offered
but
sizes
more specific portion measurementsor future explanationswere not given.
Results indicate that presentation,temperature,flavour and satisfaction were all rated
in
higher
food
This
the
trolley
significantly
with
was also reflected
systemof
service.
the evaluation of the overall standardof catering which was significantly enhanced
in
to
their
the
when patients were allowed make
point of consumption as
choice at
the trolley service. Ninety three percent of patients scored the overall standardof
catering with a rating of 5 or higher with the trolley food service system compared to
76% with the plate system.
There was much criticism identified in this researchfrom patients regarding menu
ordering with the plate system,
`...this is not what I ordered'
`...the menu card was taken away too quickly'
`...I'm a newpatient and haven't ordered'
Fifty percent of the patients on one ward with plated service did not have the
opportunity to order their own evening meal and 58% could not remember what they
had ordered.The former was due to a variety of reasonssuch as the ward clerk
ordering for them, they were a new patient or they had been absentwhen the menu
cards were collected.
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Although commentsfrom patientswould suggestthat the temperatureof food was
from
the patientsatisfactionsurvey.
there
areconflicting results
not satisfactory,
The reoccurring theme from respondentswas that the vegetableswere too cold and
the ice-cream `mushy'. Other comments included,
`Everytime it [the food] comesit's cold and I don't like the look of it on theplate'
`Anything cold is at room temperature; I wish that the ice cream could be solid'.
`Having the pudding with the main meal meansthat if it is hot, the pudding is then
by
the time you eat it
cold
However, in responseto the direct question `Were the food items served at the

86%
in
for
'
76%
temperature?
the
the
and
platesystem
correct
responded
affirmative
in the affirmative for the trolley system of delivery.
The service level gapsbetween expectation and perception as shown in Table 15
food
disappointed
(p<0.005)
that
when
and revealed
were significant
patients were
Conversely,
delivered
from
the
the
on
was
plate, particularly
attribute of appeal.
delivered
by
food
far
be
than
they
to
was
more satisfied
expected
when
patients were
trolley, thereby demonstratingpositive disconfirmation. Meeting and exceeding
is
important
factor
for
patients' expectations an
satisfaction.
Table 15

Service level gap between patient perception and expectation for
both systems of delivery using matched questions

Percentage Gap

Questions
(Fairly/quite response)

How appealing do/did you think that the

Trolley system of
delivery

Plate system of
delivery
Before

After

63

61

64

62

70

61

Gap

Before

After

Gap

-2

64

67

+3

-2

64

71

+7

-9

78

92

+14

meal will be/was?
How tasty do/did you think that the meal
will be/was?
How satisfied do you expect to be/were
you with your meal?

Patient specific characteristicssuch as age and gender were not significantly related
to overall satisfaction.
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5.1.4.2 Interpretation

Patient'sexpectationsof hospitalfood werenot high,
`...having heard so much criticism of hospital food in general, I was not expecting
too much and therefore was pleasantly surprised'

'.. can anyonelookforward to mealsin hospitals?'
Satisfaction, therefore, may be a reflection of patients' low expectationsand a
is
food
to
reluctance complain about
when care a priority. Notwithstanding, the
trolley system of food delivery better matchespatient expectation, enhancesmeal
experienceand subsequentlyconsumersatisfaction.

5.1.5 Patient Satisfaction with Core Foods
Methodology for this part of the study involved administering a consumeropinion
food
during
both
service systemswhile patients were consuming their meal.
card
Questionswere askedrelating to the temperature,texture, flavour, portion size and
fish
dish,
foods;
broccoli,
fish,
beef
creamed
opinion of core
carrots,
poached
minced
potato and a cold pudding.
5.1.5.1 Results
Mann-Whitney

U Analysis

Results of the consumer opinion/satisfaction card (n= 62) are summarisedin Table
16. A significant effect of temperaturefor the minced beef, poachedfish and potato
dish was shown. Further investigation revealed that these disheswere significantly
hotter servedby the trolley system.However, it was observedthat the vegetables;
bulk
broccoli,
in
trolley,
the
the
carrots and
were spreadout
gastronomepan on
dissipating heat, mirroring the situation found on a plate. Temperature,therefore, of
these items demonstratedno significant difference betweenthe two food service
systems.Flavour of the vegetablesand fish dish together with texture for all foods
however, were significantly enhancedby the bulk trolley systemof food delivery.
There was a significant difference (p<O.05) in portion size for broccoli and potato.
Overall patients' opinion showed that the broccoli, creamedpotato, and fish dish
benefited by choice at the point of consumption. Satisfaction with cold dessertssuch
found
be
dependent
trifles
to
was
as
not
on the delivery system.
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Table 16

Comparison of core foods (hot) by food service system (n=62)
Broccoli

Carrots

Potato

Poached

Minced Beef

Fish
Attributes

U

Temperature
Flavour

U*

p

U*

p

374

0.007

264

0.001

188 <0.0005

<0.0005

416

0.072

213

0.001

355

0.302

480

1.00

445

0.015

420

0.734

344

0.154

0.023

250

0.001

291

0.001

234

0.002 228

0.002

0.001

356

0.065

356

0.011

211

0.001

325

0.131

P

U*

363

0.056

<0.0005

205

121

<0.0005

Texture

292

Overall
Opinion/
Satisfaction

219

p

U*

372

0.286

109

Portion Size

p

*U is the Mann-Whitney statistic
Binary Logistic Regression Analysis
Table 17 shows the summary statistics of binary logistic regressionfor the model of
food service that was calculated before the procedureterminated. This procedure
initially classifies all casesto the plate service (0). As the model progressesand
terminates, some casesare reassignedto the trolley service (1) and a predicted

`goodness
food
The
is
to
overall
probability of membership
servicesystem achieved.
of fit' of the model was assessedusing the Hosmer and Lemeshow test, and was

found not to be significantshowingthat the modelreasonablyfitted the data.The
Nagelkerke R-squaredstatistic indicates that the model as fitted explains 20.6 % of

the variability andclassificationimprovedby 15%.The conclusionsthat canbe
drawn, therefore, are only a tentative indication of strength of relationship. The
results of the logistic regressionanalysis indicate that there was a significant
influence betweenthe two independentvariables, portion size and texture and the

dependentvariable,food servicestyle. This suggeststhat the textureof food is
influential in assigninga caseto the trolley systemof delivery,whereasthe attribute
is
size
portion
related to the plate system.
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Summary of statistics of Binary Logistic Regression for

Table 17

food service model
Variables

B

S.E.

Temp

_Temp(1)
Temp(2)
Temp(3)
Temp(4)
Flavour
Size
Size(l)
Size(2)
Size(3)
Size(4)

Size(5)
Texture
Constant

Ex

B

Wald

df

5.59

4

0.23

1

1.00
0.48
0.84
0.81
0.96
<0.0005
0.05
<0.0005
<0.0005
0.01

0.00
0.39
1.28
1.35
1.00

1

0.04
0.001

0.14
1.51

0.78

1.52

-20.93
-0.95
0.25
0.30
0.01

21983.5
1.34
1.26
1.25
0.14

-3.30
-3.90
-3.54
-2.28

1.70
1.12
0.93
0.87

0.00
0.51
0.40
0.06
0.01
24.07
3.78
12.13
14.51
6.85

-1.98
0.41

0.95
0.13

4.36
10.39

0.42

1.52

0.08

1
5
1
1
1
1

0.04
0.02
0.03
0.10

Where B=log-likelihood if term is removed from model (raw coefficient), S.E=standarderror of B,
Wald=statistic answering question which parametersare not necessaryin the model, i. e. the model is
not significantly degradedby deletion of this parameter,df--degreesof freedom,p:50.05 significance
to 95%, Exp(B)=coefficient or the multiplier of a variable categorythat determinesthe probability that
a caseis assignedto plate (0) or trolley (1) service style.

A diagrammatic representationis presentedin Figure 16.
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A diagrammatic representation
Logistic Regression Analysis

by
Binary
food
system
service
of

Multinomial Logistic Regression Analysis
Multinomial logistic regressionwas used to predict opinion using the quality
attributes of selectedcore foods. The categorical variables, temperatureand portion
(level
1-4)
from
into
`just
and
about right' scale
size, were recoded
a
an ordinal scale
then multinomial logistic regressionanalysis conducted on both serving systems,
plate and trolley.
Plate system of delivery
The Nagelkerke R-squaredvalue (0.72) demonstratedthat 72% of the variance was
in
by
improved
by
Results
29%.
the
are presented
model and classification
explained
Table 18.
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Logistic Regression

Summary of statistics of Multinomial

Table 18

for plate food service model and satisfaction

2.00

Intercept
TEMP
FLAVOUR
SIZE
TEXTURE

3.00

Intercept

30.865

1

-2.879

1.008

8.157

1

-4.362

19.216

1

-1.511

995
.
1.210

1.559

1

-2.746
35.371

829 1
.
6.258

10.965

1

31.947

1

-2.313

889
.
707
.
919
.
656
.
4.218

6.761

1

18.600

1

3.061

1

15.564

1

32.542

1

-3.050

SIZE
Intercept

-1.608
-2.586
24.061

TEMP
FLAVOUR
TEXTURE

Intercept
TEMP
FLAVOUR

1

21.310

1
1

-1.469

365
.

319
.

16.194

1

18.592

3.956

22.087

1

-1.915

674
.
392
.
590
.

8.085

1

14.715

1

307
.

1

-1.504
327
.

SIZE
TEXTURE

6.00

7.374

-1.977
343
-.

SIZE
5.00

691
.
428
.
608
.

-1.876

Intercept
TEMP
FLAVOUR

Exp(B)

Sig.

df

7.175

FLAVOUR
TEXTURE

1

Wald

39.860

TEMP

4.00

Std. Error

B

OPINION`S

000
.
004
.
000
.
212
.
001
.
000
.
009
.
000
.
080
.
000
.
000
.
007
.
000
.
572
.

-1.127

1

001
.

13.735

3.481

15.565

1

-1.839
656
-.

652
.
353
.
463
.
303
.

7.970

1

3.452

1

003
.
4.695

1

000
.
005
.
063
.
954
.
030
.

TEXTURE

656
-.

a The reference category is: 7.00.

1

153
.
139
.
709
.
230
.

000
.
004
.
000
.
579
.

11.069

027
-.

099
.
047
.
200
.
075
.

000
.

339
.

SIZE

056
.
013
.
221
.
064
.

147

.
222
.
1.387
324
.

159

.
519
.
973
.
519
.

Where opinion 7= very good, 6= good, 5= slightly good, 4= neutral, 3= slightly bad, 2= bad
and 1= very bad
Where B Iog-likelihood if term is removed from model (raw coefficient), S.I: standard error of [3,
Wald=statistic answering question which parameters are not necessary in the model, i. e. the model is
not significantly degraded by deletion of this parameter, df degrees of freedom, p- 0.05 significance
to 95%, Exp(B)=coefficient

or the multiplier of a variable category that determines the probability of

that category (above I increases the probability and less than I deceases the probability).

Trolley system of delivery
The Nagelkerke R-squared value (0.72) demonstrated that 72% of the variance was
by
the model and classification improved by 24%. Results are presented in
explained

Table 19.
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Summary of statistics of Multinoinial

Table 19

Logistic Regression

for trolley food service model and satisfaction

OPINION`'

B

Std. Error

Intercept
TEMP
FLAVOUR

SIZE
TEXTURE
3.00

Intercept
TEMP
FLAVOUR
SIZE
TEXTURE

4.00

Intercept
TEMP
FLAVOUR
SIZE
TEXTURE

5.00

Intercept
TEMP
FLAVOUR
SIZE
TEXTURE

6.00

Intercept
TEMP

FLAVOUR
SIZE

II
I

50.836

8.578

35.121

1

-7.9761

1.639

23.671

1

545
-.

1.041

274
.

1

-2.591

1.435

3.260

1

-2.778
40.207

1.138

5.959

1

7.079

32.258

1

-4.899

1.104

19.682

1

-2.680

774
.
1.101

11.986

1

1.669

1

698
.
6.627

1.689

1

25.270

1

13.699

1

-2.962
419
-.

976
.
676
.
1.067

19.175

1

154

1

-. 743

546

1.852

1

15.592

5.423

8.266

1

833
-.

836
.
409
.
640
.

-1.422
908
.
33.312
-3.613

-1.483
256
-.
539
-.

.

376

.

993 1
.
13.184

1

159

1

.

1

2.061

1

7.194

1

12.111

.
4.516

-1.576

700

5.068

1

358
.
544
.
330
.

1.620

1

365 '
.
4.783

1

455
-.
329
.
722
.

TEXTURE
a The reference category is: 7.00.

E xp(B)

Sig.

df

I

li

2.00

Wald

.

1

000
.
000
.

000
.
580

601
.

.

075
.
062
.

071
.
li
015
.
000
.
000
.
001
.
196
.
194
.
000
.
000
.
000
.
694
.
.

007
.
069
.
241
.
404
.
027
.
052
.
658
.

174

476
.

004
.
319
.
000
.
690
.

435
.
227
.
774
.

.
007
.
024
.

207
.

151

583
.

634
.
1.389

203
.
546
.
029
.

486
.

Where opinion 7= very good, 6= good, 5= slightly good, 4= neutral, 3= slightly bad, 2= bad
and 1= very bad
Where B=log-likelihood

if term is removed from model (raw coefficient), S.Frstandard error of B,

Wald=statistic answering question which parameters are not necessary in the model, i. e. the model is
not significantly degraded by deletion of this parameter, df degrees of freedom, p-0.05 significance
to 95%, Exp(B)coefficient

or the multiplier of a category that increases probability of that category

(above I increases the probability and less than I deceases the probability).

When overall satisfaction is considered in a continuous way for both styles of food
service, it is predicted by the attributes of temperature and texture. As satistäction
groups are created (had opinion, slightly had, neutral, slightly good and good) it can

be seenthat for the plate systemof delivery the attribute flavour could he important
too. Results are rather contradictory for the trolley system of delivery. The literature
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difference
between
be
little
in
there
that
someone
substantive
may
reality
suggests
is
1997).
(O'Hara
is
somewhat
satisfied
et
al,
who very satisfied and someonewho
5.1.5.2 Interpretation

Taking an overview and using the three different approachesto data analysis (MannWhitney U, Binary Logistic Regressionand Multinomial Regression),it is
flavour
that,
temperature
to
and
assert
overall
attributes were not
reasonable
between
different
the two styles of food service, conversely portion size
significantly
different.
is
dependent
food
However,
texture
on
consumer
satisfaction
of
are
and
temperatureand texture attributes. Portion size was not found to influence
in
dimension
be
`texture'
the
therefore
to
the
attribute
appears
main
satisfaction and
this casestudy which relates patient satisfaction with food service and the trolley
factors
involved
in
delivery.
A
the
model
of
consumer
predictive
systemof
is
food
in
two
systems
service
presented Figure 17.
satisfaction with
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5.2

Empirical Study Two: Operational Analysis of Hospital Food Service

Methodology for this part of the study involved detailed structured observation
during meal episodeswith the trolley system of delivery.
5.2.1 Results
From the results in Table 20, it can be seenthat domestic staff were quick to clear the
trays at breakfast. However due to changeover of staff at the evening meal, used
trays were left in front of patients for longer than was required. There was no social
facilitation evident with either male or female patients at breakfast; however this was
the period when the majority of ward rounds took place and therefore a significant
(p_<0.05)percentageof time was taken up with medical interruptions. Social
facilitation significantly peaked at the evening meal (p_<0.05)mainly due to the
number of visitors present.There was also a significant difference betweenmale and
female patients. Furthermore, a positive correlation was evident betweenlength of
mealtime and both social facilitation and medical interruptions.
Empathy was constantbetween meal episodesand between both male and female
patients.
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Results of operational analysis for male and female patients

Table 20

Mean meal
chiSO(Ie

Meal

Mean time
taken to cat

lellgtllO

meal

(I111111Ites)

(Ilmi11lutes)

Median

MedUln

nunll)el. of

nllnlhel. of

nlcaltinlc

111r.
111iI11e

IIIICfr'lIpt111115

(lilies

taken

taken

CI1111alliise
\\ ItIl

Male
Breakfast
(n=6)

Age range 65-84 years
30 -13.O
23 13.6

Lunch

44 +2.3

89 +2.4

stall

patient

in

medical

social
IIICIIII;

I11011

occurrences

2.0

2.0

(l. O 3O.O'

10.9
2.3. ßh

22 ±4.4

1.0

2.0

2.0 11.0"

2.U I U"
.

31 +4.5

O.0

3.0

10.8

0. O O.0

(n=4)

Evening

in

+5 41'

Meal

(n=4)
Female

Age range 66-84 years

Breakfast

33 +4.9

27 +2.3

1.0

1.U

0.0 I O.0"

5.5 ±33"

40 +4.8

30 ±2.6

0.0

3.0

11.3 +2.1

0.0 10.0"

59 +3.9

38 +3.5

0.0

2.0

19.8 +3.9``

0.0 f0

(n=5)

Lunch
(n=6)

Evening
Meal

a meal episode = time from when food was delivered to bed and tray removed
Superscript letters denote significant dilTerences (p:0.05)
5.2.2

Interpretation

Empathy/understanding, relationship between patients and food service staft,
identified
been
have
factors
communication, reliability and courtesy are all
which
important to patients (Tomes and Chec Peng Ng, 1995). Furthermore, patients wish
to have a quiet and undisturbed meal (Deutekom et ca/., 1991). Meal interruptions
should therefore be kept to a minimum, and measures taken to curtail disturbances.
Breakfast in this hospital was particularly busy, with consultant ward rounds, nursing
hand overs and blood samples taken for analysis.

Staff interacting with patients during meal service can intluence their food service
satisfaction (Watters, 2003) and is beneficial because patients perceive emotional
support (Belanger and Dube, 1996). Patient neglect can he manifested in a scenario
as simple and mundane as a cold cup of coffee and theretöre staft7paticnt empathy is
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were
vital in the healingprocess(de Raeve,1994).Nursesandward hostesses
attentiveto patientsparticularlyduringthe middayandeveningmeals.
A congenial atmosphereand social facilitation have also been identified as factors to
intake
(Hartwell and Edwards, 2000; Gibbons and Henry, 2003). Female
encourage
patients were more likely to discussthe menus and encourageconsumption than their
male counterparts.
Although nursing staff or hostessesservedthe food and had oversight of meal times,
discardedtrays were collected by domestic employees.There appearedto be little
communication regarding how much food was consumedand wasted as some of the
domestic staff did not speakEnglish. Time taken to clear dirty trays may well be
influential in patient satisfaction and as such recommendationshave been
incorporated within the NHS StandardService Level Specification
(www. nhsestates.og
v.uk). These are that:
`dirty crockery, cutlery and uneatenfood should be removed no more than 10
has
finished eating his/herfood'.
after
minutes
a patient
In this study, enough time was given for the slowest eaterto finish their meal with
the majority of meal episodeslasting longer than 30 minutes.
Feedbackis of fundamental importance in any service situation not just for
managementissuesbut also crucial in identifying training needs.As long as enough
data have been collected to define the performance profile fully, meaningful
interpretation can be made and measurestaken to improve practice. Hospital food
is
important
link in the chain of treatment; however, constraintsat ward
service an
level have been identified as factors contributing to nutritional decline (Toraman et
al., 2002).
5.3

Empirical Study Three: Patient Experience and Satisfaction with
Hospital Food Service

Methodology for this part of the study involved conducting focus groups with
doctors, nurses,ward hostesses,and patients together
with their visitors while open
interviews
ended
were conducted with the catering manager,facilities manager, chief
dietician, orthopaedic ward dietitian and chief
pharmacist.
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Transcriptswere analysedandthemesformedthroughthematichierarchicalanalysis
by
augmented previousresearchandcentredon `patients',`food service'and`meal
times'. The tree diagram generatedfrom analysis by NUD*ST is presentedin Figure
18.

Managementnutritional care
Responsibility without authority
Nutrition policy framework
Advisory service
Fragmentedcare
Recording weight
Monitor patient intake
Food as treatment
Empathy

Patient Care

PATIENT
CENTRED

Aggressive consumer
Complaints
Food quality

Traditional English food
Patient satisfaction
Branded foods
Feedback

Patient Satisfaction

Protectedmeal times
Ambience
Music/crockery

Meal Time

MEAL
TIME

Eating in company

Fragmentary service
Operational tension
Hospital food manager
Communication
Financial constraints
Charge for food
Staff turnover

Food Service
Management

Dedicated food service staff
Hostess
Customer care/service
Welcome pack

Food Service
Staff

Figure 18

FOOD
SERVICE

Tree diagram for hospital food service using NUD*IST software
program
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5.3.1 Patient Care
All clinical stakeholderswere in accord, that there should be a nutritional policy
framework and that this should be under the nursing directorate,
`...a clinical champion is neededfor food' - chief pharmacist
`...an advocate (voice) is required at directorate level' - dietitian and nurse
The consensusamongst dietitians is that their function is more of an advisory service
have
feel
in
They
they
their
towards
responsibility
undermined
and
role
patient care.
An
implemented.
but
without authority as recommendationsare made
not always
be
dietitian
had
directed
to
the
used on
example was given where
chief
whole milk
wards rather than semi-skimmed milk. However, this recommendationwas over
by
the ward managerand there was no further recourseon the matter.
ruled
It was agreedby medical staff that the managementof nutritional care was not
joined- up and communication was a problem particularly betweenhospital and
primary health care teams. Patients are admitted to hospital, often compromised
failure
discharge
information
is
The
followed
to
and
nutritionally
not always
up.
including
is
by
lack
the
the
recognisemalnutrition exacerbated
of nutrition screening
regular weighing of patients on admission and discharge. Severalreasonswere given
by nursesfor weighing not taking place, such as time factors, work loads and
equipment availability, particularly for those patients in wheel chairs. However, all
nursesagreedthey saw themselveshaving the responsibility for the managementof
nutritional care and that recording of weight is fundamental and should be done,
`... there should be mandatory recording of weight on admission,you can't do
nutritional assessmentunlessyou've got a weight' - nurse
Doctors, however, were less forthright and agreed in principle but admitted, due to
work schedulesand other priorities, that nutritional screeningwas not automatic.
They assumedthat all pre-checkswere completed prior to admission, as for elective
surgery, the patient must be `medically fit'. Continuous monitoring during a patient's
stay was dismissedas,

`...this is a working hospitaland we would expectthe nursingstaff to inform us if
there was a problem'- doctor
Paradoxically, nursing staff expect the ward hostessto inform them of patients'
experiencing difficulties. The monitoring of patient food and fluid intake is therefore
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spasmodic,compoundedby the division of duties on the ward. The hostessdelivers
the meal and checks patient statusbut domestics collect the usedtrays with little
communication betweenthe two. One solution suggestedby a ward hostesswas for
them to be part of hand-over between duty teams so that they could be proactive in
patient care. Nursing staff dismissedthis idea as it was consideredto be
inappropriate and time consuming.
The chief dietitian suggestedthat there should be a `weigh day' once a week in
hospital where every patient was weighed and monitored. A culture of check,
document and assessshould be encouragedand become routine, as currently takes
be
for
blood
It
there
temperature.
that
should
place
pressureand
was also mooted
differing reliance on food depending on the focus of the hospital. Rehabilitation
hospitals should rely heavily on food as treatment, hospitals concentratingon
elective surgery should have some concern and for acute hospitals maintaining vital
signs/critical care should be the top priority with food an important adjunct.
The facilities managerrecognisedthat the emphasison food was changing and that
its role in treatment was being highlighted. Even so,
`...models demonstrating that nutrition affects length of stay are published however,
this is not being driven forward as an argument to increase the quality offood and
help deliver a better service to the patient. They' seemto be too busy running
doing
less
around
strategicjobs' -facilities manager

Communicationandempathywereconsideredto be essentialcomponentsof patient
carebut unfortunately,
`...everybodyis lookingat thingsfrom their ownperspective,comingfrom different
directions and the poor patient is in the middle'- chief dietitian
5.3.2 Patient Satisfaction
Medical staff identified that patients are becoming more demanding and more
critical, however, from the patient satisfaction survey in this study it is apparentthat
patients were reluctant to criticise the food and service too vociferously. One patient
summarisedtheir feelings,
`It's a hospital not a restaurant, everything isfree, we are so grateful for the medical
care'.
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Notwithstanding,the caterersrecognisedthat somepatientscameto hospital
expecting a `hotel like service', with the younger patient the most demanding,
`...thepatients want a restaurant servicefrone non-restaurantfunding' -facilities
manager
Generally though, patients thought the quality of food was better than expectedand
had improved from past experienceswith this hospital. When askedto recount `the
best meal experiencein hospital', answersreflected the importance to patients of
correct temperatureand food quality,
`... my best hospital meal experiencewas where thefood wasjust like at home, hot,
and we ate it sitting around a table'
`...the rice was nice yesterday, savoury rice with chicken it was not stodgy at all'
`...the best dish was the lamb casserole; it was well cookedhot and tender'
These issueswere also highlighted when askedto recount `the worst meal experience
in hospital',
`...hard cold cauliflower and watery mince'
`... when I saw savoury mince on the menu I thought I'll go for that, but when it
arrived it was bland watery and awful - patient.
There was no mention in patient responsesof empathy and/or delivery service
attributes. Patients were then askedto rate in importance the criteria for an excellent
hospital meal, and in descendingorder thesewere,
"

`Well cooked- hotfood'

"

`Tasty'

"

`Wellpresented'

"

`Asmileyface andpersonalityon mealdelivery'

Patient-serverempathy and delivery service/experiencedid not rate as highly in a
patient's cognitive schemafor excellence as food quality. The ward hostesses
confirm that the main complaints from patients refer to the temperatureand texture
of the food,

,...temperatureand quality are the mostimportantthingsaboutfood' patient
-
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`...1put temperatureon lop, I would like to havemyfood heatedup in the microwave
but I don't like disturbing the nurses,theyare alwaysso busy.But thereshouldbe no
in
for
be
hot
You
it
that,
neverget a cold mealserved a
need
should
already.
did
if
restaurant and you
you would complain'-patient
`...potatoes as hard as bullets - ugh'-patient
Patientsare concerned and recognisethe importance of food in their treatment,
`...food is important - if you are eating well you will not take so long to recover'
Generally though, there is disappointment about the quality,
`... we can put men on the moon but we can't get hotfood in hospital' - patient.
Patientsalso commentedon their preferencefor traditional food, such as,
`... chicken and mushroompie, fish and chips and roast dinner'
This was endorsedby the catering managerwho said that a popular dish in this
hospital is pilchard salad.
Unfortunately, the Better Hospital Food menus were not met with universal approval,
'... it has not made a lot of difference' - catering manager
`...I haven't tried the dishes with chefs' hats'- patient
`...my wife said that looks horrible - the beef curry, and it did look very sad, it

lookedlike I felt this morning,and it wasstonecold but I ate it becauseI was
hungry' -patient
`...chef's hats -patients don't understand the names,thefood is dry, patients want
fashioned
good old
meat and two veg'

- ward manager

Initiatives to improve patient satisfaction have been introduced such as sliced cake
for a snack and foil covered oranges,unfortunately though theseindividual packages
are often difficult for patients to open. This then makes food service time consuming
for the hostesses.
Another idea under discussion within this hospital is the use of branded foods for
items such as coffee and soup,

`...patientswouldfeel safeand secure,knowwhat theyweregetting- rather like a
blanket,
hopefully
this would improve satisfaction'- catering manager
comfort
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Patientswerequiteenthusiasticaboutthe suggestionand felt that they would have
trust in a known product.
`I would love a cup of Nescafeand Heinz tomato soup' - patient

Thosepatientswho hadexperiencedboth the plateandtrolley systemof food
deliverycommentedthat they muchpreferredthe latter.
`One important factor I find in enjoying the meal is being able to see the choice
before making a selection'
`Thereis usually sufficient choice. I muchprefer this method of distribution to the
be'because
foresee
hungry
how
patient
you will
menusystem
you cannot
There was also endorsementfrom dietitians,

`...with theplate it waslike a tensecondinterchange,now it's `wouldyou like more
for
be
how
feeling
far
'$
the
interaction
today
carrots,
are you
more
which must good
patient'

for
did
from
delivery
trolley
that
the
allow
and
nursing staff who agreed
system of
greaterpatient/serverinteraction.
A common theme from patients was their inability and difficulty in providing
feedbackto the catering staff. The perception was that food was preparedsome
distanceaway by anonymouspeople who rarely came on the ward. Dissatisfaction
described
items
the
without
was also expressedwith
menu system where
were
interpretation.
`Description on the menu does notfit reality' patient
'I don't understandwhat a B.L. T. sandwich is or macedioneof vegetables'-patient.
5.3.3 Meal Time
The potential of protected meal periods was greetedwith enthusiasmby patients and
hostesses,
,...we are all falling over each other in the morning what with the blood lady,
nurses and consultants'- hostess

but with cautionby medicalstaff.Nurses' commentswere,
`... good in theory but impossible to work in practice'
The doctors' responsewas equally as negative,
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4 we don't knowwhenthe trolley is going to comeon the ward,patientsare washed
...
in the morning and then visitors come- it's difficult to fit everything in'
However, medical staff recognisedthe importance from a patients' perspective,
`Meal times should beprotected I don't think there should be ward rounds, hand
bed
is
don't
I
the
the
think
end of
when someone eating a
overs,
we should stand at
don't
bed
I
bottom
half
dozen
If
think
the
there
of any
meal.
a
were
nursesstanding at
I'd want my dinner'. - nurse

Ambienceof the ward wasdiscussedandit wasagreedby patientsandmedicalstaff
disturb,
that
alike
music would
`...patients may becomeconfusedparticularly the elderly' - doctor
However, the opportunity to sit and eat a meal in company was welcomed especially
by visitors,
`...eating with others is a good idea -a social thing, it's bad enough being in
hospital '- visitor
Notwithstanding, nurseshad reservationsregarding spaceand intimated that patients
were encouragedto get out of bed but often they were `lazy.
There were no particular concernsregarding crockery, although a preferencefrom
patients was for china rather than stainlesssteel,
`...with the metal dishes, the lids are difficult to get off -patient
5.3.4 Food Service Management
The main theme with regard to food service managementwas the fragmentarynature
have
difficulty
Caterers
between
kitchen
to
the
and
of communication
and wards.
in
kitchen
difficulty
for
food
delivery,
have
communicating
on
rely
porters
ward staff
with caterersand dietitians/doctors are reliant on nursesto communicate any concern
hostesses
between
There
the
tension
regarding patients.
and
was also evidence of
other ward staff such as nurses,
`...with the hostesssystemwe don't see what they [patients] are being given and we
don't seewhat they have eaten.I think we've got less knowledge of how much they
are eating becausewe don't see it now. Unless the HCA (Health Care Assistant)
notices, I don't think the communication is good enough with the ward staff - nurse
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`...everybodyarguesand it is confusing,peoplehavedifferentpriorities' - catering
manager
`...the whole service needsto be better orchestrated' -facilities manager

`...hospitalfood serviceshouldbe lessfragmentedand a smoother,seamlessservice,
there needsto be oneperson in control - catering manager
This was endorsedby dietitians who were in agreementthat a post of hospital food
managerwas essentialto overseethe whole meal processfrom kitchen to
consumption,
`...we loose control of our food once it is out of the kitchen door, we don't know what
happensbut we get theflack'- catering manager

Dietitiansfeel that they shouldconsidermoreaboutfood andlessaboutnutrientsand
for
be
in
the
that
they
they
taking
admit
are not as proactive as
should
responsibility
main hospital food service,
`... therapeutic diets are far more interesting'- dietitian
Financial constraintswere a prominent part of the concern of the catering and
facilities managers,with budgets continually being reduced and not ring-fenced,
`...if it is the case of drugs or food, my budget is the one to suffer - we are trying now
to hire our facilities for functions to increase revenue'- catering manager

Conversely,thereis no clearly establishedbudgetfor dieteticproblemsand,sip feeds
although controlled, are not always used appropriately,
4 we sendpatients home with trayfuls and we've no idea what goes on at home'...
chief pharmacist
Patients are willing to make a payment towards the `hotel facilities' that hospitals
if
it
offer,
would mean improved food provision. However, caterersare reluctant to
agreeas they feel that this would make the patient even more critical. There is also
concern as to the practicalities of such a scheme.
Medical and catering managersmentioned that kitchen staff recruitment is an issue.
The job is perceived as unskilled and therefore pay and conditions reflect this, staff
turnover can be as high as 50% annually,
`...they [catering department] don't get the quality of staff becauseof shortage of
pay, that's an issue with the kitchen staff. So I appreciate they haveproblems but
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bad
lousy,
food
it
just
the
to
then
sometimes
with
wasgood start with and
goes
cooking,it causesa problem at ward level' - ward manager
`...its difficult to get staff on the amount that we canpay them - they would rather
work in Burger-King' - catering manager
5.3.5 Food Service Staff
The catering manager was enthusiasticin the potential for dedicatedfood service
staff who could be trained to,
`sell theproduct' `reducewastage' and `temptjaded palates'
Nurses can be quite damaging when serving food if they are disparagingand make
critical comments.This will affect patients' expectationsand enjoyment of their
meal.
The caterersuse wastage (ERIC - EstatesReturn Information Collection, 2001)
(NHS Estates,2001) as a measureof consumer satisfaction, and wards where there
demonstrate
hostesses,
less waste and greaterpatient satisfaction. Ward hostesses
are
work a similar shift each day and remain with a particular ward whereasnursing staff
`tend to come and go'. A relationship can be developedbetweenpatient and hostess,
`...I get spoken to a lot by the elderly, especially old boys who live on their own, they
confide in me and tell me all their secrets' - hostess
Hostessesseetheir role as carersand feel their allegiance is towards the ward,
food
60%
felt
the
their
whereasparadoxically,
catering manager
service and
role was
40% carer. Dietitians seethe role as a link between the two,
`...the whole idea is to get them to liaise and be a co-ordinator for the meals between
nursing and catering' - dietitian
It was highlighted by the ward hostessesthat customer care and service was a
fundamental part of their job. It would have been beneficial for patients to have the
catering system explained on arrival; `meet and greet' is a useful marketing tool in
any customerbasedoperation. One hostesssuggesteda `welcome pack' for patients
to introduce the catering facilities; however, this had never been actioned. Therefore,
patients were not aware that condiments were available on the ward nor that biscuits
could be requestedto supplementmeals if required,
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`...felt a bit peckish,didn't like to tell nurseand so havejust eatena sandwichthat
the wife has brought in' - patient
5.3.6 Interpretation
Several issuesrelated to hospital food service have been explored through focus
groups and interviews with the main stakeholders.Many of thesewere associated
with varying perceptions of responsibilities for aspectsof meal provision and the
lack of communication evident between disciplines. However, ultimately it is the
patient and the patients' needswhich should be the main focus and priority for all
concerned,
`...what we need is basic care, thefood that we want, it should be hot, it should be

longer
for
don't
be
hospital
if
in
well presentedand well cooked we
and
eat we will
do
home'-patient
is
to
all we want
go
5.4

Summary

Food service in hospitals is multidimensional and the challenge is to focus on patient
needs,especially as budgets, bed numbers and targets seemto be the driving force
currently for the NHS. No one choosesto eat food in hospital; the consumersare
arguably `captive' and cannot vote with their feet.
From this researchit is evident that there is potential for malnutrition in this
environment. Nutritional intake was below that recommended,the temperatureof
food was lessthan satisfactory and food wastagewas confirmed to be higher than
desired. Expectationsof patients towards hospital food were neutral; however,
satisfaction was shown to increasewhen the trolley system of delivery was used.
Furthermore, patient satisfaction was demonstratedto be dependenton the food
quality attributes of temperatureand texture. Operational analysis revealed that the
busiest time on the ward was breakfast, when patients were constantly interrupted
whilst consuming their food. The `protection' of meal periods would certainly enable
patients to enjoy their food in peace.Hospital food service can be viewed as two
discrete areas,that of patient care and meal management.The amalgamation occurs
at meal time with communication being identified as the driving force for
improvement.
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A holistic approachto hospitalfood servicewill thereforebe takenwithin the
discussionin ChapterSix wherepertinentissueswill be exploredin moredepth.The
researchhypothesiswill be answeredin ChapterSeven.
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CHAPTER SIX
DISCUSSION

6.0

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to draw together both the primary and secondary
researchand to synthesisecurrent issuesrelevant to the aim of this dissertation.
Themes are explored and a holistic appreciation of hospital food service will be
for
framework
is
A
developed
justified,
theoretical
provided.
model
and
providing a

in
Chapter
Seven.
conclusionsandrecommendations
given
6.1

Model of Patient Experience and Satisfaction with Hospital Food Service

If factors impinging on hospital food service are consideredholistically, there is a
in
that responsibility for nutritional statuscommencesand
relationship,
cyclical
in
concludes the community with the Primary Health Care team. Admission to
hospital is a temporary occurrenceand a bridge betweenthe two, and as such it is
important that complete nutrition is maintained. A simple screeningtool together
with regular monitoring would ensurethat patient nutrition did not deteriorate.
Towards this aim, a manager is required to orchestratethe processwithin the hospital
environment and overseethe whole operation if channelsof open communication are
to be achieved.
Patient satisfaction and, therefore, morale is crucial in the healing processand, as has
been shown in this research,the texture and temperatureof food are important
factors impinging on satisfaction together with the style of service. Other issues
by
raised patients during discussionsare the welcoming of protected periods and
branded products.
Feedbackis a perceived problem, not just from a patient's perspectivebut from other
stakeholderstoo. Communication needsto be more transparentand regular meetings
held with representativesat an operational level. With more informed and better

hospitalfood service,the incidenceof malnutrition couldbe decreased,
the patient
experiencewould improve and subsequentlyhospital stayswould be reduced. A well
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leading
fit'
into
be
discharged
`medically
to a
the
managedpatientwould
community
reductionin costto theNHS.
The solution could be as easy in the first instanceof ensuring the provision of well

cooked,hot food.
A conceptual model of hospital food service (Figure 13, Chapter 4) was devisedto
provide the framework for researchmethodology. This model has subsequentlybeen
developedand refined, reflecting data gatheredduring the casestudy, its
interpretation and synthesis of the issuesraised. The revised theoretical model is
presentedat Figure 19 and discussion ensuesrelating primary and secondary
research.
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Hospital Food in Context (6.2)
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A theoretical model of patient experience and satisfaction with
hospital food service

(Note: numbers in shaded area refer to paragraphs

in the text)
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6.2

Hospital Food Service in Context

Historical evidence provides a background and climate to any discussionrelating to
the NHS and hospital food service. Foundedin 1948, health care previously was a
luxury and only available to the privileged. Although it was recognisedthat free
health care was needed,the goal was unachievablewithout the support of
is
is
funded
by
The
NHS
taxpayer
the
and as such accountableto
government.
Parliament. Challengespresent at its inception still remain today, the funding and
2003)
in
(www.
largest
Europe
together
the
uk,
nhs.
managementof an organisation,
with balancing the often conflicting demandsand expectationsof patients, staff and
taxpayers.Tension has arisen between increasing demandand the realism of finite
indicators
basis
Budgets
`squeezed'
are
resources.
on an annual
and performance
have becomethe norm. Historically, dietary care has not been regardedas part of
patient treatment or therapy. It is viewed as a `hotel service' and an areawhere
down
designed
be
has
been
It
that
menus are
efficiency savings can made.
suggested
to a price rather than up to a standard(Girling, 2002). Patients' concur, and from this
does
it
has
been
delivery
that
not
shown
perception
study,
with a plate systemof
match expectation.
However, the aim of the NHS as laid down in the white paper `The New NHS.
Modern and Dependable (Department of Health, 1997) is still one of public
accountability,
`... to rebuild public confidence in the NHS as a public service, accountable to

patients,opento public scrutinyand shapedby their views'.
Food service is clearly embeddedin the hospital experience,all be it peripherally,
and to date has resisted any attempts to make it self-funding. The Secretaryof State

for Healthhasmadea definite statement,that in the lifetime of this Parliament
`The Governmenthave no plans to introduce `hotel' charges, including food, in NHS
hospitals' (House of Commons, 2002).
Patients have made it quite clear, though, in this researchthat they would be prepared
to contribute to facility charges.Unfortunately, a service whose mastersare
politicians is often manipulated and managedfor political reasonsrather than for the
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generalgood.Chargingfor hospitalfood servicewould compromisethe Government
strategyof healthequality(Departmentof Health,1998).
The Better Hospital Food programme launched in 2001 as part of the NHS Plan
(Department of Health, 2000) is a long-term initiative aimed at improving the quality
and availability of food in hospitals. Although admirable, in reality it manifests itself
currently at ward level in this hospital as dishes on the menu (approximately two)
being described as `chefs hats' (leading chef dishes) and other hospitals having the
benefit of `matrons'. The cynical would suggestthat the impetus for concern
regarding hospital food was political rather than philanthropical (Channel 4
Dispatches-13 May 2004). Notwithstanding, the profile of hospital food and service
has been raised, with managementat Trust Board level and stakeholdersin general,
but particularly in this hospital, aware of the need for a nutritional policy framework.
Future proposals include a national franchise for hospital meals, unannounced
inspectionsand greater emphasison the service aspectssuch as improving the
environment in which food is servedand eaten(www. nhs.uk, 2004).
Patientsare consumersand as such have expectationsand aspirationswhich may or
may not always be met. With hospitality becoming more sophisticatedand eating out
more customary, hospital food service needsto modernise and improve on the image
of tasteless,poorly presented,lukewarm dishes. Sick people with fragile appetites
want tasty, hot food presentedattractively in an inviting congenial environment
(Patient Experience Survey, 2002).
The literature would suggestthat patient's attitudes towards hospital food reflect
institutional stereotyping(Cardello et al, 1996) and that the media do very little to
dispel this view. It is therefore important to make the meal occasion as near as
possible resemblethe situation at home. A reduction in the standardisationof menus
(Khan, 1981) and a more intimate environment (Cardello, 1982) would be initiatives
that could achieve these aims removing the hospital context away from the negative
image. There would result a synchronousincreasein patient satisfaction.
Primary Health Care Team
The monitoring of nutritional status should commencewithin the community with
the Primary Health Care Team, to ensure `medically fit' patients on admission for
`routine', elective surgery. Researchshows that in
40%
of patients can
some cases,
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be malnourished on admission (McWhirter and Pennington, 1994). Arguably, with a
be
incidence
Health
Care
Team,
Primary
this
could reduced.
proactive and engaged
Conversely, it is also crucial that patients are dischargednutritionally robust and that
this state is maintained within the community. Organisedcontact betweenhospital
be
be
to
to
such, that the
and community needs
establishedand communication needs
`patient journey' is consideredas a totality. Both the literature review and results
from this study would suggestthat communication is fragmentary. A
recommendation made within The Council of Europe Resolution (Council of Europe,
2003) identifies this concern and has advised that regular contact betweenthe
hospital and primary health care sector should be established.
6.4

Patient Monitoring

It is a fundamental right and expectation from both patients and their relatives that
care will be monitored. This includes food intake and clinical statuson a regular
basis. Time commitments and paper work burden are poor excusesfor absolving
duty which has been reinforced by the United Kingdom Central Council for Nursing
(1997). Although, it has been proposedthat the caring component of nursing, should
be devolved to health care assistantsthereby enable registerednursesto concentrate
on treatment and technical nursing (Templeton, 2004). Notwithstanding,
responsibilities should be clearly assigned.
While in hospital, observationsof the meal service should be made on a routine basis
and becomepart of the patient information record stored in the casefile. There is a
need for an evidence-basedscreeningtool which is easyto apply and easyto
interpret. There needsto be a balance between a simple method which is less
accuratebut uncomplicated to use and therefore probably will be used, and a more
accurate,but more complex method which might not be used (Council of Europe,
2001).
Weight for height, (BMI) is not a definite measurementof undernutrition, but it is a
indicator,
useful
and measurementover time provides an indication of patient status
(Vlaming et al, 1999). However, it is often extremely difficult to weigh patients
particularly when they are infirm, unable to stand or bed-bound.The solution could
be as simple as incorporating a `strain gauge'16into a hospital bed. Sensitivity and
16strain-gauge
device
whoseelectrical resistancevaries in proportion to the amount of strain or weight
-a
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resolution could be set to ± 0.5kg and when attachedto a circuit, the device could
continuously measurethe weight of a patient whilst supine. This would be an
efficient and non-invasive method of patient monitoring without impinging on staff
time and resources.Changesin weight would be automatically recordedand patients
would not be required to get out of bed (essentialin the orthopaedicward).
Food intake should also be recordedin casenotes of those patientswho are
consideredvulnerable. For accurateinformation, the whole processneedsto be
supervisedby one person from food delivery to plate collection. The suggestionfrom
a ward hostessof being part of patient hand-over appearsto be a logical, convenient
and relatively simple way of ensuring good communication and it is unfortunate that
the role of hostessis perceived as unskilled and lowly.
Patient monitoring has beenhighlighted in the literature as a crucial step in the
detection of malnutrition and in the maintenanceof patient status(Schwartz and
Gudzin, 2000). The task is not arduousand it has been recommendedthat standards
of practice for assessingand monitoring nutritional risk should be developedat a
national and Europeanlevel (Council of Europe, 2003). One such initiative in the
U. K. is the `Malnutrition Universal ScreeningTool' (MUST) (Elia, 2004) for use in
hospitals and the community. The availability of such a tool, however, doesnot
necessarilyguaranteethat it will be used and any recommendationneedsto be
backedup by a clearly defined policy.
6.4.1 Patient Nutrient Intake
Patientswere not nutritionally compromised and in this casestudy energy intake
appearedto be satisfactory with both systemsof delivery. This is contrary to
published researchconductedin acute hospitals. However, it is acknowledgedthat
there is much discrepancyin the reported incidence of malnutrition due to the
different criteria which are usedto benchmark the condition (Elia and Stratton,
2000). With a usual length of stay ranging from 5-10 days, other nutrients although
below recommendations,would not potentially be a causefor concern as long as
nutritional statuswas adequateon admission. Therefore the crucial aspectfor
elective surgery hospitals may be patient satisfaction.
Satisfaction with the food serviceprovision was shown to improve with the trolley
systemof delivery however, nutritional intake did not increase.The prediction of
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food consumption in `real life' situations is extremely difficult. Although,
satisfaction used as a dependentvariable is a better predictor than most, individuals
bring their own idiosyncratic, sensoryexpectationsand experienceto a meal
situation (Cardello et al, 2000). There is a complex relationship between
acceptability of food (liking) and intake. The first doesnot necessarilyguaranteethe
second.When people are in an uncongenial environment,the effect of liking is
diminished (Meiselman, 2004).
Even if satisfaction doesincrease,a complimentary increasein food intake is not
necessarilyobservedwithin a hospital setting. There is obviously a very complicated
relationship betweenthe two and it could be that in hospital, there is a threshold of
consumption, `completenutrition', whereby the barrier to food intake is
hospitalisation itself. Lack of appetite due to a medical problem is probably the main
reasonfor hospital undernutrition, however, this doesnot mean that those involved
should be complacentand that improvementscannot be made. Strategiesfor
food
motivating
consumption, highlighted in the literature such as appropriatemeal
temperatureand texture, ward ambienceand dining areastogether with attention by
fundamental
in any hospitality situation.
staff are
6.5

Patient Satisfaction

The considerationof patient's expectationsand perceptionsshould have particular
significance in shapingthe objectives of any food service operation. Expectations
were matchedby the trolley service of delivery and hencea correspondinglevel of
satisfaction was achieved.Results obtained from the consumeropinion card show
that the bulk trolley method of food distribution enablesall foods to have a better
texture, and for somefoods (potato, poachedfish and minced beef) temperature,and
for other foods (broccoli, carrots, and poachedfish) flavour than the plate systemof
delivery, where flavour is associatedwith bad opinion or dissatisfaction.
Food Quality
Unfortunately hospital food service has an image problem, before even tasting it
patients generally expect poor quality (Beck et al., 2001); this has been describedas
`institutionalised stereotyping' (Cardello et al., 1996). Food quality attributes have
been demonstratedin this casestudy to have

a critical effect on patient satisfaction.

While confirming previous results (DeLuco and Cremer, 1990; Dube et al., 1994;
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O'Hara et al., 1997; Lau and Gregoire, 1998; Hwang et al., 2003), attributes of
by
have
been
(temperature
texture)
comparing two
established
significance
and
systemsof delivery. Strong preferenceshave been shown for the appropriate
temperatureof food and this can influence acceptance(Ryynanenet al., 2001).
Texture is a sensorycharacteristic which has also been shown to influence
satisfaction (Rosenthal, 1999) and is susceptiblein institutional food (Royal
Commission on the National Health Service, 1978). Sensorycharacteristicshave
been identified in the literature as being important to hospital patientswhen judging
food quality (Cardello, 1982; Clark, 1998).
Although service featureswere not a high priority from a patient perspective,it has
been suggestedthat staff attitude can be as crucial as food temperatures(Jackson,
1997). Results from this casestudy agreewith other researchshowing that the
is
NHS
food
that
the
servicepredisposition of
staff are such
serviceexperience
food
(Lee-Ross,
1999;
Hwang
2003),
therefore
quality
mostly satisfactory
and
et al.,
is the driving factor for satisfaction.
In commercial hospitality operations,priority of attention is given to `service scapes'
for examplethe standardof crockery, background music, design of spaceand
furnishings etc. For example, researchin an institutional setting has demonstrated
that when music is played there was a significant (p<0.01) correlation between food
did
factors
food
(Ragneskog
However,
1996).
these
not
consumed
servedand
et al.,
feature in this casestudy, patients and staff agreedthat the first concern should be the
quality of the food.
Food Service System
There are mixed opinions amongsthospital catering managersregarding the relative
merits of plate and bulk trolley service. Some consider that a trolley service increases
the quality of food, the inter-personal aspectsof the food service and patients'
satisfaction (Hwang et al., 1999), although, a challenge to food service staff with
regard to portion size (Mibey and Williams, 2002). Alternatively, others feel, that
plated meal service ensuresquality presentationand best service (Hwang et al.,
1999; Mibey and Williams, 2002).
From this researchit can be confirmed that patients were more satisfied with the
trolley style of delivery and certainly there is more opportunity for patient/staff
interaction and nurture. However, one instance was observedwhere in a `close to
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dischargebay', and the presenceof nursing staff is infrequent, a nurse performed a
medical procedure at the sametime as serving food. The potential for crossdedicated
food
is
to
the
contamination evident adding weight
argument of employing
from
has
demonstrated
benefit
hostesses
been
The
service employees.
of ward
also
factors of reducedwastageand use of sip feeds(Waite et al., 2000) together with
patient satisfaction (Gledhill, 2000; NHS Estates,2003a).
Anecdotal evidence,observation and pilot studiessuggestthat a bulk trolley bedside
is
it
distribution
the
service
preferred and most successfulmeal
method as allows the
force
The
2000).
(Wilson,
task
to
to
patient control portion size according appetite
developed
The Nutrition Guidelines for Hospital Catering (Department of
who
Health, 1995a)concurred,recognising that orthopaedicpatients have increased
nutritional requirementsbut may have variable appetites.
This casestudy researchconfirms patient satisfaction is enhancedby choice at the
point of consumption; however, portion size was not the controlling dimension.
Temperatureand texture were the most important attributes which measurepatient
food.
satisfaction with
It can be seenthat keeping food hot in hospital is still a challengeeven with trolleys
that can be plugged in to a power supply as required. Food temperature,although
improved with the trolley system of delivery, was still not satisfactory. The problem
was not with the hardware, the trolleys were more than capableof ensuring heat
integrity, but with the operators.All the food was displayed on the ward as soon as it
arrived, unfortunately however, the time taken for eachpatient to be servedcould be
long
forty
five
as
as
minutes. Time taken for distribution should be kept to a
minimum to avoid nutrient loss and sensorydeterioration.
In any food service programme, perceptionsof freshnesscan greatly affect how
patients rate the overall meal (Doucette, 1999). If patients can choosetheir food just
before they eat it, this greatly enhancestheir perception of the item's freshnessand
influences satisfaction. Perceived control and patient empowermenthave also been
shown to strongly influence patient satisfaction with food services(Belanger and
Dube, 1996; Faulkner, 2001). This researchconfirmed that where patients have
increasedinvolvement with the processof food service such as in the trolley system
delivery,
of
satisfaction is increased.
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Trolley wastagewas not within guidelines (Department of Health, 1996) and
certainly initiatives to reducewaste are urgently required. Dedicated food service
staff, together with a confirmation of ward numbers,would aid in the estimation of
meals required. The saving to the hospital could be substantial.
Meal
The main problem as observedin this study is the lack of structure and priority given
to food service both pre and post operative; clinical considerationstake precedence.
In somehospitals such as acute,prioritising clinical care might be appropriate.
However, for rehabilitation and elective surgery, food should gain higher priority and
becomeembeddedin the conceptof an integral part of treatment.Meal times need to
be protected so that meals can be enjoyed, free from interruption as one would expect
in any hospitality situation. Patientsfrom the Women's Health and Orthopaedic
wards are seldom physically ill but rather immobilised by their injuries. Their
greatest`enemy' is boredom and therefore meal times are important. A social,
congenial atmosphere,where meals can be taken if desired in the company of others,
whether they are patients or visitors, would improve the meal experienceand hence
encouragerecovery. Recommendationsfrom the Council of Europe (Council of
Europe, 2003) endorsethis sentimentand are fully supportedby the Health Caterers
Association and The Better Hospital Food project.
Much was made by the patients regarding food that was easily recognisableand
traditional. When in hospital, there is a need for familiar meals that remind of home,
complicated, sophisticateddishesare not well received.
There is an argumentthat hospital food intake (Cardello et al., 1996) and therefore
is
service comparableto in-flight food service where the challengesof advanced
preparation and extendedholding times are similar. Airlines are aware of their
for
reputation
serving less than satisfactory food and one solution has been to
improve the quality of the food served,by using creative input from chefs and branditems
(Frank, 2000). The former initiative encompassesstrategy from the
name
Better Hospital Food project and the latter i. e. brand names,is being consideredin
the hospital at present.Product branding has been identified in the literature of one
way of enhancingperceived quality (Vranesevic and StanCec,2003).
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Interactive Menu
One of the challengesidentified in the researchand maybe limited to this hospital,
was with the plated system, it took three days for the menu to `catch up' with a new
patient. Additionally, the main coursedid not come with vegetablesor potatoes,and
the latter had to be ordered separately.Patients' orders were not always checked
prior to being sent to the kitchen and meals therefore, could be sent to the ward with
only the meat component. It was observedthat `extra' servings were not usually
Menus
larger
are
obtainable and
portions not always provided, even when ordered.
important
tool for the catering manageras they are the first point of contact with
an
the patient and can be used both for communication and marketing purposes.
However, if not easyto read or interpret, a negative messagecan be portrayed. In the
trolley system,no prior information was given to the patients regarding the menus
by
dish
it
identify
difficult
this
the
to
purely
was a problem as was
and sometimes
be
It
could
said that there would be increasedfeelings of anticipation without
sight.
information,
frustration
be
Feelings
the
true.
conversely
of
prior
alternative could
if
dish
had
been
could ensue a
ordered which subsequentlydid not arrive.
In the trolley system,where the food is visible, there is more opportunity for
communication and clarification of any dishes that are not instantly recognisable.
Further menu developmentwill ensuewith the emergenceof more sophisticated
computer software. This is already being observedin America, with hospitals able to
provide meals on demand(Stein, 2000; McLymount et al., 2003) and the pioneering
interactive
of
voice recognition technology (Jamison et al., 1996). A touch screen
facility with a direct link to the catering facilities is being consideredat the case
hospital,
study
as all patients have accessto bedside televisions. This will enable
patients to preview dishes available and then select as required. Delivery will be at
set times and by the trolley method as previously experienced.
6.6

Feedback and Communication

Hospital food service requires a policy, framework, managerand representationat
Trust Board level. There needsto be a continuum from kitchen to consumption, with
hospitality
emphasison
and quality. Feedbackand communication in this hospital is
fragmentary at best and not actioned at worst. There is a dependenceon informal
dissemination without structure, reflecting the multi-disciplinary nature of the service
it
is
Ultimately,
the patients who are disadvantaged;whose health
stakeholders.
and
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ironically, is the focus of attention. Poor communication and relationship conflict has
been identified in the literature as a causefor concern (Riddiford et al., 2000) and it
has beensuggestedthat organisationalresearchshould be conductedwithin hospital
food serviceto assessand improve the communication betweendifferent staff
disciplines (Council of Europe, 2003).
6.7

Hospital Food Service Manager

A lack of clearly defined responsibilities has been identified in the managementof
nutritional care together with fragmentedcooperation betweendifferent staff groups
(Council of Europe, 2001). There is insufficient description of responsibilities and as
in
is
being
there
the
task
a consequence
reliance on
achieved without a strategy place
for achievement.The uniquenessof hospital food service is that the primary
is
direct,
individualised,
it
to
total
objective
provide
nutritional care and as such
needsto be controlled and orchestrated.A failure at any point negatesthe system.
Collaboration and co-operation needsa central co-ordinator, a hospital food service
has
for
the entire processfrom kitchen to consumption, and a
managerwho
remit
board
level.
Greater emphasishas been given to the role of food in
position at
clinical outcomesand as such, needsto be reflected in the organisationof hospital
(Council
management
of Europe, 2003).
Food service departmentsare usually seenas part of facilities rather than as an
integral part of patient treatment and the trend is towards contracting out. This
emphasisesthe requirement for a competentpurchaserwho can verbalise and
describewhat is required. Guidelines and standardsneedto be developedwith
sufficient detail in contractsto encompassthe requirementsof all patients (Council
of Europe, 2003). The hospital managementshould acknowledgeresponsibility for
food service and give priority to a food policy.
6.8

Better Hospital Food Service

From the literature review it was identified that better hospital food service would
result in a decreasedincidence of malnutrition, shorter patient stay and improved
patient experience.This would subsequentlyprevent `bed blocking' and therefore
lead to a reduction in cost to the NHS. Good nutrition is a prerequisite for optimal
treatment.
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Management,both clinical and facilities are in agreementwith this philosophy and
certainly patients would welcome an experiencewhich enhancedmorale and
therefore speededup recovery time. It is recognisedby all stakeholdersthat
improvement would be able to be measuredin clinical advantage.
The first step to better hospital food is quality, particularly aspectsof texture and
temperature.Food servedof appropriate sensoryproperties would tempt jaded
appetites and encourage self recovery.

`emphasisshould beplaced on the quality of ingredients, the suitability of recipes,
have
food,
these
taste,
the
as all
colour, smell and
presentation of
cooking methods,
Health,
food'
(Department
Albert
Roux
in
to
of
play people's enjoyment of
apart
1995a).
6.9

Summary

Current issuespertinent to stakeholdersand a holistic appreciation of hospital food
in
been
have
this chapter. A theoretical model of patient experience
provided
service
is
integrating
both
In
presented
research.
primary and secondary
and satisfaction
Chapter Seven,conclusions, limitations and recommendationsfor further study will
be given.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS
RECOMMENDATIONS

7.0

AND

FOR FURTHER STUDY

INTRODUCTION

This Chapterdraws the researchtogether and enablesconclusionsto be formulated
facilitate
hospital
food
be
Recommendations
to
to
an
made
with respect
service.
will
improved patient experience.
7.1

Conclusions

Researchingfactors that impinge on patient satisfaction with hospital food service
allows an understandingand appreciationto be gained of the interconnected,ordered
set of relationships underlying a positive experience.
Results from this researchconcur with the body of literature that indicates food
is
in
hospitals.
driving
factor
for
food
the
quality
patient satisfaction with
service
However, this position is contradictory to the theory that hospital food cannot be
improved and that there must be other factors contributing to being `hungry in
hospital'. In reality, there is no easyanswerbut this researchshowsand there is
evidenceto support that the two dimensions,temperatureand texture are of the
utmost importance to patients, therefore defining the focus for hospital food service
is
food
The
do
but
have
the
to
managers.
environment and situation
until
a role play
importance
is
their
peripheral.
acceptable
Historically, the more `captive' the customer,the more hospitality focused on
subsistencerather than on enjoyment. Certainly patients do not concur with this view
demands
their
and expectationstowards the hospitality operation within a
and
hospital framework are increasing.A fundamental changeis required within the NHS
and although the Better Hospital Food project goes someway to indicating
issues
there
that require addressing.
are
still
commitment
The results from the empirical researchhave confirmed part of the hypothesis set out
in Chapter One that food service is an important element of the patient's hospital
experienceand that choice at the point of consumption is the preferred style of
delivery. However, in contrast,being able to seeand smell the food on offer, patients
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did not feel more encouragedto eat and this investigation could not confirm that
increasedpatient/serverinteraction would influence satisfaction.
The theory which is purported is that in hospital there is a threshold of consumption
and supportsthe assertionthat when food is freely available individuals will only
take what they want. Further researchis required to fully comprehendthe
complicated relationship betweensatisfaction and intake in a hospital setting..
The following conclusions can therefore be made from this dissertation.
Firstly, food service in hospitals is a complex and difficult hospitality operation, the
most challenging in the industry aggravatedby the number of stakeholders.The food
provision to patients involves a multi-disciplinary work force which makes
communication disjointed and the processdysfunctional. The appointmentof a
hospital food service managerto overseeproduction from kitchen to consumption
would ensurecontinuity of operation. This would also alleviate the reliance on
informal dissemination of information as there would be one channel of
communication and command.
Secondly, the monitoring of nutritional statusis currently fragmentary with no clear
protocol: there is a need therefore for organised establishedcontact betweenhospital
and Primary Health Care team.
Thirdly, neither the plated systemnor trolley food service systemwas advantageous
to nutrient provision and both provided nutrients below the recommendations.
Paradoxically, the energy intake of patients appearedto be satisfactory as monitored
by Body Mass Index and this therefore questions either the suitability of current
dietary recommendationsfor a hospital population and/or the contribution of
`snacks' to patient intake.
Fourthly, satisfaction with the food service provision was enhancedwith the trolley
system of delivery, particularly from the aspectof texture. Temperatureand texture
are the two most significant factors in the evaluation of patient satisfaction with
hospital food service. Evidence shows staff within the NHS exhibit a caring and
empathetic nature and therefore service predisposition demonstrateslittle
significance with patient satisfaction towards the overall meal experience.
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In relation to meal times, these should be made special and protectedfrom
interruption as one would expect in any hospitality situation. The preferred menus
are traditional and inclusion of brand nameswould improve perceivedfood quality.
Lastly, with reference to wastage,there is concern and certainly initiatives to reduce
waste are urgently required. Confirmation of patient numbers would aid in the
estimation of meals required.
The following recommendationsare therefore made:
7.2

Recommendations for Hospital Food Service

"

Monitoring of patientcare,which includesfood intake,shouldbe automatic
and ownership acceptedby the Primary Health Care team as well as hospital.

"

Optimised feeding of patients should be part of a hospital food service policy
framework

food
A
is
from
to
the
service
41
manager essential orchestrate entire operation
kitchen to consumption

7.3

"

Consideration should be given to the use of brandedproductsto enhance
patient trust in food quality

"

Regular monitoring and documentation of food temperatureand texture at
ward level, with corrective action if not satisfactory

9

Confirmation of meal numbers on the sameday as service

"

Trolley style of delivery as the preferred system
Limitations

The main limitation of casestudy researchis the restricted external validity and the
challengeof making recommendationsbeyond the casebeing studied. Although
depth of information is gathered,extrapolating to different situations could be
problematic. Two wards were used in the hospital with no accountmade for the
seriousnessof illness.
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A number of limitations also arise when using standardfood tables and population
intake,
food
by
Although
nutritional recommendations.
rigor was ensured weighing
interpretation is reliant on accurateinformation being provided for analysis and
comparison. Within food tables, the majority of values assumethat food is served
almost immediately after preparation and cooking. Hospital food service, as
is
observed, a slow and ponderousoperation with the potential to causedeterioration
in the nutritional profile of the food as served.In addition account was not taken of
snackintake as the focus for this researchwas on the food service system.Therefore
caution should be exercisedwith literal interpretation of nutritional data; the purpose
of this researchwas to show trends and a comparisonbetween systems.
Analysis of satisfaction questionnaireshas historically causeddebateamongstsocial
sciencestatisticians.By definition this type of data cannot be considerednormally
distributed and therefore tests should not be performed that rely on normality. Nonparametric tests that compareranks are more parsimonious and were used in this
researchand therefore the data analysis by definition is conservative.
In spite of the limitations, the results contribute to the theoretical understandingof
hospital food service and provide an academic framework for further study.
7.4

Recommendations

for Further

Study

The investigation concentratedon two wards, Women's Health and Orthopaedic, a
natural progressionwould therefore be to extend the researchto the rest of the
hospital.
There has been a questionraised in this researchwith regard to food service and a
hierarchy of hospitals,hencerecommendationsfor further researchwould be to
comparepatient satisfaction with food service in acute, elective surgery and
rehabilitation hospitals.
Further researchcould develop the questionnaire in order to establish links between
importance
attribute
and satisfaction. Identifying the gaps in meeting customer
expectationswill support better prioritisation by the organisation in developing
future service improvements.
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APPENDIX

1

COUNCIL OF EUROPE- COMMITTEE

OF MINISTERS

Resolution ResAP (2003)3 on food and nutritional care in hospitals
(Adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 12 November 2003 at the 860th meeting
of the Ministers' Deputies)
1. The Committee of Ministers, in its composition restricted to the Representativesof
Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands,Norway, Portugal, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland and the United Kingdom, member statesof the Partial Agreement in the
Social and Public Health Field;
2. Recalling Resolution (59) 23 of 16 November 1959 on the extensionof the
Council
in
Europe
fields;
the
the
of
of
activities
social and cultural
3. Having regard to Resolution (96) 35 of 2 October 1996, whereby it revised the
basis
Partial
Agreement
the
the
to
of revised
of
structures
and resolved continue, on
in
hitherto
Resolution
(59)
23,
those
the
carried out
replacing
set
out
rules
activities
developed
by
virtue of that resolution; thesebeing particularly aimed at:
and
a. raising the level of health protection of consumersin its widest sense,including a
harmonising
direct
in
having
field
to
the
contribution
or
constant
a
of
products
indirect impact on the human food chain as well as in the field of pesticides,
pharmaceuticalsand cosmetics- legislation, regulations and practice governing, on
the one hand, quality, efficiency and safety controls for products and, on the other
hand, the safe use of toxic or noxious products;
b. integrating people with disabilities into the community: defining and contributing
to the implementation at Europeanlevel of a model of coherentpolicy for people
disabilities
taking into account the principles of full citizenship and of
with
independentliving; contributing to the elimination of all barriers to integration,
whether psychological, educational, family-related, cultural, social, professional,
financial or architectural;
4. Considering that the aim of the Council of Europe is to achieve a greaterunity
betweenits membersfor the purpose of facilitating their economic and social
progress;
5. Considering that accessto a safe and healthy variety of food is a fundamental
human right;
6. Bearing in mind the beneficial effects of proper food service and nutritional care in
hospitals on the recovery of patients and their quality of life;
7. Bearing in mind the unacceptablenumber of undernourishedhospital patients in
Europe;
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8. Bearing in mind the fact that undernutrition among hospital patients leadsto
extendedhospital stays,prolonged rehabilitation, diminished quality of life and
unnecessarycosts to health care;
9. Bearing in mind the ParliamentaryAssembly Recommendation1244 (1994) on
food and health;
10. Having regard to the First Action Plan for Food and Nutrition Policy of the WHO
EuropeanRegion (2000 - 2005),
11. Recommendsthat the governmentsof the member statesof the Partial Agreement
in the Social and Public Health Field, having due regard to their specific
constitutional structures,national, regional or local circumstances,as well as
economic, social and technical conditions:
in
draw
implement
food
a.
up and
national recommendationson
and nutritional care
hospitals basedon the principles and measuresset out in the appendixto this
resolution;
b. promote the implementation and take stepstowards the application of the
principles and measurescontained in the appendix, in fields where theseare not the
direct responsibility of governmentsbut where public authorities have a certain
power or play a role;
c. ensurethe widest possible dissemination of this resolution among all parties
concerned,particularly public authorities, hospital staff, primary health care sector,
patients,researchersand non-governmentalorganisationsactive in this field.
Appendix to Resolution ResAP(2003)3
1. Nutritional assessmentand treatment in hospitals
1.1 Nutritional risk screening
i. The assessmentof nutritional risk should take into account nutritional statusand
the severity of disease.
ii. The nutritional risk screeningmethod should be evidencebased,in order to secure
the identification of patients who may benefit from nutritional support.
iii. The nutritional risk screeningmethod should be easyto use and simple to
understand.
iv. The influence of age, growth and sex should be taken into considerationwhen the
nutritional risk of the patient is determined.
v. The nutritional risk of all patients should be routinely assessedeither prior to or at
admission.
This assessmentshould be repeatedregularly (intervals dependingon the level of
nutritional risk) during hospital stay.
Studies
be
vi.
should undertakento develop and validate simple screeningmethods,
for
aimed
use in hospitals and primary health care sector.
vii. Identification of a patient at nutritional risk should be followed by a thorough
nutritional assessment,a treatment plan including dietary goals, monitoring of food
intake and body weight, and adjustment of treatment plan.
viii. Standardsof practice for assessingand monitoring nutritional risk/status should
be developedat a national and Europeanlevel.
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1.2 Identification and prevention of causesof undernutrition

i. The multiple causes of disease-related undernutrition should always be considered
for every patient.

ii. The use of medications and combinations with side effects of anorexia, nauseaand
other gastrointestinal symptoms, drug-nutrient interactions or alterations of tasteand
smell should be well groundedand avoided as much as possible while physicians and
be
nursesshould aware of these side effects.
iii. "Nil-by-mouth" regimes, overnight fasting and bowel-cleansing protocols with
dietary restrictions should not be usedroutinely; the literature should be reviewed in
order to assesswhich proceduresmay require such regimes and for those
investigations/proceduresrequiring dietary restriction the exact period of restriction
be
determined.
should
iv. The definition of disease-relatedundernutrition should be universally accepted
and used as a clinical diagnosis and hence treated as such.
1.3 Nutritional support
i. Nutritional support as part of the treatment of patients should be considered
systematically.
ii. The nutritional treatmentplan should be reviewed and adjustedif appropriateon at
least a weekly basis, by meansof information about the patient's nutritional intake,
weight changeand other relevant nutritional and clinical variables.
iii. Nutritional support should be properly targetedto the individual patient.
The volume of artificial nutrition infused and any discardedshould be carefully
documented.
iv. No patient should receive artificial nutritional support without proper evaluation
of indications, risks and benefits, informed consentof the patient as well as close
supervision of side effects.
immune-modulating
Specific
formulas should be limited to those patients who
v.
may benefit from them in the light of available randomisedtrials.
vi. Patientsin need of nutritional support should receive such treatment before
admission (where possible), at the earliest opportunity during hospital stay and after
discharge.
vii. Medical and nursing admission, discharge and outpatient records should contain
information about eachpatient's nutritional status, and physical and mental condition
in relation to food intake.
Randomised
trials and systematicreviews by specialistsin clinical nutrition
viii.
be
should performed to evaluatethe effect of nutritional support on nutritional status,
clinical outcome, and physical and mental condition.
ix. Randomisedtrials evaluating the effect of ordinary food on clinical outcome
be
should given high priority.
Standards
for
the assessmentand dietary managementof patients with
of practice
x.
dysphagia should be developedat national levels as appropriate.
National descriptors for texture modification should be developed.
1.4 Ordinary food
i. Ordinary food by the oral route should be the first choice to correct or prevent
in
undernutrition patients.
ii. Good practice to ensurethe intake of ordinary food by the patients should be
studied and documented.The practice of documenting and assessingintake of
ordinary food by the patients identified as at nutritional risk is essential.
iii. Sip feedings should not be used as a substitute for the adequateprovision of
food,
and should only be used where there are clear clinical indications.
ordinary
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iv. Artificial nutritional support should only be started when the use of ordinary food
fails or is inappropriate.
1.5 Artificial nutritional support
i. Standardsof practice establishedand implemented for initiation, safe delivery,
handling
line
techniques,
aseptic
care,monitoring and termination of all artificial
be
developed
level.
European
support
nutritional
should
at national and
ii. Standardsof practice should be developedfor the initiation, preparation,
education,equipment provision, and safe delivery and monitoring of patients
dischargedon home nutritional support.
2. Nutritional care providers
2.1 Distribution

of responsibilities

for nutritional

care in hospitals

i. The Department of Health, Regional Authorities and each Hospital management
should acknowledgetheir responsibility with regard to nutritional care and support,
and food service systems.
ii. Hospital management,physicians, pharmacists,nurses, dieticians and food service
in
together
staff should work
providing nutritional care, while the hospital
due
should
management
give
attention to such co-operation.
iii. The responsibility of different staff categorieswith respectto nutritional care and
food
service should be clearly assigned.
support, and
iv. Hospitals should develop appropriate structuresto set standardsfor nutritional
care and support especially in relation to costs, contract specifications, nutritional
implement
to
these standardsthrough the control,
screening
and
audits,
risk
and
supervision and audit of nutritional care and support.
v. Nutritional risk screening,assessmentand monitoring should be included in the
accreditation standardsfor hospitals.
2.2 Communication
i. Organisationalresearchshould be conductedto assessand improve the cooperation
betweendifferent staff groups.
ii. Food service personnel,ward staff and patients should develop, test and
implement forms for menu ordering.
iii. Regular contactsbetweenward and food service personnel should be established.
iv. One or more representativesin eachward and at the kitchen should be designated
to have primary responsibility for communication and information in nutritionissues.
related
v. Regular contactsbetweenthe hospital and the primary health care sector should be
established.
2.3 Education and nutritional knowledge at all levels
i. A continuous education programme on general nutrition and techniquesof
nutritional support for all staff involved in the feeding of patients should be
implemented.
ii. Clinical nutrition should be included in under- and post-graduateeducation of
physicians.
iii. Chairs in clinical nutrition should be established.
iv. Clinical nutrition for both adults and children should be recognisedas a
specialiseddiscipline by medical schools.The teaching should cover preventive as
well as therapeutic aspectsof nutritional care and support.
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in
The
v.
education of nurses clinical nutrition, with special emphasison nutritional
risk assessment,monitoring, and feeding techniques,should be improved.
be
The
dieticians
levels
vi.
education of clinical and general
should. set at
at national
the highest undergraduatelevel to enableall Europeandieticians to assumea more
in
central role nutritional care and support.
in
The
dieticians
be
vii.
education of administrative
should upgraded,especially the
field of management.
viii. The education and training of hospital food service managers/supervisorsshould
differ from hotel managementby preparing them to cater for sick people
ix. Special focus should be placed on the nutritional training of non-clinical staff
members, e.g. part-time care assistantsand ward housekeepersand the definitions of
their area of responsibility.
Special
be
emphasis
x.
should
given to educating and informing the public (including
patients) regarding the importance of good nutrition.

initiatives
European
xi.
on clinical nutrition education should be encouraged.
between
Co-operation
be
in
different
xii.
clinical nutrition societies
countries should
expanded.
3. Food service practices
3.1 Organisation

of hospital food service

i. The responsibilities and accountabilities for hospital nutrition among health care
professionalsand hospital managementshould be clearly assigned.
ii. A food service policy should be adoptedand implemented at hospital or regional
level.
iii. Hospital managers should give proper attention to food service policy and
nutritional support.
iv. All hospital staff - clinical and non-clinical
food
service as
- should acknowledge
an important part of the treatment and care of patients.

3.2 Contract food service
i. Guidelines and standardsfor out-sourcing hospital food service should be
developed.
ii. Contracts should be sufficiently detailed and they should cover special diets on
indications,
and
medical
personal
energy and protein densemenus and provision of
snacksand/or meals at ward or near-ward level. They should also cover texturemodified menus for the managementof dysphagia.
iii. The cost for adequatecontract monitoring should be built into the contract.
iv. The Clinical Nutrition Service/Department,the Nutritional Steering
Committee, the Nutritional Support Team or an adequatelyqualified person should
be given the responsibility for ensuring that the contract reflects nutritional
standards.
3.3 Meal service and eating environment

i. The serving system should be adjusted to the patients' needstaking into
consideration their physical and mental condition. This often requires different
serving systems.
ii. All patients should have the possibility to choosetheir eating environment.
iii. All patients should have the possibility to sit at a table when eating their main
meals.
iv. The hospital-eating environment should be improved with a focus on
surroundingsand the presenceof personnel and free from unpleasantsmell/odours.
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v. Adequately trained personnel should be available to assist patients with
be
feeding
difficulties
mental/physical
and suitable modified equipment should
available when required to aid/facilitate independentfeeding.
3.4 Food temperature and hygiene
i. All patients should receive hospital food, which has been stored,preparedand
transportedin such a way as to ensurethe hygiene, safety, palatability, gastronomy,
and nutrient content of the food at a high level.
ii. All hot meals should be served at temperaturesaround 60-70° C.
iii. The Nutritional Steering Committee, the Nutritional Support Team or an
adequatelyqualified person should be responsiblefor the hygienic aspectsof food
service.
iv. The kitchen and ward staff should receive proper education in food hygiene while
the hygienic control of hospital food production should be usedto engagehospital
in
management the wider concept of hospital nutrition.
3.5 Specific improvements in food service practices to prevent undernutrition
i. Standardsfor food service systems,basedon patient needsrather than hospital
be
developed.
needs,should
ii. Regardless of which serving system is used, close collaboration between the
patient, relatives and the nursing, dietetic and food service staff is required to get the
patient to eat.

iii. The provision of meals should be flexible and individualised. All patients should
have the possibility to order food and extra food at any time and be informed of this
possibility.
iv. Menus should be specifically targetedto different patient categories.
v. Proper feeding-aid should be provided.
Successful
measuresto prevent undernutrition should be given publicity.
vi.
4. Hospital food
4.1 Hospital menus and diets on medical indications
i. Good practice should be establishedthrough the developmentof national
guidelines and standardsfor food provision in hospitals to meet the needsof all
categoriesof patients including diets on medical indications, and vegetarian,texture
modified and energy and protein densemenus.
ii. Studiesshould be undertakento evaluatethe effect of energy and protein dense
food
intake
on
menus
and patient outcome.
iii. A range of dishesenriched in energy and protein should be available in every
hospital aimed at patients with disease-relatedundernutrition.
iv. The physician should always be aware of the nutritional statusof patients and
diets
prescribe
with scientifically documentedeffects.
only
health
The
care personnel should be aware of the patient's use of "alternative
v.
diets" and the influence these might have on the nutritional status.
feedback
Immediate
from the patients to the kitchen and ward staff in relation to
vi.
liking or disliking of the food served should be encouraged.
vii. The nutrient content, the portion size of the food and food wastageshould be
audited annually.
The
nutrient sufficiency of a menu should be documentedalready at the
viii.
The
Clinical
Nutrition Service/Department,the Nutritional
stage.
planning
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SteeringCommittee, or the Nutritional Support Team or an adequatelyqualified
be
person, should given the responsibility for ensuringthat the menu reflects
nutritional standards.
ix. A databaseon nutrient content of meals/menusand portion sizes should be
establishedin each food service departmentto be made available for the purposeof
assessingnutritional adequacyof menusand monitoring of patients' food intake.
x. Researchshould be conductedto generatemore reliable data on nutrient losses
with different food service systems.
4.2 Meal pattern
i. Serving hours should be reviewed to ensurethat there is sufficient time between
eachmeal to allow for in-between snacksin the morning, afternoon and late evening.
ii. Mealtimes should be spreadout to cover most of the hours spent awake.
iii. Interruption of patients' meal times by ward rounds, teaching and diagnostic
proceduresshould be minimised.
iv. Snacksand nourishing drinks betweenmeals should be offered when appropriate
be
and available on every ward.
involvement
The
v.
of relatives in serving meals to patients should be encouraged,
when appropriate.
vi. The use of sip feedings should be properly targetedand a protocol for the
distribution and supervision of sip feeds should be developedand implemented.
4.3 Monitoring of food intake
i. The personnelon the wards should be trained in how to monitor food intake.
ii. The food intake of patients should be noted by meansof a semiquantitative
system.
iii. Tray collection should be supervisedclosely to enablemonitoring of patients'
food intake.
iv. The level of food intake should be used to assessthe patients' need for nutritional
support.
food
intake
The
v.
of patients at nutritional risk and receiving nutritional support
be
should registeredby meansof dietary records.
from
Information
the kitchen and the menu nutrient databaseregarding portion
vi.
size and energy content of hospital food should be available to aid ward personnelin
the monitoring of patients' food intake.
vii. The information about patients' food intake should be usedto develop
appropriate,target group specific menus.
Studies
be
should
viii.
undertakento develop and validate simple food recording
methods.
4.4 Informing and involving the patient

i. The positive role of nutrition as treatment should be made known to the public to
engender general awareness and support.

ii. On admission or before admission patients should be informed about the
importance of good nutrition for their successfultreatment.
iii. Adequate information in written and oral form should be given to patients
regarding available dishesand foods.
iv. Dishes should be describedaccurately so that patients have a reasonableidea of
what to expect.
information
Patients
should
v.
receive
regarding the nutrient composition of different
foods and drinks.
vi. Patients should receive help and guidance in ordering food by the ward staff.
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have
in
involved
be
Patients
their
some control over
meals and
planning
vii.
should
food selection.
viii. Patientsshould be able to receive a menu, which is in accordancewith their age,
religious, ethnic or cultural background.
ix. Methods to assesspatient satisfaction should be developed and implemented.
5. Health Economics
5.1 Cost-effectiveness and cost-benefit considerations
i. Calculations of cost-benefit and cost-effectivenessof nutritional support should
also be made at hospital level.
ii. Calculations of cost-benefit and cost-effectivenessof nutritional support should
involve expertsin health economics.
iii. When estimating the cost-benefit and cost-effectivenessthe choice of nutritional
support should be considered.
iv. When estimating the cost-benefit and cost-effectivenessof nutritional support,
include
functional
life
capability
and
satisfaction of patients.
outcomesshould
5.2 Food service and food wastage costs
i. The influence of food service practice on food wastageshould be examined.

ii. Flexibility with regard to the patient's menu choice and serving size should be
ensured.

iii. When assessingthe cost of different food preparation systems,the patient's
food
be
the
served
should
with
considered.
satisfaction
iv. The food budget should be valued as part of the budget spending on clinical
support and treatment services.

v. Hospital managersshould take into account the potential cost of complications and
hospital
due
to undernutrition when assessingthe cost of nutritional
stay
prolonged
care and support.
be
documented
feedings
food,
Steps
taken
to
reduce
should
sip
and
wastage
of
vi.
artificial nutrition products.
6. Definitions
Artificial nutritional support
Administration of specially formulated liquid nutrients through a tube directly
into the gut (enteral nutrition) or into a vein (parenteralnutrition).
Diets on medical indications
A prescribedallowance of food or nutrients provided via the oral route and
in
used the treatment of specific diseases,e.g. lipid lowering diet, diabetic
diet, and energy reduced diet.
Disease-related undernutrition
A stateof insufficient intake, utilisation or absorption of energy and nutrients
due to individual or systemic factors, which results in recent or rapid weight
loss and changein organ function, and is likely to be associatedwith a worse
outcome from the diseaseor the treatment. Undernourishedpatients can be
overweight or obeseaccording to their body mass index (BMI).
Energy and protein dense menu
A menu with a high nutrient density, due to use of food products with a high
fat and protein content.
Food service
A systemin which meals are produced and served for hospital patients, in a
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APPENDIX 2

Nutrition Guidelines for Hospital Catering (Department of Health, 1995)
Recommendations for minimum nutrition content.

18 grams per main meal

PROTEIN

ENERGY

1200-2500kcal range on menus
a minimum of 300kcal for eachmain meal
a minimum of 500kcal for an energy dense

choice
Lower fat options on the menu to contain:a maximum of 15g total fat for a main course
a maximum of 5g total fat for a pudding

FAT

No specific recommendation

SUGAR

No specific recommendation

SALT

VITAMIN

C

IRON

FOLIC ACID
DIETARY FIBRE NON-STARCH
POLYSACCARIDES

40mg per day
8.7mg per day for men aged 19 and above
14.8mgper day for women aged 19-50 years
8.7mg per day for women agedabove 50
200µg per day for men and women aged 19
ears and upwards.
12g per day

SP
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APPENDIX 3

Nutritional Risk Screening Tool as recommended by ESPEN (European Society
Nutrition).
Enteral
Parenteral
and
of

Nutritional Risk Screening (NRS 2062)
Table 1 Initial screening
No

Yes
I

Is BMI <20.5?

2

Has the patient lost weight within the last 3 months?

3

Has the patient had a reduced dietary intake in the last week?

4

Is the patient severelyill ? (e.g. in intensive therapy)

Yes: If the answeris 'Yes' to any question, the screeningin Table 2 is performed.
No: If the answeris 'No' to all questions,the patient is re-screenedat weeklyintervals. If the patient e.g. is scheduledfor a major operation,
a preventivenutritional care plan is consideredto avoid the associatedrisk status.

Table 2 Final screening

ý""ý
Impaired nutritional

Severity of disease (sm increase in re(luirements)

status

Absent
Score0

Normal nutritional status

Absent
Score0

Normal nutritional requirements

Mild Score1

Wt loss > 5% in 3 mths or Food intake
below 50-75% of normal requirement

Mild Score 1

Hip fractures Chronic patients,in
particular with acute complications:

Moderate Score2

Wt loss >5% in 2 mths or 111,11
18.520.5 + impaired generalcondition or
Food intake 25-60% of normal
requirement in precedingweek

Moderate Score2

Major abdominal surgery* Stroke*
Severepneumonia,hematologic
malignancy

SevereScore3

Wt loss > 5% in 1 mth (> 15% in 3
mths) or BMI <18.5 + impaired
generalcondition or Food intake 0-25%
of normal requirement in preceding
week in precedingweek.

SevereScore 3

Head injury' Bone marrow
transplantation' Intensivecare
patients (APACHE>10).

Score:

+

Score:

Age

if k70 years:add 1 to total scoreabove

- age"adjustedtotal score

in preceding week

cirrhosis% COPD'. Chronic
hemoobalysis, diabetes, oncology

,

-Total score

Score Z3: the patient is nutritionally at risk änd a nutritional careplan is initiated
Score <3: weekly rescreeningof the patient. If the patient e.g. is scheduledfor a major operation, a preventivenutritional care plan is consideredto avoid the
associatedrisk status.
NRS2002 is basedon an
interpre-tation of available
randomizedclinical trials.
*indicates that a trial directly
supports the categorizationof
patientswith that diagnosis.
Diagnosesshown in italfes are
basedon the prototypes given
below.
Nutritional risk is defined by the
present nutritional status and risk
of impairment of present status,
due to increased requirements
caused by stress metabolism of
the clinical condition.

A nutritional care plan is indicated in all
patients who am
(1) severelyundernourished(score-3),
or (2) severelyill (score-3), or (3)
moderately undernourished + mildly ill
(score 2+ 1), or (4) mildly
undernourished + moderately ill (score
1+2).

quirementis increased,but can be coveredby oral diet or supplementsin
most cases.
Score-2: a patient confined to bed due to illness, e.g. following major
abdominal surgery.Protein requirementis substantially increased,but can be
covered,although artificial feeding is requiredin many cases.
Score-3: a patient in intensivecare with assistedventilation etc. Protein
requirementis increasedand cannot be coveredevenby artificial feeding.
Protein breakdown and nitrogen loss can be significantly attenuated.

Prototypes for seyerity of disease
Score-1: a pailtnt with chronic disease,
admitted to hospital due to
complications. The patient is weak but
out of bed regularly. Protein re-

cý,

(Kondrupet al, 2003)
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APPENDIX 4

Patient Research Information Sheet

AQh
VIV,
tS`Z

Patient satisfaction with Hospital Food Service

INFORMATION

SHEET.

A study by Bournemouth University into hospital food service.
You are being invited to take part in a researchstudy. Before you decide, it is
important for you to understandwhy the researchis being done and what it will
involve. Pleasetake time to read the following information carefully and discussit
friends
and relatives.
with
WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY?
The aim of this study is to critically evaluatepatient satisfaction and experiencewith
hospital food service.

WHY HAVE I BEEN CHOSEN?
We are investigating patients admitted to Women's Health and the Orthopaedic
Wards.
DO I HAVE TO TAKE PART?
It is up to you decide whether or not to take part. If you do decide to take part you
form.
information
keep
If
be
be
to
to
this
sheet
and asked sign a consent
given
will
free
decide
to withdraw at any time and without giving a
to
take
still
part you are
you
This
will not affect the standardof care you receive.
reason.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO ME IF I TAKE PART?
A researchermay ask your opinion about the meal given to you in hospital. This is
becausewe would like to know how the hospital food service measuresup to your
it
like
to seeimproved. Some of the
you
would
expectationsand what part of

it
be
be
that
taped-so
can transcribedat a later date.
conversationmay
WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE DISADVANTAGES AND RISKS OF TAKING
PART?
There are no disadvantagesor risk in taking part in this study. It does not affect the
care you will receive when in hospital.
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WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE BENEFITS OF TAKING PART?
You will be helping in a study that will give the patient's opinion about hospital
food.
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THE RESEARCH STUDY STOPS?
The researchwill be written up as part of a degree.
WILL MY TAKING PART IN THIS BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL?
All information which is collected about you during the courseof the researchwill
be kept strictly confidential. The tapesare anonymous,and will not have any
details
on them
personal

WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO THE RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH STUDY?
The results will be written up as part of a PhD degreeand maybe published at a later
date.
WHO IS ORGANISING AND FUNDING THE RESEARCH?
This researchis funded by The Worshipful Company of Cooks ResearchCentre,
Bournemouth University.
WHO HAS REVIEWED THE STUDY?
The researchproject has been reviewed and approvedby the East Dorset Local
ResearchEthics Committee.
CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
If you have any queriespleasedon't hesitateto contact me:- Heather Hartwell,
Bournemouth University. Tel: 01202 595585

Many thanks for your help in this project, pleasekeep a copy of the information
sheetand signed consentform.
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Patient Consent Form

APPENDIX 5

EAlp

ý'/ýERSý

CONSENT FORM
Patient satisfaction with hospital food service

NAME OF RESEARCHER : Heather Hartwell

I.

I confirm that I have read and understoodthe information sheet for the above

El

study and have had the opportunity to ask questions.

2

I agreeto take part in the above study.

0

3

I understandthat I can withdraw at any time and without giving a reason.(This

r-I

)
the
standardof care you receive.
will not affect

Name of Participant

Date

Signature

Date

Signature

HeatherHartwell

Name of Persontaking
consent
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Sample Menu from the Case Study Hospital

APPENDIX 6A

In partnership with Bateman Catering

In partnership with Bateman Catering

MONDAY

Day Code 2

.

Hospital

Royal Bournemouth

Hospital

Royal Bournemouth

Day Code 2

MONDAY

Name

Name

Ward

Ward

Please put a tick Z in the box opposite your choice. If
Fx
in the box.
large
like
a
cross
a
portion put
you would

Please put a tick Q in the box opposite your choice. If
D
box.
In
the
like
large
put
a
cross
portion
you would
a

Evening9vleaC
following)

Lunch=
1Q
2Q

(Please choose one from the following)
D.HE
Chilled Orange Juice
...........
Home Made Cream of
D.HP.S
Celery Soup
........
.....
MAIN

-

COURSE

3Q
4Q
5Q
6Q
7Q
8Q
9Q

Boiled Rice
.:...............
Creamed Potatoes
...........

D.HP
D.HE.S

Q
SweetcomKemals
10
...........
Q
Garden Peas
11
...............
12 Q Mixed Salad ................

D.HE.S
D.HE.S
D.HE

-

13 "Q
14 Q
Q
15
Q
16

MAIN

-

3Q
4Q
5Q
6Q
7Q

HE = Healthy Eating, HP = High Protein & High Energy;
D= Diabetic, S= Soft () Brackets around coded menu
indicates products have been made suitable- for diets.
Light and Soft menus available on wards. Please ask sister.
Condiments on ward.

-

D.HE.E
D.HF

Creamed Potatoes ...........
Chipped Potatoes .............

8Q
9Q

D.HE
D.HE.E

10 Q Broad Beans ................
11 Q Sliced Leeks
...............
-

D.HP
(D)HP.S
D.HP.S
D.HE.HP.S

COURSE

(Please choose one from the following)
D.HP.S
Ham & MushroomVol Au Vent .....
D.HE
Corned Beef & Salad ...........
D.HP.S
Qoum Casserole
............
White Cream Cheese, Lettuce
D.HP.HE.,
& Chive Sandwich .........
Brown Cream Cheese, Lettuce
D.HP.HE.E
& Chive Sandwich .........

-

Sultana Sponge & Custard
........
Semolina Pudding
...........
Vanilla Ice Cream
............
Fresh Orange
............

D.HE.(HP)
D.HE.(HP)

Chilled Apple Juice
.........
Minestrone Soup ..........

1Q
2Q

-

(Please choose one from the following)
D.HP.S
Chicken Casserole
...........
D.HE.S
Potato and Cheese Bake........
D.HE
Smoked Mackerel & Salad
........
D.HP.S
White Egg Mayonnaise Roll
......
D.HP.S
Brown Egg Mayonnaise Roll
......

DESSERTS

(Pleasechooseone fromthe

12
13
14
15

Q
Q
Q
Q

DESSERTS

--

(D)(HE)(HP)E
Rhubarb Fool ..........
D.HP.S
Vanilla ice cream
............
D.HF
Cheddar Cheese and Biscuits ......
D.HE.HP.E
Fresh Banana
............

HE = Healthy Eating, HP = High Protein & High Energy
D= Diabetic, S= Soft, () Brackets around coded menc
indicates products have been made suitable for diets
Light and Soft menus available on wards. Please ask sister
Condiments on ward.
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APPENDIX 7

Meal Satisfaction Questionnaire (pre-meal)
Breakfast

Lunch

Supper

As part of a review of meal service at The Royal Bournemouth Hospital by Bournemouth University
be
we would mostgrateful ifyou could completethis questionnaire.
Thankyou.
Please circle the phrase which is most appropriate.

1. How do you rate your hunger now at this moment on a scale of (1) to (7)?
(1)

(2)

(3)

hungry
not

(4)

(5)

(6)

very
hungry

neither/
nor

at all

(7)

Comments

2. How much are you looking forward to your meal?

very
much

quite
a lot

fairly

neither

not
really

not
a lot

not
at all

Comments

3. How appealing do you think that the meal will be?
very
appealing

quite
appealing

fairly
appealing

neither

fairly
quite
very
unappealing unappealing unappealing

Comments

Thankyou for your time.

4. How tasty do you think the food will be?
very
tasty

fairly
tasty

quite
tasty

neither

fairly
tasteless

quite
tasteless

very
tasteless

fairly
dissatisfied

quite
dissatisfied

very
dissatisfied

Comments

5. How satisfied do you expect to be with your meal?
very
satisfied

quite
satisfied

fairly

neither

satisfied

Comments

6. Have you been admitted or visited anyone in hospital before?
Yes

No

Now, to help us classify your answers would you mind answering the following

Male/female

Age

questions?

Date ofAdmission-----------------

Thankyou for your time.

Meal Satisfaction Questionnaire (post-meal)

Supper

Lunch

Breakfast

As part of a review of meal service at The Royal Bournemouth Hospital by Bournemouth University
if
be
most
grateful
you could complete this questionnaire
we would

Pleasecircle the phrase which is most appropriate.
1. How do you rate your hunger now at this moment on a scale of (1) to (7)?

(2)

(1)

(3)

(4)

(6)

(5)

hungry
not
at all

neither/
nor

very
hungry

(7)

Comments

2. How well did the portion size match expectation?

quite
well

very
well

fairly
well

neither

fairly
poorly

quite
poorly

very
poorly

fairly
poor

quite
poor

very
poor

Comments

3. How would you rate the presentation of your meal?
quite
good

very
good

Co-

fairly
good

neither

t

Thankyou for your time.

4. How appealing was the meal?

very
appealing

quite
appealing

fairly
appealing

neither

fairly
very
quite
unappealing unappealing unappealing

Comments

5. Were the food items served at the correct temperature?
Yes

No

If `No' were cold items too warm or hot items too cold?
Please comment.

Comments

6. How tasty was your food?

very
tasty

quite
tasty

fairly
tasty

neither

fairly
tasteless

quite
tasteless

very
tasteless

neither

fairly
dissatisfied

quite
dissatisfied

very
dissatisfied

Comments

7. How satisfied were you with your meal?

very
satisfied

quite
satisfied

fairly
satisfied

Comments

8. How would you rate the overall standard of catering in this hospital?
Excellent

fairly
quite
very
good good good

neither

fairly quite very
poor poor poor

extremely
poor

Comments

Thankyou for your time.

Consumer Opinion Card

APPENDIX 8

FOOD ITEM: ----------------------------------------------------After you haveeatenthis item, pleaserate it on the following characteristics.SelectONE phrasethat
bestdescribesyour opinion of eachand crossthe numberbesideit.
Flavour

Temperature

Very Good Flavour 7
Good Flavour
6
Slightly Good Flavour 5
Neutral Flavour
4
Slightly Bad Flavour 3

Much Too Hot
Too Hot
Slightly Too Hot
JustRight
Slightly Too Cold

7
6
5
4
3

Too Cold
Much Too Cold

2 Bad Flavour
1 Very Bad Flavour

2
1

Portion Size

Texture

Much Too Big
7
Too Big
6
Slightly Too Big 5
Just Right
4
Slightly Too Small3

7
Very Bad Texture
6
Bad Texture
Slightly Bad Texture 5
4
Neutral Texture
Slightly Good Texture 3

Too Small
Much Too Small

Good Texture
Very Good Texture

2
1

What is your OVERALL OPINION of this item?
76
Very Good

Good

5
Slightly Good

43
Neutral

Slightly Bad

21
Bad

Very Bad

COMMENTS:

Now to help us classy your answerswould you mind answering thefollowing questionsaboutyourse

Male/Female

Age-----------

Date ofAdmission-----------

Thankyou for your time.

2
1

APPENDIX 9

The Protocol for Operational Analysis

Patient:

Meal Episode:

Length of Meal Episode:

Number of interruptions
Number of times staff empathisewith
(smile,
chat, aid eating, open
patients
packets)
Number of times patient interacts with
facilitation)
(social
other patients/visitors

Time taken to eat meal
Percentagetime taken in social
facilitation
Percentagetime taken with medical
during
meal episode
concerns
Notes:
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Comparison of mean energy intake between eating situations in a NHS hospital
By
pilot
study.
-a
H.J. HARTWELL and J.S.A. EDWARDS, The Worshipful Companyof Cooks Centrefor Culinary
Research,Bournemouth University, Talbot Campus,Poole, Dorset, BH12 5BB
Malnutrition has long been recognisedin hospitals with the resultant consequences.The eating
environment was acknowledged in the BAPEN report (Allison 1999) as a factor affecting food
consumption and that eating is a social activity, which may be enhancedif patients sit together. Food
servedin conducive surroundingsand in the company of others stimulates appetitesand increasesthe
enjoyment of the meal occasion. Past studieshave shown that subjectswill eat more sitting around a table
in a social situation than when isolated (Edelman et al 1986). As statedby Rozin (1996) `a social
.
demonstrated
by
in
increase
intake'.
been
both
humans,
food
has
This
to
animals
and
seems
presence,
DeCastro(1990) where it was reported that the number of people presentat a mealtime was positively
correlatedwith energy content of the meal consumed.
The aim of this study was to ascertainif the eating environment within a hospital influenced food
intake. Dietary data were collected for three consecutive24 hour periods from a Women's Health Unit
(n=13) in a NHS hospital. Patientswere all post-operative,ambulant and consumedtheir meal in
different locations. Furthermore every individual chosenfelt reassuredand was well convalesced.No
attempt was made to manipulate the situation.
Q
Q
Q

Group 1: Around a table
Group 2: Sitting by their bed
Group 3: Sitting in bed

Menu items were weighed before and after consumption, trays were collected and waste calculated.
Nutritional analysis was undertakenusing the Microdiet software program.
Results show a significant increase(p<0.05) in mean daily energy intake for the group sitting
around the table.
Group 1
Patientsat a table

S.D.

(n=4)

Age range
Mean daily intake (kcal)
Maximum (kcal)
Minimum (kcal)

36-62yrs
1632
2045
1104

Group 2
Patientsby the bed

S.D.

314
-

S.D.

(n=4)

(n=5)

60-86yrs
1348
1858
758

Group 3
Patientsin bed

336
-

49-89yrs
1363
1847
955

287
-

There were no significant differences in `avoidable' waste for all groups. Intakes of carbohydrate,fat and
intake
in
increase
in
Group
1.
The
for
lunch
of
time meal
carbohydrate
patients
protein were greater at the
Group 1 was significant (p<0.05) comparedto Group 2.
Primary indications from this researchshow that consuming meals in a social situation could
increaseenergy/macronutrient intake. These results support other researchin this field (DeCastro 1989)
to
in
to
technique
that
encourage
patients
which
with
eating company appearsa promising
and suggest
by
during
be
food
facilitation
the
Social
times
treatment.
creation of ambient
meal
as
promoted
could
use
dining areasaway from the noise and smells at ward level where patients can consume their meals. Even
if spaceis limited, patients should be encouragedto eat their meals around a table in a social context.
Allison S (1999) Hospital food as treatment,British Association for Parenteraland Enteral Nutrition, Maidenhead,
Berks, BAPEN
EdelmanB, Engell D, Bronstein P and Hirsch E (1986) Environmental effectson the intake of overweight and normal
weight men,Appetite 7,71-83
Rozin P (1996) The social-cultural context of eating and food choice, In Meiselman H Food choice, acceptanceand
consumption,B1ackieAcademic, London
DeCastroJM (1990) Socialfacilitation of duration and size but not rate of spontaneousmeal intake of humans,
Physiology and Behavior 47,1129-1135
DeCastroJM and DeCastroES (1989) Spontaneousmeal patterns of humans: influence of the presenceof other
people, American Journal of Clinical Nutrition 50,237-247
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Food is essentialfor life and the minimum any consumershouldexpectis
that it is safeto eat Infirm people,old peopleand childrenareparticularly
vulnerableto the effectsof food poisonin hencefood safetyis paramount
in hospitals,schoglsand residentialhomes. Good food hygieneis the use
of policies,practicesand proceduresdesignedto protect food from contarnination, prevent multiplication of bacteriaor ensurethe destructionof
disease-producing
micro-organisms(Barrie,1996).This canbe achievedby
correct storage,hygienicpreparation,thorough cooking and ensuringthat
high-risk foods are not kept in ambient conditions. High-risk foods are
defined as those most likely to be microbiologicallycontaminatedand/or
areintendedfor consumptionwithout further treatment The hospitalfood
servicesystemis consideredto be the most complicatedproductionprocess
within the hospitalitysector(Wilsoneta! 2000),lendingitself to the potential for numeroushygieneviolations. Food hygieneis thereforeof growing
concernin hospitals(Councilof Europe,2001).
In August 1984,355hospitalpatientsand 106 staff wereinvolvedin an
outbreakof food poisoningresultingin 19 deaths.The inquiry which followed identified cross-contamination
betweenraw and cookedfoods,poor
food preparationand storagefacilitieswhich in turn led to a completefailure by staff to follow the basicrules of food hygienepractice(DHSS,1986).
Mismanagementwas also identified as a contributory factor Partly.as a
was
fuelled
by
Crown
Immunity
media attention,
result of "this outbreak,
removedfrom Governmentpropertiesin February1987and hospitalsare
now inspectedby environmentalhealth officers (EHOs), as are all other
(Lomas,1988).
cateringestablishments
Somefood premisesare consideredto be more at risk due to.the very
nature of the population group that they serve.Hospitalsare classifiedas
inspection Rating CategoryA and as such are inspectedwith greaterfrequency,every six months comparedto every five yearsfor premisesthat
posethe leastrisk (Gillespieetai 2000). EHOs alsoconsiderthe numberof
customerslikely to be put at risk if there is a failure in food hygieneand
awarda `consumerat risk.' scoreaccordingly(Gillespieet al, 2000). Scores
rangefrom zero (veryfew at risk) to 15 (a substantialnumber at risk). An
additional score of 20 existsfor premisesserving vulnerablegroups (old
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Introduction
Abstract
The goal of any hospital caterer should be. to provide
food that meets nutritional requirements, satisfies the
patient, improves morale and is microbiologically safe.
Food distribution to hospital wards plays a critical role.
The aim of this study was to compare two hospital
food. service systems using parameters of food safety
and consumer opinion.
An NHS hospital was selected where food delivery
system
from
due
change
to a cafeteria
to
plated
a
was.
ý'.

'

trolley system.
Samples (50g) of dishes (n=27) considered. to be
high-risk were collected for three consecutive days from
breakfast, lunch and supper meals.. The samples were
a
from_
taken
pre ordered tray (similar to that of a
patient) in the plated system and from the trolley on the
ward in the cafeteria.system of meal delivery (approximately six months after its introduction).: Consumer
opinions cards (n=180) were distributed and interviews
also conducted.
Microbiologically, the quality of food items delivered
by both systems was satisfactory. However, concern
was raised with. the plated system, not for hot foods
cooling down but for chilled foods warming up and
being sustained in ambient conditions. Overall consumer satisfaction and experience was enhanced with
the trolley system. Food was hotter and generally per-.
ceived to be of a better quality. Satisfaction with cold
dessertswas not dependent on the delivery system.

Food is essential for life and the minimum any consumer should expect is
that it is safe to eat. Infirm people, old people and children are particularly
is
food
hence
food
paramount
safety
to
the
poisoning;
vulnerable
effects of
in hospitals, schools and residential homes. Good food hygiene is the use
of policies, practices and procedures designed to protect food from contamination, prevent multiplication of bacteria or ensure the destruction of
disease-producingmicro-organisms (Barrie, 1996). This can be achieved by
correct storage, hygienic preparation, thorough cooking and ensuring that
high-risk foods are not kept in ambient conditions. High-risk foods are
defined as those most likely to be microbiologically contaminated and/or
are intended for consumption without further treatment The hospital food
service system is considered to be the most complicated production process
within the hospitality sector (Wilson et al, 2000), lending itself to the potential for numerous hygiene violations. Food hygiene is therefore of growing
concern in hospitals (Council of Europe, 2001).
In August 1984,355 hospital patients and 106 staff were involved in an
outbreak of food poisoning resulting in 19 deaths. The inquiry which followed identified cross-contamination between raw and cooked foods, poor
food preparation and storage facilities which in turn led to a complete failure by staff to follow the basic rules of food hygiene practice (DHSS, 1986).
Mismanagement was also identified as a contributory factor. Partly as a
result of this outbreak, fuelled by media attention, Crown Immunity was
removed from Government properties in February 1987 and hospitals are
now inspected by environmental health officers (EHOs), as are all other
catering establishments (Lomas, 1988).
Some food premises are considered to be more at risk due to the very
nature of the population group that they serve. Hospitals are classified as
`Inspection Rating Category A' and as such are inspected with greater frequency, every six months compared to every five years for premises that
pose the least risk (Gillespie etal, 2000). EHOs also consider the number of
customers likely to be put at risk if there is a failure in food hygiene and
award a `consumer at risk' score accordingly (Gillespie et al, 2000). Scores
range from zero (very few at risk) to 15 (a substantial number at risk). An
additional score of 20 exists for premises serving vulnerable groups (old
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people,sickpeopleand youngchildren).
Patients'rightto haveconfidencein hosby
is
the National
endorsed
pital catering
Health Service,'Foodsend in bospita&
should
bypatien4
beenjoyed
prosdegood
nutritionalatme
s fetoeat"(NHS, 1994).This is highbe
and
.
lightedasthe majorityof patients(90%)rely
food
for
hospital
their nutritional intake
on
(Ellaeta1,1998).The hospitalcaterertherefore hasa duty to producepalatable,attractive, nutritious food, free from contamination (Barrie,1996). However,they areoften
thwartedin this goal by antiquatedproduction equipment and strict food costings
(fGppsandMiddleton, 1990).
The budget for hospital food varies
betweenTrusts but rangesfrom L1.60 to
£'2.40per person per day (Allison, 1999).
The sitingof hospitalwardsat considerable
distancesfrom the kitchen establishesthe
possibility of delaysbetweenproduction,
delivery,service and consumption (Kipps
1990).This stretched,conMiddleton,
and
tinuqus and staggeredfood cycle can have
food,
the
on
quality
of
effects
negative
securingthe needfor a strict and systematic
method ofmonitoring potential food hazards(Wilsonetas 1997).
All food in the UK must cdmply with
the Food SafetyAct 1990. This Act applies
to food from plough to plate and is supported by regulations,codesof practiceand
Industry Guides. The Food Safety (Temperäture Control) Regulations1995 place
stringentrequirementson temperaturecontrol during receipt,storage,processingand
.
distribution of food. High-risk foods
should be kept at 63°C and above or 8°C
and below [Food Safety(TemperatureControi) Regulations1995].Although this might
be strictly adhered to within the kitchen
environment,food in transit, and often as
served to the patient, falls below this
requirement(Allison,1999;Kelly, 1999).
Temperatureof hot food is an areaof
patient dissatisfactionand a regular cause
for complaint (ACHCEW,1997;O'Hara et
1997;
Rush
and Moloney,1998). In the
aI
USA where the platedmeal systemis used,
approximately28% of all patients are dissatisfiedwith the temperatureof hot food
items and approximately25% are dissatisfied with the temperatureof cold food
items (Gregoire,1994).
Food that should be hot is sometimes
too cold and congealedby the time it is

served,and converselycold food such as
ice-creammay havemelted. This raisesthe
question of food safety being compromised,particularlywhen the client baseis a
vulnerablegroup. In hospitals,the arrangements for food preparation, distribution
and service should deliver safe food of
defined standardsin terms of nutritional
quality,balance,palatabilityand temperature
(Davisand Bristow,1999).
There is strong statisticalevidencethat
the incidenceof food poisoningcausedby
caterersis greater that, in any other food
sector,accountingfor 70% of all bacterial
food poisoning outbreaks (Wilson et al,
,
1997).Seventyper cent of thesefood poisoningoutbreaksare due to the inadequate
time andtemperaturecontrol of food,while
the remaining30% are the result of crosscontamination.However,cross-contamination is greater in the kitchens of cafes,
restaurants and hotels than those of
schools,hospitalsand staff canteens(rebbut, 1984).
In the UK, between1993and 1998,2%
of all foodbome diseaseoutbreaksoccurred
in hospitals. This comparesto the rest of
Europe where figuresrange from 4.9% in
Germany to 0.8% in Spain (WHO, 2001).
Although thesestatisticsarelow in comparisonwith caterersasa whole,theremust still
be an elementof concern. The topic is of
particular significancein the UK sincethe
Food Standards Agency announced a
benchmark for food poisoning reduction
and has indicateda targetof a 20% cut in
the number of casesof food-borne illness
by 2006 (Food StandardsAgency,2001a).
In 2000, there were 86,616 statutory
notifications of food poisoning However,
this is probablyonly the tip of the icebergas
so many casesgo unreported,the true figure is probably 4.5 million (Food Standards
Agency, 2001b). Food poisoning is preventableand costsmillions of poundseach
year in avoidablehealthcare. Food safety
enforcement statistics in the UK have
revealed that half of inspected catering
premisesviolated food hygieneregulations,
and as such is high on the Government's
agenda(Food StandardsAgency,2001c).
The serviceand consumption of food
and beveragesbreaksthe monotony of a
long, unexcitingdayand could be an important component in the improvement of
patient morale. Reilly et al (1987) suggest

that the `mealexperience'is an essentialelement within the scopeof patient recovery
hospiin
length
the
of stay
and canreflect
tal. In a surveyconductedof 192acutecare
trusts regardingmethodsof food production, deliveryand serviceof meals(Hwang
Li Jen eta1 1999),hospitalcaterersseemto
havesplit opinionswith zespectto bulk and
platedservicemethods.
Severalthought that bulk servicecould
increasethe quality of food, the inter-personal aspects of the food service and
patients'satisfaction.However,others felt,
alternatively,that platedmeal*servicecould
ensurequalitypresentationand bestservice.
There appearsto be a divergenceof
food
hospital
servicewith
opinionregarding
very little systematicevaluationof the main
cateringsystems(Wilsonetal, 2000).
The aim of this researchwas to critically
comparetwo hospitalfood servicesystems
using parametersof food safetyand consumeropinion.
food service systems
Therearea numberof food production systemsavailablefor usein cateringoperations,
including cook and serve,cook-freezeand
sousvide (cook-chill)..In this studya.traditional cook and serve systemis employed
with ingredients being bought in, 'stored,
preparedand cookedon site. Distribution
Hospital

of meals can use either a plated meal or
cafeteriameal system.

Platedmealsystem
In this system(Figure1) food is orderedby
patientsup to 24 hours in advance.Meals
are then assembledjust prior to being
required. This is achievedusing a conveyor
belt with caterersstandingeither side serving the appropriateportions onto platesand
tray in accordancewith the patient'sorder.
Thesetraysarethen stackedinto pre-heated
cabinets,with cold dishesbeing placedinto
a separateambient compartment, before
deliveryto the hospitalward.
When the' meals are required, hot and*
cold dishes are reassembledand the tray,
now containingthe soup,main courseand
ifdessert,
ordered, is servedto the
cold
patient by health care assistantsor nursing
staff.

Cafeteriatrolleysystem
This is a more flexible styleof food service
as meal selectionis made at the point of
consumption. Dishes are loaded,in bulk,.
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.....................................................
due
but
to change subsequently to
was
vice
The
hostess
trolley
system.
ratiocafeteria
:i
for
latter
decision
behind
this
was
econale

ýi

Plated system of food delivery

nomic reasons as the plated cabinets were
ten years old and in need of replacement.
Fthical approval from the appropriate Trust
for
this study.
as sought and gained
%v,
Data were collected from two wards Women's Health and Orthopaedic - chosen
partly becausefood was last to be assembled
delivered
and therefore provided a
:und
because
partly
scenario,
and
case
worst
patients were capable of independent critical judgement and are highly censorious
(evidenced by past surveys conducted by
the caterers).The study included only those
patients consuming a `normal' diet provided
by the kitchen and did not include those on
high-energy, high-protein or therapeutic
diets.

Food samples
Samples (50g) from dishes (n=27) considfrom
be
high-risk
to
collected
were
ered
into a preheated trolley There is also a
chilled compartment for the storage of salads,dessertsand other cold items (Figure 2).
The trolleys are transported to the ward

tation and ensure that food on display is
kept hot. Patients order their meal at the
point of service with portion sizes being
varied in accordance with the patient's

breakfast, lunch and supper meals. Highdefined
dishes
were
as those of high
risk
protein content and therefore most likely to
be microbiologically contaminated. These
were taken from a pre-ordered tray (similar
to that of a patient) in the plated system and

where they are again plugged into an electri-

appetite.

cal socket.
When required for service, they can be

Methodologyand data
collection

then from the trolley on the ward in the
cafeteria system of meal delivery (approxi-

wheeled near to the patient and overhead
gantry lights nirnol (m to impnwe presen

An NHS hospital was selected where the
t, ünj distrihurinn was through a plated ser-

mately six months after its introduction) for
a period of three consecutive days in each
Temperatures
of food were recorded
case.
at the final stage of preparation and immediately prior to consumption. The time

Trolley system of food delivery

taken for the food to reach the patient was
also recorded.
Once taken, samples were immediately
placed in a refrigerated container containing
a Kane-May temperature probe (I<M22,
accuracy ± 0.2°C) and kept at chilled temperatures, 5°C for approximately 30 minutes, until transferred to the laboratory for
testing. Samples of 20g were used for food
analysis with the remainder stored under
refrigerated conditions in caseresults needbe
to
replicated.
ed
Food microbiology was based on enumeration methods (i.e. colony counts)' using
plates of nutrient agar (aerobic and anaerobic) incubated at 37°C ± 1°C for 24 hours
and 48 hours, together with Chromocult
coliform agar (for ease of identification of
Eschenchiacoli and accuracy of coliform
for
24
incubated
±
1°C
37°C
count)
at
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Dataanalysis.
Standardstatisticaltestswere appliedto the
datausing appropriateproceduresin SPS&
Frequencies,one-wayANOVA and then
subsequentpaired t-tests were conducted
betweenmatchedcore food items to deterbetween
differences
the
significant
mine
(p=0.05)
Statistical
was
significänce
means.
usedfor all tests.

t,; Mean core temperature of high-risk foods served at supper for three days
' "by the plated system of food delivery
Temperature

Temperature

Food" ",

.
on plate as served (°C)

on the belt ('C)
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Temperature

_s1.

hours. Samplesof high-risk food were
Stomacher
into
a
sterile
weighedaseptically
baganddiluent (0.1%peptonewater)added
to give a 10' dilution. Sampleswere then
homogenisedfor 60 secondsusinga Stomliquor
1
4000,
the
resultant
ml
of
and
acher
Duplicate
test
the
plates.
plates
pouredonto
Spiral
System
(Spiral
a
prepared
using
were
SpiralPlater,modelD). After incuSystems,
bation, coloniesappearedalongthe lines of
the spiral The bacterialdensitywasdeterminedby countingthe colonieson a countdividing
this
the
plate
of
and
portion
able
number by the volume of the samplecontainedwithin the areacounted. Platecounts
for total aerobicand anaerobicorganisms
were performed after 24 and 48 hours
together with total coliform plate count
after 24 hours.

Xo'" a, ..

f
:
i :-r: .'' .1

« i",

Consumeropinion
In order to determinepatients'satisfaction
with the temperatureand quality of food
served,consumeropinion cards(Cardelloet
as 1984)weredistributed(n=180)andinterviewsconductedwhich concentratedon the
quality indicators of core foods (temperature, flavour,portion size,textureand overall opinion). Core foods selectedwere carrots, broccoli, minced beef dish, poached
fish dish, creamedpotato and trifle. These
itemswerechosenastheyappearedon both
the plateand trolley menu;somewerehighrisk Patientswere askedto complete the
opinion cardsonce they had receivedtheir
trayswhile consumingtheir meal.Anonymity of responseswas guaranteed to all
in
respondents order to ensurevalid judgementsand candidcomments.

The temperaturesof hot food items on the
Safety
belt
Food
the
within
were
conveyor
(TemperatureControl) Regulations 1995.
Table 1 givesthe temperatureson the belt
and on the plate as served for high-risk
foods served at supper All hot foods
including high-riskwere between70°C and
80°C. However, although the hot food
items were at an acceptabletemperature
hot
being
they
not
plated,
were
while
enoughwhen actuallyservedto the patients.
Nicrobiologically,no cooked items had
total viablecountsgreaterthan 1x102cfu g'
370
incubation
at
and
anaerobic
afteraerobic
C for 48 hours. Similarlythe coliform count
for
2000).
(PHIS,
concern
grounds
gaveno
However,higher countswere noted on the
The
fruit trifle had an aerobic'
chilledfoods.
count of 6.8x102
cfu g' and an anaercolony
du
Salmon
3.4x102
g1.
count
of
obic colony
in
trend
the
same
also#showed
sandwiches
in
the
egg
an egg salad
platenumbers,whilst
showeda readingof 20x102cfu g' total coliforms after24 hoursincubation. However,
indicator
for
faecal
B.
(an
contaminacol
no
tiön) wasobserved

Cafeteriatrolleysystem
'Mean ,'core temperatureeof high'-risk foods served at supper for three days`by the trolley system' of food delivery
Food '

at trolley start (°C)

=

..

Temperature

beef.
rMincedpotato;
" Jacket

Macaronicheese
..
Sausage".
-.'--'Carrots'
Pork cutlet =
Ricepudding'

Temperature "
at trolley finish (°C)

68.0

66.0
66.1

65.0.

620

63.0.

582
50.0

64.0

59.7

73.0 '
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69.0

Temperature
difference (°C)
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-1.9
-3.0
-. 8
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58.0'.

-4 3
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-152 ".
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Ice-cream

-3.2 "_'

-32':

Chilledmousse

-4.1.

Minestronesoup
ti

Fishfingers-

73:2..

.,

-0

-

With the advantageof the overheadheating
facility dishes are kept hot even when.
opened and remain so as the nurses
foods
the
therefore
ward;
progressaround
Table
hotter
in
as
summarised
aregenerally
2. However, some dissipationof heat was
found from foods suchassoupswith a large
surfacearea,and most disheswere registering a temperatureof below 63°Cby the time
'
completed.
servicewas
Microbiologically, all foods, both hot
had
negligible amounts of
chilled,
and
du
<20
g' for aerobi; anaerobic
growth
E.
.
No
colawas
and coliforms organisms.
observed.

Consumeropinion
Analysisof varianceshowedan overall sig-
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This tableillustratessignificantdifferencesof the two food servicesystems,betweencorefoodsand their attributes

nificant effect of temperaturefor the beef
and fish dish. Further investigationrevealed
that thesedisheswere significantlyhotter
by
served the trolley system,assummarised
in Table3.
However,it was observedthat the vegin
the gastronome
out
spread
etableswere
dissipating
heat,
trolley,
the
mirroron
pan
ing the situationfound on a plate.
Texture was significantryenhancedby
the trolley systemof food delivery. Overall
opinion of the patients revealedthat the
mashedpotato,beef and fish dish benefited
by choice at the point of consumption.
Therewasno conclusiveevidenceregarding
portion sizeor flavour,and satisfactionwith
cold dessertssuchastrifles wasfound not to
be dependenton the deliverysystem.

Discussion
Platedmealsystem
Microbiologically,the quality of food items
both
systemswassatisfactory.Howevwith
er, it wasnoted that with the plated system
of food delivery,there was causefor concem, not for the hot foods cooling down,
but for the chilled foods warming up and
this ambienttemperaturebeing sustained.
Cold dessertsand salads,where they
were left in the kitchen for the duration of
the belt run in the plated service system
(approximatelyone hour), reachedtemperaturesin excessof the recommendations.A
boiled eggfor an egg saladwasnoted to be
17.8 This was alsobecauseonce a ward
food order had been `plated'the trayswere
stored in a preheated cabinet with the
chilled foods in an ambient compartment,
awaitinga kitchen porter for delivery. In
some instanceschilled food was at room
temperaturein excessof two hours.
240

Within the Food Safety (Temperature
Control) Regulations,1995, there is some
flexibility (tolerances)where food normally
requiring temperaturecontrol may be kept
above8°Cfor a singleperiod of up to four
hours. However,when dealingwith a vulnerable group, extreme care should be
taken. Dessertscontainingcreamand other
high-riskingredients,suchasthe fruit trifle,
arepotentiallyrisky and accountfor 11%of
food poisoning casesnoted in the UK
(Food StandardsAgency,2001d). In other
Europeancountriesthis figurecan be higher, for example, in Germany, there are
293% of foodbome disease outbreaks
attributable to cakes,puddings and icecream(WHO, 2001).
There was also an unsatisfactorycoliform result identified on the hard-boiled
eggin a saladdeliveredby the platedsystem.
Although plate counts were within food
safety guidelines (PHLS, 2000) and the
foods passedas acceptablemicrobiological
is
there
somecausefor concern,parquality,
ticularlywhen dealingwith hospitalpatients.
The contamination could only. have
come from eitherpoor personalhygieneof
the food handler or cross-contamination
from food preparationsurfaces,
indicatinga
general lack of hygiene. Growth would
have then been encouragedby holding the
food at ambienttemperaturesfor an excessivelength of time.
The temperatureof the preheatedhot
cabinetfor the platedsystemreached118°C.
However, due to the antiquatednature of
the hardwareandthe time takento arriveon
the wards,heatwas dissipatedquite quickly.
Cabinetswere registeringtemperaturesof
88°C after a journey which in some
instancestook up to 30 minutes. Spot

checkson the food were not made inside
the cabinetbut temperaturesof disheson
the belt were within Food HygieneRegulations; however,as deliveredto the patient
temperatureswereaslow as39'C.
On the ward,nursesor healthcareassistants,when free,would deliver the trays to
the patients. Quite often meal times were
delayeddue to ward rounds and medical
emergencies.Thereforethe temperatureof
food deliveredto the patient was lessthan
satisfactory. Seventy-nine per cent of
patients stated that food items were not
served at the correct temperatureby the
plated systemof delivery. The recurring
theme from respondentswas that the vegice-cream
the
too
cold
and
etableswere
`mushy'. Other commentsincluded:
it's coldandI
`Everytimeit (thefood)comes
donflike thelookof it ontheplat"
I wish
Anythingcoldit at momtemperature;
thattheice-ream
couldbesolid"
`Havingthepuddingwith themainmealmeans
that if it is bot,thepuddingis thencoldby thetime
you eatit "

"
"Coldcarmtrandbroccoli
ugh!
Stepshad been takenby the caterersto
rectify this situation by, for example,
putting the ice-creamin insulatedbeakers.
Unfortunately, due to the length of delivery time from belt to patient, the ice-cream
still melted.
The food is only kept hot with varying
degreesof successand for a relativelyshort
time asit is not possiblefor the cabinetsto
be pluggedinto an electricalpoint when on
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the ward. Temperaturesthereforeare very
much dependenton the integrity of the
`hot'cabinets.

temperature of food which influences
acceptance.Overallpleasantness
of a food
item has been found to correlatestrongly
with the appropriatenessof temperature.
Cafeteriatrolley system
Foods
served at unfamiliar temperatures
hostess
In the"cafeteriatrolley system,the
be
(Cardelloand Maller,1982;
may
rejected
is
before
being
in
loaded
in
trolley plugged
Ryynanen
20Q1).
et
al,
the Idtchen,and remainsso until collected
by a porter for delivery to the ward. The Conclusion
temperatureintegrity of the food is there- Consumers
are concernedwith food safety
fore easierto maintain particularlyas the
and less than half of the population are
trolley, arriving on the ward, is again
confident about current food safetymeapluggedin.
(Food StandardsAgency,2001e).
sures
Eighty-sixper cent of patientsservedby
The NHS is a significant provider of
delivery
trolley
of
service
method
the
catering servicesand .some Trusts have a
thought the food items wereof the correct policyof keeping50
high-riskfoods
g
of
all
temperaturecomparedto 21% servedby for 72 hours
so that they are availablefor
from
Comments
patients
system.
the plate
culturein the eventof a complaintor illness
alsoreflectedthis greatersatisfaction:
(Barrie, 1996). For quality benchmarking
purposes,other Trusts send`ghostmeals'to
I comider
thequasv of mealsto beteggood
the wards and check for sensorysatisfachas
be
d
in
it
to
the
zbicb
onr
sei
consideringcunt
tiozi. Whilst hospital outbreaks are most
One
dealt
important
factorI
the
with.
and numberr
commonly due to agentstransmittedfrom
find in enjoying
themealis being
abletoseetheGelee person to person,
a proportion are foodlionbefore
.
makinga cboicx
borne and as such should be preventable.
(Advisory Committeeon the Microbiologi'Ti is muchnicerto beabletoseethefoodauilcal Safetyof Food, 2000).
"
before
choosing.
able
Generally caterers are positive about
food safety issues.However, doubts have
`7fnd it app
to notknowwbatIamget- been
raisedabout the ability of caterersto
Ing andsmellthefoodonarriuaP"
transferpositiveattitudesinto action (Coleman and Griffith, 2001).
ITa&ys lookforwardwitha can amountof
In the hospitalunder study,a pro-forma
thoirx
is
the
uviedandquantitya&
anA*4tion:
hazardanalysiswasin place,and all catering
"
quaA-,
staff had undergone some level of food
hygienetraining with managementholding
`Therenearsuffzdent
choice
and morethan advancedcertificates. Food temperatures
I havebeen
bothpleated
enough.
andsa d"
duringproduction and on the belt wereroutinely monitored. However, once food
However,it wasalsoobservedthat there leaves
the confines of the kitchen, food
could be a disadvantagewith this system safetyis out
of the control of the caterers.
unlessstrict guidelinesareissued,ason sev- A number of personnelare involved
and
eraloccasionsduring trolley delivery,nurses effectivecoordination
needsto be in place
wereaskedby patientsto emptybedpansor to ensurethat food is appropriately
conperform other medicaldutieswhilst serving trolled andmonitored throughoutthe distrifood They would roll up the greenapron bution
chain (Aston, 2000). Therefore, a
coveringtheir uniform, completethe med- deliverysystemthat can guaranteethe temical task and then continuewith the food
perature integrity of the product, hot or
serviceoperation;however,they did always chilled,must be an advantage.
washtheir hands.
Responsibilityfor serving food on the
Consumeropinion
wards remains with the registerednurse,
It is clearfrom this researchthat overallcon- althoughthis task can be delegated(United
sumersatisfactionand experience
wasmuch Kingdom Central Council for Nursing,
enhancedwhen there was choice at the Midwifery and Health V siting, 1997).
point of consumption. The food was hot- Accordingly, food hygienetraining should
ac
be
be
better
generally
ter and
perceivedto
ucial elementin all coursestrucqual- also
ity. Peoplehavestrong preferencesfor the tures designedfor nurses or health care

assistants.This is of particularsignificance
for anydefenceof duediligenceIn the hospital studied,nursesand health care assistants had receivedsomeinstruction regarding operating the trolley and maintaining
temperaturecontrol; however,to datethey
have not receivedany fgrmal food hygiene
training-a situationthat is soon to be rectified.
Thereis little publishedliteratureregarding food safetyandfood servicesystemsbut
evidencefrom this researchsuggeststhat
the cafeteriatrolley systemof deliveryhas
the potentialfor beingsafer Moreover,it is
the systemfavouredby patients.Satisfaction
is likely to lead to improved morale and a
speedierrecovery.
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ABSTRACT
Notational analysis is a tool used to describe a sequential history of
coded events and was used in this research to critically evaluate a food
service operation within a NHS hospital.
The research methodology involved collecting observational data during
in
an orthopaedic ward. The sample consisted of male (n=14)
mealtimes
and female (n=16) patients age range 65-84 years. Data were collected
two days post operation and consisted of structured observation for
breakfast, midday and evening meal episodes.
Social facilitation significantly peaked at the evening meal (p_<0.05)
mainly due to the number of visitors present. There was also a significant
difference between male and female patients. Furthermore a positive
both
between
length
mealtime
and
social
of
correlation was evident
facilitation and medical interruptions.
Empathy function was constant between meal episodes and between
both male and female patients.

1. INTRODUCTION
Historically, the use of notation in recording patterns of movement can
be traced back thousands of years to when the Egyptians developed a
crude form of dance notation (Hughes and Franks, 1997). Notational
analysis has since been traditionally used for coaching diagnosis in a
variety of sporting events including the British Women's Curling team who
won gold at the Winter Olympics 2002. It's emergence in the field of sport
was supported by evidence suggesting that subjective observations of
athletes were unreliable and inaccurate (Hughes and Franks, 1997),
detail was either missed, forgotten or misinterpreted. Research by Franks
and Miller (1986) identified that international-level soccer coaches could
only recollect 42% of the key factors during one match. Moreover,
School of Sport and Leisure Management
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studies into eyewitness recall further endorse the limitations of human
memory either by failure at the acquisition stage or by failure at the
retrieval stage (Loftus, 1979).
Notational analysis is a tool used to describe a sequential history of
coded events and was used in this research to critically evaluate a food
service operation within a NHS hospital. An objective assessment allows
managers to identify those occurrences that stand out as distinctive
features and enables a quantifiable comparison between situations. The
concept of systematic observation has been used extensively by
to
educators
gather data on the performance of teachers within a
training environment (Hughes and Franks, 1997). It allows a researcher to
to
a
protocol
observe, record and analyse fundamental elements
use
in determining
important
within an episode that are deemed
the
with
assumption that other observers using the same
effectiveness,
instrument would agree with the recorded data (Hughes and Franks,
1997).
Food service in hospitals is an essential part of patient care and a
fundamental factor in aiding recovery. However hospital food service is
considered the most complicated and fragmented process within the
hospitality sector with many interrelated factors impinging on the whole
(Wilson, 1997). A schematic representation is given in Figure 1.
Figure 1.
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Hospital Food Service Blueprint

Meal
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Plate wastage
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Simple/rapid reinforced by
multidisciplinary plan of
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expectations,satisfaction

Pre-plated
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Empathy
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f
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Timing

f

Wastage
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'Nil by
Mouth'

4m

Appropriate to
patient

Ordering
f Assistance
f Checked
f New
patients

(nutritionalintake,perceptions/

f

f

1

i

Service

Clarity/language
Choice

Medication
t

snacks

f
f

Distribution/transportation
Minimum delay to prevent
loss
and sensory
nutrient
deterioration.

4m

Preparation
f Cook-serve
f Cook-chill
f Cook-freeze

Resource:adapted from Edwardset al., 2000
Recently, there has been increasing concern over the high prevalence
of malnutrition among hospital patients and a growing Interest in the role
of food to improve clinical outcomes (Allison, 1999, Royal College of
Physicians, 2002). One of the major causes of undernutrition in institutions
is not the failure to provide food but to deliver it in a manner appropriate
to the particular patient (Allison, 1999). An important aspect of food
service is the 'situation' (atmosphere, style of operation, time and staff
attributes etc. ) (Meiselman, 1996). These aspects distinguish what would
School of Sport and Leisure Management
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be merely
occasion'.

a refuelling

exercise

and

make

food

intake

a 'meal

Food and meals in hospital are an essential ingredient of patient life and
break the monotony of what could be a long and uneventful day,
therefore as most patients are confined within the boundaries of the
ward, mealtimes can take on an inflated significance (Tomes and Chee
Peng, 1995).
Hospitalisation can be a socially isolating event and therefore person to
interaction
important,
having
is
to
a meal
as opposed
simply
person
'dropped off' (Lavecchia, 1998; Oyarzun, 2000; Folio 2002). Moreover,
intake
through
by
influence
expressed
staff can
positive attitudes
persuasive action or communication (Rozin and Tuorila, 1993).
Previous research has suggested that social facilitation (Hartwell and
Edwards, 2000) and server/patient empathy (de Raeve, 1994) could be
been
in
the
factors
has
It
patient
also
meal
experience.
crucial
interruptions
that
by
housekeeping
medical
staff
and
suggested
personnel could negatively effect food consumed as the best condition
during mealtime is that of peace and quiet (Deutekom, 1991).
The research design constitutes part of a wider study to evaluate food
service and was chosen to reflect the distinctive features of social
facilitation, empathy and the number of interruptions experienced by
patients during meal times in hospital. These interruptions were identified
as critical elements of food service performance pertinent within the
technique
Observation
was used as a supportive
analysis.
including
by
data
patient
acquired
other
methodologies
complementing
questionnaires and interviews.

2. METHODOLOGY
The research methodology involved collecting observational data during
meal times in an orthopaedic ward in a NHS hospital. This ward was
chosen as the patients had undergone elective surgery, either hip or
knee replacement, and therefore, post-operation could eat as normal
and none required assistance. The sample consisted of male (n=14) and
female (n=16) patients in the age range of 65-84 years. Data were
two days post operation and - consisted of structured
collected
observation for breakfast, midday and evening meal episodes. Patients
were situated in bays of six and an unobtrusive method of observation
was possible, as in this hospital there are glass panels between the
nursing station and patient. The researcher standing in the nursing station
could therefore monitor distinctive features such as interruptions,
activities and their timings, (using a stopwatch'), notating onto a predesigned form (Figure 2). Staff and patients were familiar with
1Philip-Harris ± 1.0000sec
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researchers, there was no interaction with informants and therefore
observer effects were minimal.
Figure 2. Protocol for Notational Analysis
Patient:

Meal Episode:

Length of Meal Episode:

Number of interruptions

Number of times staff empathisewith
(smile,
chat, aid eating, open
patients
packets)
Number of times patient interactswith other
facilitation)
(social
patients/visitors

Time taken to eat meal

Percentagetime taken in social facilitation

Percentagetime taken with medical concerns
during meal episode

Notes:

For this study, a meal episode was defined as starting at the time the
meal tray arrived to when it was collected, and the meal time calculated
when the patient started to eat until the cutlery was put down to signify
that the patient had finished. An interruption was defined as a medical
interruption such as visits by consultants, laboratory personnel or medical
professionals who disturbed the patient while consuming their meal.
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Social facilitation was characterised by social intercourse either with
other patients, visitors or the ward hostess. Lastly, empathy was
interpreted as the number of times medical and other staff smiled,
chatted, helped to open packets and generally nurtured the patient.
2.1 Data Analysis
Results were tabulated (Tables land 2) and analysed applying standard
statistical tests to the data using appropriate procedures in SPSS(Norusis
M. J. and SPSS®Inc 1993). Paired T-tests were conducted to determine
differences with significance (p<_0.05)being applied for all tests.
3. RESULTS

Resultsare summarised in Tables 1 and 2.
Table 1. Resultsof notational analysis for Male patients

Male
meal

Age range 65-84 years
Mean
meal
episode
lengths
(minutes)

Mean time
taken to eat
meal
(minutes)

30

23

2.0

2.0

0.0

10.9*

45

22

1.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

90

31

0.0

3.0

10.8*

0.0

Number of
interruptions

Number of
times staff
empathise
with patient

% of
mealtime
taken in
social

% of mealtime
taken in
medical
interruptions

facilitation

Breakfast

n=6
Lunch

n=4
Evening
Meal

n=4
ä mealepisode= time from whenfood wasdeliveredto bedandtray removed
* denotessignificantdifference(p:0.05)

From the results it can be seen that domestic staff were quite quick to
clear the trays at breakfast time. However, due to the change over of
staff at the evening meal, used trays were left in front of patients for
longer than was required. There was no social facilitation evident in
either male or female patients at breakfast time; however, this was the
period when the majority of ward rounds took place and therefore a
significant percentage of time was taken up with medical interruptions.
Social facilitation significantly peaked at the evening meal (p<_0.05)
mainly due to the number of visitors present. There was also a significant
School of Sport and Leisure Management
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difference between male and female patients. Furthermore a positive
both
length
between
social
of mealtime and
correlation was evident
facilitation and medical interruptions.
Empathy was constant between meal episodes and between both male
and female patients.
Table 2. Results of notational analysis for Female patients

Female
meal

Age range 66-84 years
Number of
interruptions

Number of
times staff
empathise
with patient

% of
mealtime
taken in
social
facilitation

% of mealtime
taken in
medical
interruptions

Mean
meal
episode
lengthö
(minutes)

Mean time
taken to eat
meal
(minutes)

34

27

1.0

1.0

0.0

5.5*

40

30

0.0

3.0

11.3*

0.0

60

38

0.0

2.0

19.8*

0.0

Breakfast
n=5
Lunch

n=6
Evening
Meal

n=5
ö meal episode= time from when food was delivered to bed and tray removed
* denotessignificant difference (p50.05)

4. DISCUSSION
Most patients (90%) depend on basic hospital food to optimise their
recovery (Elia, 1998) and therefore hospital food service is a crucial link
in the chain of treatment. However, constraints at ward level have been
identified as factors contributing to nutritional decline (Toraman, 2002).
The public's perception of healthcare food service is typically less than
favourable and for many people, patient fare falls just below that found
at motorway service stations (Hartwell and Edwards, 2003). Health care is
a service industry, and patients are becoming more discriminating about
service quality (DeLuco and Cremer, 1990). Based on the SERVQUAL
paradigm, Tomes and Chee Peng, (1995) identified a total of eight
dimensions of importance to patients, six relating to the intangibles of
hospital care and two covering the tangible aspects. These were namely
empathy/understanding,
relationship between patients and health care
staff, communications, reliability, courtesy, dignity, food and physical
environment.
A need to focus on the patient as the customer requires a fundamental
change in NHS culture (Carr, 1992; Bolton, 2002) and a move towards a
School of Sport and Leisure Management
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by
than
task-oriented
medical
attitudes
more patient-oriented rather
employees. Ward staff often find it difficult to balance medical and meal
requirements, and meals can 'interfere' with domestic medical routine
and take second place (Edwards and Nash, 1999).
It has been suggested that nutritional decline may be accelerated by
hospitalisation itself (Holmes, 1999). Patients can miss between 11 and 27
their
due
to
the
timing
investigations,
effects
of
of
clinical
meals
percent
for
interruptions
food
(Holmes,
1998).
Meal
illness
quality
or poor
of
therefore
be kept to a minimum, and measures
medical reasons should
taken to minimise disturbances. Patients wish to have a quiet and
undisturbed meal (Deutekom, 1991).
The eating environment has been acknowledged as a factor affecting
food consumption (Royal College of Physicians, 2002), food served in
by
friendly
Increases
the
surroundings
staff
approachable
conducive
they
intimated
the
Patients
have
meal occasion.
also
enjoyment of
hospital
to
their
like
to
feel
that
needs
staff are attentive
would
(Department of Health, 2000).
Nourishment or empathy may be offered in different ways, however past
has
identified
importance
the
of nurses' company at mealtimes
research
(Littlewood and Saeidi, 1994). Patients perceive and benefit from the
they
from
transfer
this
they
receive
support
staff;
moreover
emotional
'added value' to their satisfaction judgments (Belanger and Dube, 1996).
The application of notational analysis as a diagnostic tool to analyse and
instrument
for
is
hospital
However,
service
unique.
an
as
meal
quantify
history
there
is
it
be
of
wherever
used
a sequential
analysis,
can
distinctive features. If a 'performance' time frame can be split into
this
type of quantitative evaluation
events,
subsequent parts and coded
can be employed. The advantage of using such an objective process is
that it is not open to operator bias. Emotions and personal biases are
factors, which affect storage and retrieval of memory, and often
observers tend to remember highlights without the detail and minutiae
(Hughes and Franks, 1997). Furthermore, it can be non-invasive, all of
which helps to eliminate any errors or bias that might be introduced.
Notational analysis in this research has been applied in its basic form, by
hand and in 'real' time. For sporting performances there has been
increasing use of video and slow motion to give extensive and
comprehensive feedback to athletes. However, in a hospital setting or
other food service situation, it is imperative that the observer is discrete
and unobtrusive and does not become a disturbing activity by itself.

5. CONCLUSION
Feedback is of vital importance in any service situation not just for
management issues but also crucial in identifying training needs. As long
School of Sport and Leisure Management
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the
to
define
been
data
have
performance profile
collected
as enough
fully, meaningful interpretation can be made and measures taken to
improve practice.
There is a divergence of opinion regarding hospital food service and
there are a myriad of problems, however none are insurmountable. The
been
have
there
is
improving
food
hospital
many
and
quality of
initiatives to raise the profile and perception of this food sector. One such
latest Government plan is the use of celebrity chefs to design new menus
(Department
benchmarking
introduction
the
of
of patient-focused
and
Health, 2001).
However, perhaps hospital food service would benefit from changing to
food
A
focused.
than
focused
operation rather
product
a more customer
individual
the
delivers
the
that
needs of
reflects and
service system
distribution
the
is
by
the
that
than
style.
shaped
constraints of
one
rather
Mealtimes provide a welcome break and all efforts to make them
in
benefits
the
quality of patient experience.
produce
will
special
Notational analysis as an analytical tool does have a place in hospitality
to
improve
be
by
management
performance
used
and could
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It has beenrecognizedthat hospital food servicecould be improved with malnutrition
a target concern. The hypothesisof this study is that a food servicesystemthat enables
patients to seeand smell the food on offer and interact with the staff serving the meals
will result in better patient nutritional intake and increasedmeal satisfaction. Data
were collected from two wards, Women's Health and Orthopaedic (patients n= 31
in each study), over two 3-day consecutive periods. First, for a pre-ordered, plated

meal service; and second, 9 months later, for a trolley service offering choice at the
Food was weighed before and after the meal experience.
point of consumption.

Questionnaires were also administered and interviews were conducted with the
patients (n = 614) to evaluate patients' acceptability of both catering systems.Results
show that nutritional intake was not dependent on the catering systems and that
possibly in hospital, unlike other `eating out' situations, there are barriers to 'complete
nutrition'.

However, patient satisfaction was improved with the trolley system, where

93% of patients were satisfied compared to 76% with the plate system.This research
indicates that nutritionally, the method of meal delivery is immaterial but patients do
prefer choice at the point of consumption.

Introduction
Food service in hospitals is an essentialpart of patient
care and a fundamental factor in aiding recovery (Allison 1999; Jonkers et al. 2001). Food preparation, distribution and service should therefore deliver safe food
of defined standards in terms of nutritional quality,
balance,palatability and temperature (Davis & Bristow
1999).
However, food is not servedin isolation and an evaluation of the patient meal experience is one of the
crucial criteria to judge successof a service operation.
The National Health Service (NHS) serves approximately 220 million meals annually, 71 % of which are
produced by in-house catering departments (Audit
Commission 2001). In terms of expenditure, the NHS
*A shortened version of this paper was originally presented
at the Fourth International Conferenceon Culinary Arts and
Sciences(ICCAS 03) held at Orebro University, Sweden,2327 June 2003.
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is the third largest purchaser of catering servicesin the
UK and is only exceededby businessand industry, and
local authority education catering (National Health
Service 1994).
The financial constraints and close economic bounddo
hospital
aries of
catering,
not always permit the
provision of food or service that matches the expectations of patients. The budget for hospital food (excluding ancillary costs) varies between NHS Trusts (a Trust
but
large
hospital
be
generally incorporates
may
a single
but
hospitals
in
geographical
a group of
a
area)
ranges
from £1.50 to £4.00 per person per day. However,
patient satisfaction shows no relationship to the cost of
Commission
(Audit
2001).
a
service
providing such

Hospital food servicecan present especially complex
features compared with those met in most other large
establishments. This is because of the nature of the
disdifferent
to
the
coordinate
patient and
requirement
ciplines, with many interrelated factors impinging on
the whole (Wilson et al. 1997). These aspects include
the remotenessof kitchens from some wards, the need
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for hospitals to stay within tight cost limits and the fact
that the main impetus of this type of institution is in
healing not hospitality. The chief concern of medical
staff is for A, B, C (airway, breathing and circulation)
with D for digestion down the list of priorities.
Recently, there has been increasing concern over the
high prevalence of malnutrition among hospital
patients and a growing interest in the role of food to
improve clinical outcomes (Allison 1999; Royal College of Physicians2002). The problem is not just confined to the UK but is a phenomenon encountered
throughout hospitals in the Western world (Council of
Europe 2001).
Patients who are malnourished have lower resistance
to infections, delayed wound healing, generalized
functional
Any
capacity.
of these
and
reduced
weakness
impairments can impede recovery and cause serious
complications (Bankhead 1995). Malnutrition also has
depression
including
apathy and
psychological effects
that in turn lead to a loss of morale and the will to
recover (Beese 1997). Malnutrition therefore prolongs
for
high-dependency
increases
the
and
need
recovery
nursing care and ultimately promotes a reduced quality
for
(Council
Europe
2001).
life
patients
of
of

Production and meal distribution
There are three broad categories of catering system
utilized within the NHS, cook-serve, cook-chill or
cook-freeze, however, linked to this is the meal distribution system, which is equally important in the food
chain. To maintain nutrient content, temperature and
palatability, food should be distributed and served as
quickly as possible (Allison 1999).
Serving systemscan be categorizedfirstly as a plated
meal service, where meals are ordered in advance,and
secondly as a ward bulk trolley system where meals
may be ordered in advance or chosen at the point of
service.

Foodwastage
Hospital food, school meals and other institutional
catering share a reputation for `predictable awfulness'
and high food wastage (Bender 1984). Partly as a result
of this, the estimated cost of food wastageto the NHS
in the UK is £144 million annually (Allison 1999) or
10% of the food cost for each patient each day (Audit
Commission 2001). Food wastage can vary between
17% and 67% depending on the service system but
where wastage is high, patients are less likely to meet
their nutritional requirements (Edwards & Nash 1999;
Heffernan & Moloney 2000). Food waste can be seen
as an inverse measure of consumer acceptability and

hence a potential measure of food quality (Cardello
1982; Hong & Kirk 1995).

Patientsatisfaction
An important aspect of food service is the `situation'
(atmosphere, style of operation, time and staff
distinguish
1996).
These
(Meiselman
aspects
attributes)
what would be merely a refuelling exercise and make
food intake a `meal occasion'. Food is an essential
ingredient of patient life and breaks the monotony of
what could be a long and uneventful day. Therefore, as
boundaries
the
of the
most patients are confined within
ward, mealtimes can take on an inflated significance
(Tomes & Chee Peng 1995). Dependent people, as
patients are, can be sensitive to any experience of
hence
(de
1994)
Raeve
the concepts of
and
neglect
empathy and nurture are important. Hospitalization
be
can
a socially isolating event and therefore person
to person interaction is important as opposed to simply
having a meal 'dropped off' (Lavecchia 1998; Folio
has
2002).
Patient
et al.
satisfaction with meal service
been shown to be dependent on who delivers it. There
are higher ratings for food quality when dietary
employees deliver, conversely when nursing staff
deliver, care and concern receive a higher score (Gregoire 1995).

The hypothesis of this study is that a food service
systemthat enablespatients to see and smell the food
on offer and interact with the staff serving the meals
will result in better patient nutritional intake and
increased meal satisfaction. This will be reflected in a
resultant decrease in plate waste and, moreover,
encourageenhancednutritional intake.
An NHS hospital was identified in the south of
England where the plate systemof food delivery was in
place but where the bulk trolley systemwas soon to be
introduced. The hospital serves approximately 800
meals at each main meal using a 4-week menu cycle
and allowed £1.98 per patient per day (July 1999) for
food.

Methodology
The research methodology involved collecting patient
food consumption data from the `plated system' and
then from the `bulk trolley system' of meal delivery
(approximately 6 months after introduction) for a
period of 3 consecutivedays in each case at the same
time of year. Data were collected from two types of
wards, Women's Health (n = 20) and Orthopaedic
(n = 42) (total n= 62; age range 34-89 years).
Thesewards were chosenas the patients are capable
of independent critical judgement and are highly criti-
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cal (evidencedby past surveys conducted by the caterers), results then would have implications for the rest
of the hospital. Nutritional value of snacks was not
included in this research as the hospital food service
should be capable of providing for the nutritional
needs of all the patients. Only patients who had
ordered and had the opportunity to consume meals
over a period of 3 days were included, to give the
accuracy required.
At breakfast there was a choice of white or brown
bread, the option of fruit juice, porridge and cereal. For
lunch, the first course was characterized by 'homemade' soup or fruit juice. Main courses comprised
sandwiches, meats and vegetarian meals with starches
five
least
There
the
choices
and
side.
were
at
some
on
form of potato appeared every day with creamed
frequent
the
option. Milky puddings were
most
potato
offered at lunchtime and ice cream if required. For the
fruit
juice or soup were again offered,
evening meal,
however, this time, dried soup powder was used. There
were five choices of main course, including a vegetarian
option, followed by dessert, which could be a trifle/
mousselice cream or cheese and biscuits. A specimen
be
found
in
Appendix
I.
can
menu

Permission was sought and granted by the NHS
Trust Research Ethics Committee to conduct this
research.

Dataconfidentiality
Although subjectswere identified by gender ward, bay
bed
and
number, this was done purely as a means of
identifying patients in order to eliminate the likelihood
of data being transposed. A unique number was used
for data analysis.

Datacollection:plated mealsystem
Patients, nursesor ward clerks complete menu cards at
ward level the day prior to consumption. When meals
were assembled,a balance (Hanson Digital Scalesaccuracy ±4%) was placed on the patient's tray under the
plate on the conveyor belt, tared and each food
weighed as it was served onto the plate, a method that
is unlikely to influence the portion size served. Similar
portion sizes were used for both male and female
patients. Completed trays were then loaded into preheated trolleys, with cold items positioned in the ambient section. The trolleys were transported to the ward
where trays were taken to the patient's bedside by
health care assistants. Once the meal, or all that was
required had been consumed, trays were collected and
any remaining food weighed out of sight of the
patients.
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Datacollection: bulk trolley system
Food loaded onto the trolley was weighed, and once
food
the
complete
remaining was also
service was
but
in
did
Patients
chose
advance
not order
weighed.
freely the food and amount from the trolley (the menu
being consistent with the plate service). The weights of
individual food components served to the patients were
measured by placing a balance under the plate and
recording the weight of each food item. This had no
effect on the style or speed of service. Once patients
had finished their meals, any food remaining on the
plates and trays was weighed, again out of sight of the
patients.

Datacollection: patient satisfaction
orally by the
researcher were used to collect the perceptions and
expectations of patients on the quality of food served
by both plate and trolley system of delivery. An attitude-based approach using a Liken Scale was developed to determine what was important to the hospital
patient. A seven-point scale (7 = very good, 6= quite
good, 5= fairly good, 4= neither, 3= fairly poor,
2= quite poor, 1= very poor) was used for nine variables (choice, hunger, anticipation, portion size, presentation, appeal, temperature of food, taste, satisfaction)
and a nine-point scale used for the opinion of overall
standard of catering. The questionnaire was designed
to be used as the basis for a structured interview, with
the opportunity for comments if required. This was
administered before and after the meal in both plate
larger
for
trolley
a
sample(n = 614). The
and
systems
format and questions for the interviews were designed
to identify both strengths and weaknesses in the food
service systems. Anonymity of responses was guaranQuestionnaires/interviews

delivered

teed to all respondents in order to ensure valid judgements and candid comments.

The rigor of the methodology was ensured as the
for
electivesurgery.This meansthat
wards chosenwere
the patient profile generally remains static and the medical conditions are of a similar nature. Caterers and
menu choice were the same for both plate and trolley
systemsof delivery and therefore any change observed
foodservice
factor
because
be
the
of
of
would
system.

Data analysis
Nutritional analysis
Microdiet computer software was used to calculate the
nutritional content of the meals consumed by the
patients. This is a computer programme (Salford Uni-
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versity) that manipulates McCance and Widdowson's
The Composition of Foods (Holland et al. 1991) and
the current supplements.Someof the recommendations
for
Guidelines
Nutritional
Hospital
the
made within
Catering (Department of Health 1995), are per meal,
for example, fat, protein and energy,while the remaining recommendationsare per day. Therefore for consistency, thesenutrients have been calculated per day and
then compared against Committee on Medical Aspects
of Food Policy (COMA) dietary reference values
(Department of Health 1991) using a physical activity
level (PAL) of 1.4. Elmstahl et al. (1997) took PAL 1.33
for a study with geriatric patients and discussedthat
this might be too low. As the patients sampled were
ambulatory it was not considered necessary to go
below PAL 1.4.

Table 1 The demographiccharacteristicsof patients (n = 614)
included in the questionnaire survey*
Characteristic percentage

Gender
Female
Male
Age
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69

70-79

Plate system
of delivery

Trolley system
of delivery

59
41

59
41

3.6
4.6
4.3
10.9
22.8

3.6
2.6
5.9
16.5
26.1

39.7

30.4

13.9

14.9

10.3
17.9
23.3
47.8

16.2
15.2
9.2
59.4

analysis was confined to those nutrients
recommended for minimum nutrient content in the
Nutritional Guidelines for Hospital Catering (Department of Health 1995).

80-89
Length of stay
1 day
1-3 days
1 week
More than I week

Patientsatisfaction

*There were no significant differences between the sample
groups.

Nutrient

While the primary focus of the questionnaire was to
establish the parameters affecting overall perceived
food quality, it also allowed a direct comparison of the
attitude of an individual to the overall standard of
catering within the hospital and a comparison of the
two systems of delivery. Significance between the
responsesto both food service systemswas calculated
using two-sided paired t-tests. Statistical significanceat
P=0.05 was used for all tests.
Results
Demographic details of patients are summarized in
Table 1.

Nutrition
Nutritional intake for both systemsis summarized in
Table 2 and is similar for male and female patients.
Provision of energy, protein, iron, vitamin D and
folate were all below recommendations however, vitamin C was more than adequate and inline with the
guideline of 40 mg/day. There were no statistically significant differences between the nutrient content of the
food intakes from meals served with the two food
service systems.

Wastage
Historically, the bulk trolley food servicehas produced
more total wastage than a plate served system (Steele

& Delaney 1983) and results from this current research
confirm thesefindings (Table 3). Notwithstanding, plate
waste was significantly lesswith the bulk trolley service.

Patientsatisfaction
The results of the patient satisfaction questionnaire are
summarized in Table 4.
The expectations of patients did not vary significantly between the two food service systems and with
both systemsof delivery, the patients were more satisfied than overall they expected to be. However, patients
had feelings of higher anticipation with the trolley system of delivery (Table 4, question 1) with more significant differences in post consumption questions.
Evidence suggeststhat there is no significant difference
in the predicted appeal (Table 4, question 2) of the meal
from the two service systems. However, although
diminished by plate delivery, actual appeal was significantly enhanced by the trolley. Results indicate that
flavour
temperature,
and satisfaction
presentation,
higher
with the trolley syswere all rated significantly
tem of food service. This was also reflected in the
evaluation of the overall standard of catering that was
by
in
the
patients'
significantly enhanced
opinion
choice at the point of consumption (trolley service).
Ninety three percent of patients scored the overall standard of catering with a rating of five or higher with the
trolley food servicesystem compared to 76% with the
plate system.
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Table 2 Nutritional intake: comparison of plate and trolley systemsof food service delivery
Female agerange 34-89 years

Male age range 54-86 years

Nutrient
Energy (kcal)'

Energy (MJ)'

Protein (g)'
Fat (% energy)'

Recommended/
day

Plate system Trolley system Recommended/
day
(n = 8)
(n = 9)

50-59 years: 25501 1308 ± 299
60-64 years: 2380+
65-74 years: 2330+
75+ years: 2100r
5.5 ± 1.2
50-59 years 10.60+
60-64 years 9.931
65-74 years 9.701
75+ year 8.771
51 ± 15
533t
37
35

1184 ± 331

5.0 ± 1.4

50.3 ± 13.5
34

48

CHO (% energy)' SO

49

Vitamin C (mg)"
Vitamin D (µg)'
Iron (mg)"

40
65+ years: 10
8.7

78 ±42
1.4 ± 0.4
7.0 ±2.0

64 ± 29
2.0 ±0.6
7.3 ±2.5

Folate (µg)"

200

139±45

144±67

Plate system Trolley system
(n = 22)
(n = 23)

19-49 years: 1940+ 1309 ± 399
50-74 years: 1900+
75+ years: 18101

1134 ± 252

5.5 ± 1.7

4.8 ± 1.0

19-49 years 8.101
50-74 years 7.961
75+ years: 7.611
46.5t
35

48.3 ± 13
38

45.1 ± 13
37

50

48

47

40
65+ years: 10
19-50 years: 14.8
50+ years: 8.7
200

94 ± 68
1.8 ± 1.0
7.0 ±2.1

75 ±23
1.7 ± 0.7
7.4 ±2.4

153±49

145±47

*Recommendations from dietary reference values (Department of Health 1991).
from The Nutritional Guidelines for Hospital Catering (Department of Health 1995).
''Recommendations
tEstimated average requirement (EAR) with PAL = 1.4.

=Referencenutrient intake (RNI).
Table 3 Food wastageaccording to meal servicesystem(food
served but not eaten- avoidable waste)
Plate system of delivery waste
Plate
Belt

11.6%
None (any food
remaining goes

into staff restaurant)
Trolley system of delivery waste
Trolley
Plate

5.9%
20.5%

Discussion
It has been suggestedthat a 7-day weighed dietary
intake is necessaryto accurately assessan individual's
nutrient intake in the community (Bingham 1987). In
the environment of a busy general hospital this period
of time is unrealistic. Pearsonet al. 1982) recommend
a period of 3 days for energy and 4 days for vitamin C
assessment.Other studies have used periods of 48 h
(Mitchell 1999) and 3 days (Browne & Moloney
1998).
There has also been discussion regarding the inclusion of a weekend day (McGlone et al. 1997). However, unlike other scenarios, the hospital menu works
on a cycle and therefore is unlikely to vary at the
weekend. It is possible to estimate the amount of food
eaten using standard portions, however, this methodol-
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ogy is open to criticism and lacks accuracy (Davies
1993). McGlone (1997) states that a period of 3 to
4 days will give results sufficiently accurate for a nutritional assessmentof potential clinical value. It was
therefore decided to give the accuracy required in this
researchthat weighed intake for 3 days would be used.
There are mixed opinions among hospital catering
managersregarding the relative merits of plate or bulk
trolley service.Somethink that trolley service increases
the quality of food, the interpersonal aspects of the
food service and patients' satisfaction. Others feel that
plated meal service ensures quality presentation and
best service (Hwang Li-Jen et al. 1999; Mibey & Williams 2002).
A plated meal system does offer an efficient means
of food service at ward level, unfortunately although
the main weaknessof this type of food distribution is
h
have
24
to
their
that patients often
make
selection
before consumption and without the sensoryadvantage
long
food.
in
Menu
time
the
selection
a
of sight of
duplicate
and wasted trays
cause
missed,
advance can
(Bukowski 1998). In one study in the US an average
from
12.9%
the 6553 trays
was calculated
error rate of
studied, with error rates of 12.5%, 10.9% and 15.1%
for breakfast, lunch and dinner, respectively (Dowling
& Cotner 1988).
There was much criticism identified in this research
from patients regarding menu ordering with the plate
system.
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Table 4 Patient satisfaction rating by food servicesystems
Plate system
(n = 312)
Items
Before meal experience
1. How much are you looking forward to your meal?
2. How appealing do you think that the meal will be?
3. How tasty do you think the food will be?
4. How satisfieddo you expect to be with your meal?
After meal experience
S. How well did the portion size match expectation?
6. How would you rate the presentation of your meal?
7. How appealingwas the meal?
8. Were the food items servedat the correct temperature?
9. How tasty was your food?
10. How satisfiedwere you with your meal?
11. How happy were you with the choice available?
12. How would you rate the overall standard of catering in this hospital?

Trolley system
(n = 302)

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

P-value

4.51
4.81
4.8
5.01

1.62
1.18
1.28
1.26

4.91
4.77
4.87
5.11

1.51
1.33
1.28
1.25

0.002*
0.660
0.517
0.330

5.54
5.14
4.58
1.21

1.18
1.36
2.29
0.41

5.85
5.58
5.27
1.86

1.03
1.02
1.18
0.35

0.001*
0.000*
0.000*
0.000*

5.05

1.56

5.6

1.09

0.000*

5.10
5.14
5.85

1.52
1.20
1.98

5.72
5.03
6.75

1.08
1.55
1.35

0.000*
0.325
0.000*

*Denotes significant difference (P <0.05).

fairly
3=
fairly
4=
6=
5=
7=
tScoring system: questions 1-11, seven-point scale where
neither,
good,
quite good,
very good,
fairly
6=
7=
9=
8=
12,
quite good,
excellent,
very good,
nine-point scale where
poor, 2= quite poor, 1= very poor; question
2=
1=
fairly
3=
4=
5=
extremely poor.
poor,
poor,
very
quite
poor,
neither,
good,

This is not what I ordered.
The menu card was taken away too quickly.
I'm a new patient and haven't ordered.
Fifty percent of the patients on one ward during the
study did not have the opportunity to order their own
evening meal and 58% could not remember what they
had ordered. The former was becauseof a variety of
for
had
them,
ordered
reasonssuch as the ward clerk
they were a new patient or they had been absent when
the menu cards were collected. One of the problems
identified in the research, and maybe limited to this
hospital, was that it took 3 days for the menu system
to `catch up' with a new patient.
With the plated system,the main coursedid not come
be
latter
had
to
the
ordered
or
potatoes,
vegetables
with
separately. Patients' orders were not always checked
prior to being sent to the kitchen and meals, therefore,
could be sent to the ward with only the meat
component.
Dishesalso needto be describedaccurately,be unambiguous and descriptive (Cardello 1982). There were
difficulty
language
and interpretacomments regarding
tion of the printed menu.
Description on the menu does not fit reality.
I don't understand what a B.L. T. sandwich is.
In the trolley system,where the food is visible, there is
more opportunity for communication and clarification
of any dishes that are not instantly recognizable.

Positive attitudes expressed by staff can influence
intake either positively or negatively through persua1993).
Tuorila
&
(Rozin
sive action or communication
Belanger & Dube (1996) found that patients perceive
and benefit from the emotional support they receive
from staff. Moreover, they transfer this `added value'
in
demonstrated
judgements
this
as
to their satisfaction
research.

With the plate system food can arrive less than
attractively presentedon the plate with congealedgravy
disadvantages
Other
dry,
`curled
portions.
up' meat
or
of this method include impersonal patient service and
increased plate wastage (Edwards & Nash 1999).
Moreover, for a new patient faced with a meal prebe
different
by
patient, no alternative may
a
ordered
`additional'
It
that
servings are
observed
was
available.
larger
and
portions are not
not usually obtainable
always provided, even when ordered.
Plating food before arrival on the ward reduces the
likelihood of the nurses' involvement in any aspect of
break
lunch
often
signals
a
the patients' mealtimes and
for the staff. Furthermore, with a pre-plated delivery
desserts
in
are
courses
the
and
main
which
system
do
not need to return to
staff
served together, nursing
patients to servea secondcourse and thus there are no
diffor
them
to
observe any
ready-made opportunities
ficulties the patient may have while feeding or the
been
&
Mitchell
has
(Carr
food
that
eaten
amount of
1991). Partly as a result, a bulk trolley bedside service
is the meal distribution method recommended by Brit-
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ish Association for Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition
(BAPEN), in that it allows the patient to control portion size according to appetite and has proved highly
successfulin pilot studies in the UK (Allison 1999).
Perceptions of freshness can greatly affect how a
patient's meal is rated overall (Doucette 1999). If
patients can choose their food just before they eat it,
this greatly enhances their perception of the item's
freshness and influences satisfaction. Perceived control
and patient empowerment have been shown to strongly
influence patient satisfaction with food services
(Belanger & Dube 1996; Faulkner 2001). It was therefore predicted and confirmed that where patients have
increased involvement with the process of food service,
satisfaction is increased. One way to increase perceived
control is to give as much responsibility as possible to
every patient in making choices, that is, choosing a
food
their
compatible
with
preferences at the
menu
time required. In the trolley system of delivery with
choice at the point of service this is possible. Patients
did not feel disadvantaged by not ordering in
advance and for 92% of patients portion size matched
expectation.

One important factor I find in enjoying the meal is
being able to see the choice before making a
selection.
There is usually sufficient choice. I much prefer this
method of distribution to the menu system because
you cannot foresee how hungry you will be.

Nutrition
With both systems,daily energy intake particularly was
below that recommended by the dietary referencevalues (Department of Health 1991) and confirms suggestions of being `hungry in hospital' (Association of
Community Health Councils 1997). Thesefindings differ from those in researchconducted by Wilson eta!.
(2000) that found that energy,protein, fat and carbohydrate intakes were significantly higher with the trolley method of delivery.
It was suggested that the main reason for the
observed differences was the higher total food intake
of the main course from the trolley, this phenomenon
was not observed in the present study.
However, if the nutritional value of snack intake is
considered, this would certainly contribute to the overall daily nutrient intake and could provide as much as
22% of daily energy intake (Dupertius et al. 2003). To
be consistent, as not all patients have visitors, particularly the elderly who often rely solely on the food
provided by the institution and do not make up any
deficit (Frost et al. 1991), snacks were not included.

Blackwell PublishingLtd. 2003 FoodServiceTechnology,
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The nutritional data from such a study as this needs
to take into consideration deterioration in water-soluble and heat labile nutrients, which occur during cooking, and distribution of food. The time lapse between
food being cooked and actual consumption is important. Potatoeskept hot for 1 to 2h will have lost most
lost
have
C
their
of
vitamin
and green vegetableswill
three-quarters of this vitamin (McGlone 1997). Folic
acid is particularly heat labile and lossesduring cooking and hot-holding may therefore be considerable.
Caterers took an hour to assembletrays on the belt
system with the two wards selectedas sample at the
by
30
`run'.
Delivery
the
then
took
end of
another
min
`train'. Food was therefore kept hot for between 1 and
2 h. The trolley service was swifter with the trolleys
being loaded just prior to distribution.

Wastage
Wastage from the plate system of food delivery was
comparable to figures achieved by other meal sectors
such as schools (Osner 1982). It has been well documented that the plate service generatesmore waste on
the tray, but with the trolley service more is left on the
trolley (Edwards & Nash 1997; Hackes et al. 1997).
Plate waste for both these food service systems was
within guidelines of 10-1S%, suggested by Wilson
(2000) at the 21st European Society of Parenteral and
Enteral Nutrition Congress.However, the waste left on
the trolley was high at 20.5%. Although inevitable if a
wide choice is to be provided, this could be a consequenceof poor ordering and will need to be addressed
by the hospital. One of the initiatives that is being
piloted is to telephonewards 2h before servicefor final
meal numbers. Preliminary results suggest that this
could reduce total wastage by 30%.

Patientopinion
Patient's expectations of hospital food were not high.
having heard so much criticism of hospital food
...
in general, I was not expecting too much and therefore was pleasantly surprised.

Can anyonelook forward to mealsin hospitals?
The trolley system of food delivery appears to more
than match patient expectation, enhance meal experience and therefore consumer satisfaction levels are subsequently greater.

There is a divergence of opinion regarding hospital
food serviceand there are a myriad of problems, however, none are insurmountable. The quality of hospital
food is improving and there have been many initiatives
to raise the profile and perception of this food sector.
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Once such latest government plan is the use of celebrity
chefs to design new menus and the introduction of
patient-focused benchmarking (Department of Health
2001).
Conclusions and recommendations for
further research
This study has demonstrated that nutritional intake is
food
by
influenced
the
style of
service system and
not
despite anecdotal evidence suggesting the more satisfied the consumer the more they will eat, this may not
be true in a hospital setting. There may be barriers
(the provipresent that prevent `complete nutrition'
balanced
healthy
diet
that meets
of
a
nutritionally
sion
and satisfies both physiological and psychological
requirements) and that a `threshold of consumption'
exists.
However, perhaps hospital food service would benefit from changing to a more customer-focused operation rather than product-focused. A food service system
that reflects and meets the needs of the individual rather
than one that is shaped by the constraints of the distribution style. Mealtimes provide a welcome break and
all efforts to make them special will produce benefits
in the quality of patient experience. It has been shown
that patients eating in company increases macro nutrient intake (Hartwell & Edwards 2000) and further
research could concentrate on the enhancement of
mealtimes such as the effects of music or the use
of china service ware and the service predisposition
of staff. For shorter stay patients a low level of satisfaction with hospital food may be a temporary annoyfor
longer
the
ance, however,
stay patients
consequences could be more serious.
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Abstract
Malnutrition and the under-consumption of food in hospitals is prevalent and in UK hospitals, the consumption of meals is mainly a
solitude event, despite evidence to show that eating in the presence of others can actually increase food intake.
Dietary data were collected for three consecutive 24 h periods (n = 13) from patients who consumed their meals either in bed, at the side of
the bed or in the presenceof others. Results show a significant increase (p<0.05) in the mean daily energy intake for those sitting around a
table in the presence of others.
Although a small pilot study, the results confirm the value of social facilitation in improving the under-consumption of food when in
hospital.
0 2004 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved.
Keywords: Social facilitation; Eating location; Hospital food service; Food/energy intake

Introduction
Malnutrition in hospital patients in both the USA and UK
has long been reported (Bollett & Owens, 1973; Moy,
Smallman, & Booth, 1995; Prevost & Butterworth, 1974;
Yates, Lopez, & Jackson, 1977) and in most European
hospitals it is estimated as being between 20 and 30% (Beck
et al., 2001). Malnutrition is not confined to adults but also
includes children and in one hospital, 26% of children were
malnourished on admission (McCarthy & Mclvor, 2001).
Additional nutritional support has demonstrated clinical
benefits in both the short and long-terms (Barton, Beigg,
Macdonald, & Allison, 2000; Bozzetti, 2001; Brosnan,
Margetts, Munro, Passey, & Rivers, 2001; Lauque et al.,
2000; Robertson, 1990) and it has been suggested that
improved provision would result in a five-day reduction in
hospital stay for approximately
10% of patients.
The consequent annual saving is estimated to be £266
million (Lennard-Jones, 1992).
" Correspondingauthor
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A number of strategies,for example, supplementation, to
address hospital malnutrition have been proposed although
there is no firm evidenceto support their successleading to the
suggestion that there are no substitutes for the adequate
provision of `normal' food with supplementation only being
used where there are clear clinical indications (Allison, 1999;
Hankey, Summerbell, & Wynne, 1993). However, in many
instances where `normal' food is supplied, food intake is low
and wastage is high (Edwards & Nash, 1999).
Eating is often a social activity and a number of studieshave
shown how food intake is affectedwhen consumedwith others.
Social facilitation, as it is often referred to, is the influence of
personon person,or more precisely,how and why the behaviour
of one individual affectsthe behaviour of others (Zajonc, 1965).
Why social facilitation should be so important is far from clear
but eating in the presenceof others could increase levels of
arousal and drive, or provide cues as to appropriate or
inappropriate behaviour (Zajonc). It could also be that when
meals are eaten together, more food is provided, individuals
might be more hungry in the presenceof others,the atmosphere
might be more social, the food might tastebetter, or simply that
the meal might last longer (Feunekes,Graaf, & Staveren,1995).
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Table I
Energy intake
Patients at a table
(n=4)

Age range
Mean age
Evening (kcal)
Midday (kcal)
Breakfast (kcal)

Meandaily intake
(kam)
(kcal)
Mum
Minimum (kcal)

36-62 yrs
49
525
588
523

1632
2045
1104

SD

-

Patients by the bed
(n=5)

60-86 yrs

129
158
103

75
553
395
412

314

1348

-

1858
758

SD

Patients in bed
(n=4)

SD

-

49-89 yrs

-

230
137
132

63
516
418
493

336

1363

287

-

1847
955

-

250
139
200

Mean intake of patients at a table are different (p<0.05) from the other two groups.

Research has shown, for example, that energy intake is
higher and satiety levels lower when food is consumed in
1989);
deCastro,
&
the
Castro
(de
speed of
groups
&
McSweeney,
(Rosenthal
increased
is
consumption
1979), and the bigger the group size, the larger the meal
(de Castro & Brewer, 1991). These findings are not confined
to complete meals and can be seen across a range of meals
in both
Orozco,
1990),
&
Elmore,
Brewer,
Castro,
(de
served
Engell,
(Edelman,
individuals
normal and overweight
Bronstein, & Hirsch, 1986). Group make-up can also be
important and in a fast food restaurant, mixed sex groups
(Kiesges,
than
groups
sex
single
more
consumedsignificantly
Bartsch, Norwood, Kautzman, & Haugrud, 1984). Furtherindividuals
who normally consumed
of
a
group
when
more,
their meals alone were `instructed' to eat with others, meal
Castro,
1992).
de
&
increased
(Redd
intake
size and
Notwithstanding these criteria, and the prevalence of
have
United
Kingdom
in
hospitals
the
malnutrition, many
closed their `dayrooms' and patients can no longer socialise
and consume their meals in the company of others. The aim
intake
food
how
this
therefore,
to
study,
ascertain
of
pilot
was
might be affected by allowing hospital patients to eat in the
company of others.
Methods
Dietary data were collected for three consecutive 24 h
periods from a Women's Health Unit (n= 13) in a National
Health Service (NHS) hospital. Patients were hospitalised
for a variety of surgical procedures in the age range 36-89
years of age (see Table 1). All were post-operative,
ambulant and every subject selected felt reassured, was
well convalesced within two days of discharge.
Meals were consumed by patients in one of three
positions which were chosen by the individuals themselves

" Group 1. Around a table
" Group 2. Sitting by their bed
" Group 3. Sitting in bed
As pre-orderedmeals were plated in the kitchen, food
items were weighedusing HansonDigital Scalesaccuracy

t.

±4% and placed onto patient trays. Completed trays were
then transported to hospital wards and served to patients for
consumption as usual. Once meals were finished, trays were
collected, and out of sight of the patients, any food
remaining was again weighed. Nutritional analysis was
undertaken using the Microdietl software program.
Statistical analysis
Data were imported into and analysed using SPSS. The
Kolmogorovby
distribution
the
tested
was
of
normality
Smirnov statistic and subsequently means and standard
deviations were calculated and results compared using a
one-way Analysis of Variance. Statistical significance at
p: 50.05 was used for all tests.

Results
Results (Table 1) show a significant increase (p <0.05) in
intake
for
the
daily
the
around
sitting
group
energy
mean
Mean
daily
1)
(Group
two
the
groups.
other
over
table
intakes of carbohydrate, fat and protein were greater at the
in
1
Group
for
the
carbohydrate
with
patients
meal
midday
intake of Group 1 being significant (p <0.05) compared to
Groups 2 and 3.
When individual meals are compared, there were no
for
in
the evening meal; at
differences
the
groups
significant
from
different
1
Group
was significantly
the midday meal,
both Groups 2 and 3; and at breakfast the only significant
difference was between Groups 1 and 2.
There were no significant differences in `avoidable'
waste for all groups.

Discussion
Although a small cohort, initial indications from this
research indicate that consuming meals in a social situation
intake
increases
energy
significantly
and carbohydrate
although it is unclear from this study why this should be
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the case. It is interesting to note that most of the significant
difference in macronutrient intake occurred at the mid-day
meal which has additional implications for the service of
meals to older people who might prefer their meal then.
The Nutritional Guidelines for Hospital Catering
(Department of Health, 1995) recommend that throughout
the day, the menu should be capable of providing a
minimum of 1200 kcal and as much as 2500 kcal. From
theseresults is can be seenthat patient intake was within this
range; however, below the Dietary Reference Values of
1964 kcal (Department of Health, 1991).
In these `live' settings, where individuals have a free
choice, it is problematic ensuring that groups are similar,
although as far as could be ascertained in this study, patients
were in a similar physical condition, post recovery, and had
a free choice as to what food they could eat and where they
could sit. It could be, therefore, that those who chose to sit
with others were more motivated, hence ready to consume
larger meals. No attempt was made to manipulate the
situation, hence it could be argued that those patients who
were more social would prefer to eat with others. Therefore,
they might have been more motivated and predisposed
towards the consumption of more food.
Further work is warranted to ascertainthe extent to which
patients choosing their own eating positions influenced the
outcome of the study. Notwithstanding, it is suggestedthat
social facilitation has the potential to address hospital
malnutrition and the under-consumption of food. It should,
therefore,be promotedand usedat meal times with the creation
of ambient dining areas,away from the noise, smells and other
distractions associatedwith hospital wards, and where patients
could consume their meals in the company of others. Even if
spaceis limited, patientsshouldbe encouragedto eattheir meals
around a table in a social context and where appropriate,
`encouraged' or `instructed' to do so. Increasing the intake of
`normal' food, and in doing so, reduce
or eliminate the costsof
other feeding regimens, whilst improving total food and
nutritional intake should be the primary aim.
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